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List of 
 Abbreviations
(In order of appearance)

 – BEP  building energy performance 

 – WWR  window-to-wall ratio

 – PCA  Performative computational architecture 

 – DOE  Design of Experiments

 – HVAC  heating, ventilation and air conditioning 

 – PMV  predicted mean vote

 – ASHRAE  American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers 

 – TAS  Thermal Analysis Software 

 – IDA ICE IDA Indoor Climate and Energy 

 – AV   air volume from natural ventilation 

 – IS   illuminance set-point satisfaction 

 – DL   indoor daylight level 

 – SL   shading level 

 – TDP  thermal discomfort penalty

 – Cfb  Temperate oceanic climate 

 – Dfb  Humid continental climate 

 – BSk  Cold semi-arid climate 

 – Dwa  Humid continental climate 

 – Csb  Temperate Mediterranean climate

 – GSL  automatic generation of space layouts 

 – G-O  automatic generation of space layouts combined with optimisation 

 – EP   energy performance assessment of space layouts 

 – EPO  energy performance optimisation of space layouts

 – G-EPO   automatic generation of space layouts with optimised energy 
performance

 – GH   Grasshopper 

 – mF   modeFRONTIER

 – DOE  Design of Experiments

 – ULH  Uniform Latin Hypercube
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 – SOM    Self-Organising Maps 

 – ff-ratio   façade area to floor area ratio 

 – floor-orientation  floor area ratio per orientation e.g. floor-S 

 – façade-orientation  façade area ratio per orientation, e.g. façade-S 

 – ff-orientation    façade area to floor area ratio per orientation, e.g. 
ff-S

 – hd-orientation   height to depth ratio per orientation, e.g. hd-S 

 – floor-function-orientation  floor area ratio per function per orientation, e.g. 
floor-office-S 

 – façade-function-orientation   façade area ratio per function per orientation, e.g. 
façade-office-S

 – ff-function-orientation    façade area to floor area ratio per function per 
orientation, e.g. ff-office-S 

 – hd-function-orientation   height to depth ratio per function per orientation, 
e.g. hd-office-.
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Summary
Architectural design greatly influences building energy performance (BEP), and 
energy-efficient design is therefore often studied. Architectural space layout also can 
affect BEP. However, only a few of the numerous studies on energy-efficient design 
considered the effect of space layout. Within these studies, the  isolated  effect of 
space layout on the BEP has hardly have been analysed systematically. 

The framework of Performative Computational Architecture (PCA) had been 
proven to be effective to improve BEP.  PCA includes form generation, performance 
evaluation, and computational optimisation. With this framework, the building’s 
geometry and material properties are parametrised, and the performance is 
assessed for different combinations of design parameters. It aims to find the 
proper parameters that satisfy the defined objectives. This method can include 
the generation and assessment of space layouts. However, only a few studies have 
tried to combine the automatic generation of space layout with energy performance 
optimisation; nor the systematic analysis of the effects and relations between space 
layout and energy performance.

Hence, the aim of this research is to investigate how space layout affects BEP, and to 
develop a computational method to support such investigation and the optimisation 
of space layout in order to improve BEP. The scope of this research is focussed on  
office buildings. This thesis addresses the following research questions:

1 How does space layout affect building energy performance and what are the relevant 
parameters, based on current research?

2 What is the isolated effect of space layout on building energy performance? 

3 What are the current gaps and requirements for the automatic generation of space 
layout with energy performance optimisation?

4 How to computationally optimise space layout to improve the building energy 
performance? 

5 What is the relationship between space layout and energy performance?
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6 How to apply the results of this research to practice? 

Several approaches were used to address these research questions, including 
literature review, computational simulation, optimisation, Design of Experiments 
(DOE), and relationship analysis. 

A literature review was conducted in Chapter 2, and the studies relevant to space 
layout and energy performance were collected. It was found that many studies on 
either space layout or energy performance could be found, but only a few studies 
combined both. Based on the review of the references collected, three topics were 
studied and conclusions were drawn: (1) the mechanism of how space layout affects 
BEP was identified; (2) the related design variables that affect BEP were identified 
and classified; (3) based on the relatively small number of papers that combined 
energy performance and space layout, a preliminary conclusion could be drawn on 
the potential effect of space layout on BEP. 

In Chapter 3 a study was performed to identify the isolated effect of space layout, i.e. 
to investigate how much the energy performance can be improved solely by space 
layout design. For this aim, 11 layouts were proposed with a different allocation 
of various functions, given the same external boundaries of the floorplan and the 
same internal partitions. Hence, the difference in BEP was caused by the different 
function allocation alone. The energy demands were investigated for three climates 
(temperate, cold and tropical), with three typical cities (Amsterdam, Harbin and 
Singapore). A dynamic simulation was conducted for the energy performance 
assessment, which  included the integration of daylight simulation with energy 
(heating, cooling and lighting demand) simulation. For each layout and each 
climate, two situations were simulated: one having no shading system, and another 
one assuming an exterior screen for shading. Based on the simulation results, it 
was found that the lighting demand is affected most by the layout variance.  The 
maximum difference (difference between the highest demand and the lowest 
demand, divided by the highest demand) was found in Harbin, being 46% for the 
situation without shading and 35% with shading. The maximum difference in heating 
demand was smaller, and the highest value occurred in Amsterdam, being 11% for 
the situation without shading and 18% for the situation with shading. The maximum 
difference in cooling demand was the smallest, and the highest value occurred in 
Amsterdam, i.e. 8% for the situation without shading and 11% for the situation with 
shading. In addition to the separate demands, the effect on total final energy was 
also studied, assuming certain efficiencies for the production of lighting, heating and 
cooling.  The maximum difference in total final energy was found to be 8% for the 
layouts studied, both without and with shading system occurring in Amsterdam. 
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Another literature review was conducted in Chapter 4, focussed on studies relevant 
to the automatic generation of space layout and including energy performance 
optimisation. Based on 66 studies investigated, seven methods for the automatic 
generation of space layout were categorised and evaluated. An analysis was 
proposed for the requirements of space layout generation and of energy 
performance optimisation regarding their combination.

In Chapter 5, the relationship between space layout and BEP was studied and a 
computational optimisation of energy performance was carried out. For this aim, 
a computational method was proposed according to the PCA framework of form 
generation, performance assessment and computational optimisation. This method 
includes: a method to parametrically generate schematic space layouts featuring 
energy related variables; and an assessment method integrating daylighting 
simulation and energy simulation in a temperate climate; additionally it uses 
advanced computational methods to generate and analyse the results.

To investigate the relationship between space layout and BEP, a Design of 
Experiments (DOE) was performed with the proposed method, providing 500 
evaluations, of which the results were used to investigate the relationship. 
Correlation analysis and regression analysis were conducted based on DOE results 
to identify the relationship between space layout and energy performance. The 
relationship analysis shows that regarding the effect on energy demands, the façade 
area to floor area ratio (ff-ratio) of corner rooms are more influential than the ff-ratio 
of the other locations; the location of offices is more influential than the location of 
other functions;  ff-ratio (which is related to the compactness of the layout) is more 
influential than the other types of design indicator. 

With the same computational method to generate schematic space layouts and 
assess energy performance, optimisations were run with the objectives to   minimise 
heating, cooling and lighting demands. The optimisation studies showed that the 
resulting improvement (same as the maximum difference) was up to 54% for the 
lighting demand, 51% for heating demand and 38% for cooling demand. The 
optimisations confirm the conclusions of chapter 3. This improvement is much higher 
than the improvement found in the 11 layouts studied in chapter 3, which shows the 
optimisation was able to find more diverse space layouts, or, which can be explained 
by the fact that the external boundary was also a variable. 

Finally, the results and conclusions of the previously described studies were 
translated into design recommendations for energy-efficient space layout in Chapter 
6. Following the classification of design variables of space layout as introduced in 
Chapter 2.
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As was shown with the analysis of all the results in chapter 3 and 5, some general 
relationships are found between design variables related to space layout and energy 
performance. These are described in the conclusions of chapter 5 . Façade area to 
floor area ratio is proven to be significantly influential on building heating, cooling 
and lighting demands, in terms of the entire layout and also for each function. 
Furthermore, corner rooms show a stronger correlation with the energy demand 
than other locations within a layout. Awareness on these relations is important and 
is expected to be useful for the designers. However, it does not suffice in order to 
predict the best space layout in terms of energy performance. This is because the 
best space layout highly depends on the tested functions and the related properties, 
and more explanation can be found in Section 7.2.1. Thus, for each specific design 
case a computational analysis and optimisation might still be needed, also in 
consideration of the specificities of the design case and its functions.  

To sum up, the thesis has proven that space layout can significantly affect the 
BEP, and can thus be used to improve it. The lighting demand is especially highly 
affected by the space layout chosen. The relationship between space layout 
and energy performance was studied and several indicators were found to be 
influential. However, it is difficult to predict the best space layout in terms of energy 
performance, as the best layout depends on the requirements and properties of 
functions required in a floorplan. Hence, a case by case computational analysis is 
needed to improve or optimise a space layout for a given set of functions.
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Samenvatting
Architectonisch ontwerp heeft een significante impact op de energieprestaties (EP) 
van gebouwen en energie efficiëntie is daarom een veel bestudeerd onderwerp. 
Ruimtelijke indeling van gebouwen kan ook van invloed zijn op de EP. Echter nemen 
maar enkele van de talloze studies rondom energie efficiënt ontwerpen de ruimtelijke 
indeling in beschouwing. Binnen deze kleine selectie studies is het geïsoleerde effect 
van ruimtelijke indeling op de EP nog maar nauwelijks systematisch geanalyseerd.

Performative Computational Architecture (PCA) is een onderzoekskader dat bewezen 
effectief is om de EP van gebouwen te verbeteren. Elementen van PCA zijn: vorm 
genereren, prestatie evaluatie en gecomputeriseerde optimalisatie. PCA kan worden 
ingezet om de gebouwgeometrie en de materiaaleigenschappen te parametriseren 
en kan de prestaties van verschillende combinaties ontwerpparameters berekenen. 
Daarbij tracht PCA de geschikte parameter-combinaties te isoleren die de 
gedefinieerde doelen behalen. Deze methode kan ook worden toegepast om 
ruimtelijke indelingen te produceren en te berekenen. Echter, tot op heden hebben 
nog maar enkele studies getracht om geautomatiseerde productie van ruimtelijk 
ontwerp te combineren met EP optimalisatie, laat staan een systematisch analyse 
van de effecten en relaties tussen ruimtelijke indeling en EP.

Het doel van dit onderzoek is te bepalen hoe ruimtelijke indeling de energieprestatie 
van gebouwen beïnvloed en om een gecomputeriseerde methode te ontwikkelen 
die ruimtelijke indeling kan optimaliseren ten behoeve van de energieprestatie. 
Kantoorgebouwen vormen het onderwerp van deze studie. Voor dit onderzoek zijn de 
volgende onderzoeksvragen geformuleerd:

1 Hoe beïnvloedt de ruimtelijke indeling de energieprestatie van gebouwen en wat zijn 
de relevante parameters volgens bestaande onderzoeken?

2 Wat is het geïsoleerde effect van de ruimtelijke indeling op de energieprestatie van 
gebouwen. 

3 Wat zijn de huidige vraagstukken en vereisten voor ontwerp-automatisering van 
ruimtelijke indeling ter energieprestatie optimalisering?
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4 Hoe kan ruimtelijke indeling ter verbetering van energieprestatie computationeel 
geoptimaliseerd worden?

5 Wat is de relatie tussen ruimtelijke indeling en gebouw energieprestatie?

6 Hoe kunnen de resultaten van dit onderzoek worden toegepast in de praktijk?

Verschillende onderzoeksmethoden zijn toegepast om deze onderzoeksvragen te 
beantwoorden, waaronder een literatuur review, computer simulatie + optimalisering, 
Design of Experiments en relatie-analyse.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een literatuuronderzoek gepresenteerd waarin de relevante 
onderzoeken op het gebied van ruimtelijke indeling en energieprestatie zijn 
verzameld. Voor beiden onderwerpen is veel bestaand onderzoek beschikbaar, echter 
zijn er maar enkele studies die beide onderwerpen combineren. Op basis van dieper 
onderzoek naar de relevante publicaties zijn de volgende drie conclusies getrokken: 
(1) het mechanisme tussen ruimtelijk indeling en EP is geïdentificeerd, (2) de 
onderzoekvariabelen die de EP beïnvloeden zijn geïdentificeerd en geclassificeerd, 
en (3) op basis van de beperkt beschikbare publicaties die de twee onderwerpen 
combineren kunnen voorlopige conclusies op het effect van ruimtelijke indeling op de 
EP worden geformuleerd. 

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een onderzoek waarin het geïsoleerde effect van ruimtelijke 
indeling op de EP wordt geïdentificeerd, m.a.w.: hoe kan de energieprestatie van 
gebouwen worden verbeterd enkel door middel van ruimtelijke (her)indeling. 
Om dit te achterhalen zijn elf ruimte-configuraties voorgesteld waarbij alleen 
de functies van de verschillende ruimtes werd gewisseld binnen ongewijzigde 
binnen- en buitenwanden. Deze methode verzekerd dat de gemeten verschillen 
enkel hun oorzaak vinden in deze functie verschuivingen. De energievragen zijn 
onderzocht voor drie klimaten (gematigd, koud en tropisch) in drie typerende steden 
(Amsterdam, Harbin en Singapore). Een dynamische simulatie is toegepast voor de 
EP berekening, waarbij daglicht simulaties met energiesimulaties voor verwarming, 
koeling en verlichting zijn geïntegreerd. Voor elke indeling en elk klimaat zijn twee 
scenario varianten gesimuleerd: zónder zonweringsysteem en met een extern scherm 
voor zonwering. Op basis van de simulatieresultaten kan worden aangetoond dat de 
verlichtingsvraag is het meest wordt beïnvloed door variatie in ruimtelijke indeling. 
Het grootste verschil (verschil tussen hoogste en laagste vraag, gedeeld door de 
hoogste vraag) is berekend in Harbin: 46% voor de situatie zonder zonwering 
en 35% met zonwering. De maximale variatie in warmtevraag was kleiner en het 
grootste verschil werd berekend in Amsterdam, namelijk 11% voor de situatie zonder 
zonwering en 11% met zonwering. Tot slot was de kleinte variatie waarneembaar 
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voor de koelvraag en werd nogmaals het maximale verschil berekend in de simulatie 
voor Amsterdam: respectievelijk 8% en 11% voor de situatie met en zonder 
zonwering. Naast de separate analyses voor warmte, koeling en verlichting werd ook 
het totale effect op de finale energievraag gesimuleerd, waarbij bepaalde aannames 
werden toegepast voor de efficiënte van de verlichting, verwarming en koeling. Het 
grootste verschil in deze totaal-simulatie voor alle voorgestelde indelingen, 8%, 
werd gevonden in Amsterdam voor zowel de situatie met als zonder zonwering.

In hoofdstuk 4 staat een tweede literatuuronderzoek beschreven. In deze studie 
worden bestaande onderzoeken relevant voor de ontwerp-automatisering van 
ruimtelijke indeling en energieprestatie optimalisering samengebracht. Op basis 
van 66 bestaande onderzoeken zijn zeven methoden voor ontwerp-automatisering 
gecategoriseerd en geëvalueerd.  Voor zowel de ontwerp-automatisering van 
ruimtelijke indeling als de EP optimalisatie is een analyse van de gecombineerde 
vereisten voorgesteld.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de samenhang tussen ruimtelijk indeling en EP bestudeerd 
door middel van gecomputeriseerde optimalisatie. Om deze samenhang helder te 
krijgen, is een gecomputeriseerde methode voorgesteld volgens het PCA kader 
voor vorm-generatie, presentatie berekeningen en optimalisaties. Deze aanpak 
omvat: een methode om op parametrische wijze een schematische ruimtelijk 
indeling te genereren aan de hand van energievariabelen, een rekenmethode om 
daglichtsimulatie en energiesimulatie te integreren in een gematigd klimaat en tot 
slot past het geavanceerde computergestuurde methodes toe om de resultaten te 
produceren en analyseren.  

Aan de hand van deze voorgestelde methode is een Design of Experiments (DOE) 
uitgevoerd om de relatie tussen ruimtelijke indeling en EP verder te onderzoeken. 
Dit heeft geleid tot 500 evaluaties waarvan de uitkomsten werden gebruikt om 
de samenhang te in kaart te brengen. Correlatieanalyse en regressieanalyse zijn 
toegepast op de DOE resultaten om het verband tussen ruimtelijke indeling en 
energieprestatie te identificeren. De relatieanalyses toont aan dat de verhouding 
gevel-vloeroppervlak meer van invloed is op de energievraag in hoekruimtes dan op 
de overige ruimtes. Ook heeft de locatie van de kantoorfuncties een sterkere invloed 
dan de locatie van de overige functies. Tot slot kan worden gezegd dat de gevel-vloer 
ratio meer invloed heeft dan de andere types ontwerpindicatoren. 

Met dezelfde voorgestelde methode zijn optimalisaties uitgevoerd met als doel de 
warmte-, koel- en verlichtingsvraag te verminderen. De optimalisatie tonen aan 
dat verbeteringen mogelijk zijn tot 54% voor de verlichtingsvraag, 51% voor de 
warmtevraag en 38 voor de koelvraag. Deze optimalisatie experimenten bevestigen 
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de conclusies gevormd in hoofdstuk 3. Deze verbeteringen liggen aanzienlijk hoger 
dan de verbeteringen gemeten voor de elf indelingen in hoofdstuk 3. Dit toont aan 
dat door middel van optimalisatie, meer gediversifieerde ruimtelijke indelingen 
geproduceerd worden. Mogelijk kan het verschil ook worden toegekend aan het feit 
dat de buitengrenzen van het gebouw in de optimalisaties variabel waren. 

Tot slot worden in hoofdstuk 6, volgend op de classificering van ontwerpvariabelen 
voor ruimtelijke indeling geformuleerd in hoofdstuk 2, de resultaten en conclusies 
van dit onderzoek vertaald naar ontwerpaanbevelingen voor energie efficiënte 
ruimtelijke indelingen. 

Op basis van de resultaatanalyses uit hoofdstuk 3 en 5 zijn enkele algemene relaties 
gevonden tussen ontwerpvariabelen voor ruimtelijke indeling en energieprestatie. 
Deze worden verder beschreven in de conclusies van hoofdstuk 5. De analyses tonen 
aan dat de gevel-vloeroppervlak verhouding het meest van invloed is op de warmte-, 
koeling en verlichting vraag van het gebouw voor zowel de totale ruimtelijke indeling 
alsook voor individuele functies. Verder kan worden opgemerkt dat de hoekruimtes 
een sterkere correlatie vertonen met de energievraag dan de andere locaties binnen 
een indeling. Inzicht in deze relaties is belangrijk en mogelijk nuttig voor ontwerpers. 
Echter, is dit niet voldoende om de beste ruimtelijke indeling te voorspellen ten 
behoeve van de energievraag. Dit komt doordat de meest optimale indeling sterk 
afhankelijk is van de gekozen functies en de bijbehorende eigenschappen, wat 
verder toegelicht wordt in sectie 7.2.1. Zodoende zal mogelijk voor elk ontwerp 
een afzonderlijke gecomputeriseerde analyse en optimalisatie nodig zijn om ook 
rekening te houden met de specifieke kenmerken van een ontwerpvraagstuk en de 
bijbehorende functies. 

Dit onderzoek bewijst dat de ruimtelijke indeling de EP aanzienlijk kan beïnvloeden 
en zodoende kan worden ingezet om de gebouwprestaties te verbeteren. De 
verlichtingsvraag is het sterkst beïnvloed door de gekozen ruimtelijk indeling. 
De samenhang tussen ruimte indeling en energieprestatie is bestudeerd en 
verschillende invloedrijke factoren zijn gevonden. Het is echter lastig om de beste 
indeling te voorspellen ten behoeve van de energieprestatie aangezien de beste 
indeling afhankelijk is van de vereisten en kenmerken van de verschillende functies 
noodzakelijk in een plattegrond. Mede daardoor is een gecomputeriseerde analyse 
nodig voor elk afzonderlijk ontwerp om de ruimtelijke indeling te verbeteren ofwel te 
optimaliseren ten behoeve van een gedefinieerde groep functies.
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1 Introduction
The energy consumption in buildings makes up around 40% of the total primary 
energy consumption in the US and EU [1]. Due to the need for reducing carbon 
emissions, the demand for energy-efficient building design is urgent. Design of 
architectural space layout is one of the most important tasks of an architect, dealing 
with the allocation of different functions within a building, including interior layouts 
and placement of interior walls. It is also affected by the boundaries, shape or 
geometry of the building. Studies have shown that space layout design is expected 
to affect the building energy performance (BEP) and thus can be used to reduce 
energy demands. However, still relatively little is known about how space layout 
design affects the BEP, and how to optimise the space layout design to improve 
energy performance.

The goal of this research is to investigate how space layout affects the BEP, and to 
develop a computational method for the optimisation of space layout to improve 
the BEP for office buildings. In order to realise the goal, this thesis presents the 
following content:

 – A detailed literature review of the state-of-the-art knowledge of how space layout 
affects energy performance and of the relevant design parameters of space layouts 
(Ch. 2);

 – Analysis of the isolated effect of space layout on the building energy performance 
(Ch. 3);

 – A detailed literature review to analyse the gaps and requirements for the automatic 
generation of space layout with energy performance optimisation (Ch. 4);

 – Development of a computational method to optimise space layout design for the 
improvement of energy performance (Ch. 5);

 – An analysis of the relationships between space layout and energy performance 
(Ch. 5);

 – Design recommendations regarding energy-efficient space layouts (Ch. 6).

This introduction chapter presents the background literature study used to formulate 
the problem statement and research questions, followed by the research framework 
– including problem statement and research objectives and questions – and the 
research methodology. It concludes with the scientific and societal relevance of 
this thesis.
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 1.1 Background

 1.1.1 Space layout design and energy performance

Architectural space layout design is one of the most important architectural design 
tasks, taking place around ‘scheme design’ and ‘design development’ in the early 
design phase [2]. In this thesis, space layout is defined as the allocation of different 
functions within a building, which includes interior layouts and placement of interior 
walls. It is also affected by the boundaries, shape or geometry of the building.

Studies have shown that, among all phases of the life-cycle, the phase of 
architectural design presents the highest potential for decreasing the environmental 
impacts and costs [3]. Space layout design is one of the important tasks in the 
architectural design phase, and studies have proven that space layout design is 
promising to improve the BEP. A brief literature review is conducted in the following 
paragraph regarding recent research on the effect of space layouts.

FIG. 1.1 Relevant research domains

Only a few studies [4–13] deal with the combination of space layout design and 
energy performance. The relevant research domains are shown in Figure 1.1. These 
studies have shown that space layout can affect the energy use for heating, cooling, 
lighting and ventilation, as well as the thermal and visual comfort for occupants. 
For instance, in the study of Musau and Steemers [4], five space layouts of an office 
building in the UK were simulated and their energy demands were compared, and 
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there turned out to be a difference1 of 57% between the highest and lowest heating 
demand (measured in kWh during a peak winter day). In the study of Yi [9], several 
layouts with the same boundary for an office building in South Korea were simulated 
and compared, and the difference in Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) between these 
layouts was up to 15%.

However, these relevant studies changed not only space layouts, but also the other 
design parameters simultaneously. For instance, in addition to space layouts, the 
studies of [4,5] also changed space use density, occupancy, and distribution of 
workstations; the studies of [7–10] also changed the window-to-wall ratio (WWR). 
Therefore, these studies show that space layout design is promising to improve 
the BEP, whereas its isolated effect has not been identified yet. Based on traceable 
literature, the relationship between space layout and energy performance has been 
investigated very limitedly.

 1.1.2 Performative computational architecture

Performative computational architecture (PCA) is a method supporting the design 
of high-performance buildings, based on form-finding optimisation at early design 
stages [14]. It aims to improve the building performance by informing the decisions 
during the design process by means of performance evaluation. It supports 
architectural design by allowing designers to explore different design alternatives by 
gaining awareness of their performance [15]. With PCA, the building’s geometry and 
material properties are parametrised, and designers vary the design parameters to 
satisfy the design objectives relevant to certain building performance. PCA includes 
three phases: form generation, performance evaluation, and optimisation [14]. 
Different design parameters of buildings have been explored for PCA, including 
geometry, façade, materials, shading, orientation, WWR, etc. Different objectives 
have been studied, such as energy, daylight, thermal comfort, life cycle cost, 
logistics, etc. Recent studies have proven that using PCA to optimise BEP helps to 
reduce the energy demand significantly, as shown in [16].

Evins [16] extensively reviewed studies on computational energy optimisation, and 
his study reveals a dominant attention to building envelopes, mechanical systems 
and energy generation. However, among the analysed precedents, space layout 

1 Difference calculated by dividing the difference between the highest demand and lowest demand by the 
highest demand.
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was rarely used. A similar conclusion can be drawn from the review study of Ekici 
et al. [14], who collected studies on PCA. This review paper shows that, among all 
the form-finding parameters, the WWR, shading, orientation, window dimension, 
and building shape are the most commonly used design variables for optimisation. 
However, among the 100 studies collected, only 6 studies were relevant to space 
layout design. According to these reviews, it appears that PCA has been studied and 
applied to different design tasks, while it is rarely applied to space layout design.

Designing space layout with PCA can help to improve the energy performance of 
the building. Several studies have proven this potential. The study of Dino and 
Üçoluk [8] optimised space layouts for the improvement of energy and daylighting 
performance, as well as the functionality of space layout. The study of Rodrigues et 
al. [10] developed a method to automatically generate space layout and to assess 
the thermal performance of the layout created. These studies show promising results 
for improving energy performance by optimising space layout design.

 1.1.3 Office building

Offices are one of the most energy consuming building types. According to 
the survey conducted by Building Performance Institute Europe [17], offices 
comprise 23% of the useful floor area and 26% of the final energy use among all 
non-residential buildings for different countries across Europe. Under the 2015 Paris 
Climate Agreements, the energy use of office buildings needs to be reduced to nearly 
zero energy. Space layout design is expected to help saving a considerable part of 
energy in office buildings.

Office buildings have typical functions, i.e. offices, meeting rooms, break rooms, core 
and staircases. These functions have different requirements for comfort, in terms of 
thermal, acoustic and visual properties. For instance, the set-points for cooling and 
heating vary between different functions. Also, the required illuminance levels vary 
between different functions. It is the difference in comfort requirements between 
functions that makes the function allocation matter for the energy performance of 
the whole layout. Therefore, for this research office buildings were chosen to test 
how space layout design can impact the BEP.
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 1.1.4 Conclusion

Studies have shown that space layout design can significantly impact the BEP. 
However, few studies have been done, and its isolated effect on the BEP has not 
been identified yet. Additionally, the relationship between space layout and energy 
performance has hardly been analysed. PCA has been proven to be effective 
to improve the BEP, whereas there are only several studies that applied PCA to 
space layout design in combination with energy performance. The results of these 
studies show that it is promising to apply PCA to space layout design to improve 
energy performance.

 1.2 Research framework

 1.2.1 Problem statement

Only a few studies have tried to combine the automatic generation of space 
layout with energy performance optimisation. These studies have shown that 
there can be a significant impact. However, it is not clear how space layout design 
affects the BEP, and space layout design is rarely used for energy performance 
optimisation compared to other design tasks. Hence, the potential of space layout 
design to improve building energy performance is not fully identified; especially 
the isolated effect of changing only space layout is not known. In addition, the 
general relationship between space layout and energy performance has never been 
investigated. The method of performative computational architecture is promising 
in improving building energy performance. However, so far it is much less applied to 
space layout design compared to the other design tasks.

 1.2.2 Research objectives

The aim of this research is to investigate how space layout affects building energy 
performance, and to develop a computational method for the optimisation of space 
layout in order to improve the building energy performance (BEP) of office buildings.
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 1.2.3 Research questions

 1.2.3.1 Main research question:

How does space layout design affect the building energy performance and how 
can space layout design be optimised to improve the energy performance of 
office buildings?

 1.2.3.2 Sub-questions:

1 How does space layout affect building energy performance and what are the 
relevant parameters, based on current research? 
The first step of the research is to investigate the current knowledge on how space 
layouts affect the BEP and to identify the relevant design parameters of space layout, 
to build the foundation for the following studies.

2 What is the isolated effect of space layout on building energy performance? 
After a detailed review of current studies, it was found that most studies mixed space 
layout design with other design parameters, which made it impossible to identify the 
isolated effect of space layouts on energy performance. So, new research is needed 
to identify the isolated effect of space layouts on energy performance. The energy 
performance involves heating, cooling and lighting demands in this research.

3 What are the current gaps and requirements for the automatic generation of 
space layout with energy performance optimisation? 
Before developing a new computational optimisation method for space layout, 
the requirements for the generation of space layout with energy performance 
optimisation need to be identified.

4 How to computationally optimise space layout to improve the building 
energy performance? 
A computational method needs to be developed to support improving the building 
energy performance by space layout design.
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5 What is the relationship between space layout and energy performance? 
For a deeper understanding of how space layouts affect the energy performance, the 
relationship between space layout and energy performance needs to be investigated. 
In order to analyse this relationship, relevant design indicators, which represent the 
architectural features of space layout, need to be identified.

6 How to apply the results of this research to practice? 
The results and conclusions of this research need to be translated into design 
recommendations and guidelines for building designers and owners.

Q1. How does space 
layout affect BEP and 
what are the relevant 
parameters based on 
current research? 

Q2. What is the 
isolated effect of space 
layout on BEP? 

Q3. What are the 
current gaps and 
requirements for the 
automatic generation 
of space layout with 
energy performance 
optimisation? 

Q4. How to 
computationally 
optimise space layout to 
improve BEP?

Q5. What is the 
relationship between 
space layout and energy 
performance?

Chapter 2: Effects of 
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Layouts on Energy 

Performance: A 
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Chapter 3. Effect of 
space layouts on the 
energy performance 
of office buildings in 

three climates 

Chapter 4: 
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FIG. 1.2 Research methodology and outline of the thesis 
Note: BEP = Building Energy Performance
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 1.3 Research methodology

As shown in Figure 1.2, the methodology includes five steps: (1) literature review on 
how space layout affects the BEP and design variables of space layout; (2) assessing 
and comparing energy demands to identify the isolated effect of space layout; (3) 
literature review on the requirements for the automatic generation of space layout 
and energy performance optimisation; (4) developing a computational method to 
optimise space layout and perform Design of Experiments (DOE), leading to analysis 
of and insight into the relationship between space layout; (5) finally, translating the 
conclusions into design recommendations.

1 Literature review on how space layout affects the building 
energy performance and the design variables of space layout

Regarding the first research question, a literature review was conducted and the 
results are presented in Chapter 2. The studies relevant to both space layout and 
energy performance were collected. From these studies, the mechanism of how 
space layout affects the BEP was determined; the design variables of space layout 
and the energy indicators for evaluation were identified; finally, the effects of space 
layout on both energy use and occupant comfort were identified.

2 Assessing and comparing energy demands 
of 11 layouts in 3 climates

As shown in Chapter 3, in order to identify the isolated effect of space 
layout, 11 layouts with different function allocations were proposed, keeping the 
same layout boundary and internal partitions. An assessment method was developed 
integrating daylighting simulation with energy simulation. The energy demands 
(heating, cooling and lighting) of the different layouts were simulated and compared 
for three climates, i.e. temperate, cold and tropical. Additionally, two design 
parameters, i.e. the window-to-wall ratio (WWR) and thermal transmittance (U 
value), were tested for their influence on the effect of space layout.
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3 Literature review on the requirements for the automatic generation 
of space layout with energy performance optimisation

Regarding the third research question, a literature review was conducted and the 
results are presented in Chapter 4. The studies relevant to space layout, energy, 
and automation were collected; based on the studies collected, the requirements 
for the automatic generation of space layout with energy performance optimisation 
were identified.

4 Developing the computational method and 
performing Design of Experiments (DOE)

This step aims to find the relationship between space layout and energy 
performance, as well as develop a computational method to optimise space layout to 
improve energy performance. As shown in Chapter 5, a computational method was 
developed, including the parametric generation of space layout variants, energy and 
daylighting performance assessment. The method was implemented using software 
that allow the automation of the iterative loops. Design of Experiments (DOE) was 
performed based on the computational method, and the relationship between space 
layout and energy demands was identified based on the DOE results. In order to 
identify the relationships, four types of design indicators were proposed. For each 
design variant generated, its values were calculated with regard to both layout and 
each function. The energy performance trends were then analysed in relation to the 
variations of each indicator. Finally, the computational method was also used for the 
optimisation of a space layout, with the objectives of minimising heating, cooling and 
lighting demands.

5 Translating conclusions to design recommendations 
for designers and owners

In order to help architectural designers and building owners design energy-efficient 
space layouts, the results and conclusions of this research were translated into 
design recommendations, as shown in Chapter 6.
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 1.4 Scientific and societal relevance

The scientific relevance is explained from the perspectives of different research 
disciplines. From the perspective of energy performance, the thesis contributes to 
identify the effect of space layout on the BEP, which helps to thoroughly explore the 
effective measures to improve a building’s energy performance. The thesis explicitly 
extracts the knowledge of how space layout affects the BEP, and this helps designers 
and researchers to better understand space layout design from the perspective of 
energy. From the perspective of PCA, the thesis expands the application of PCA to 
space layout design.

As mentioned in the introduction, there is a need for sustainable energy systems 
for the built environment and thus for energy-efficient building design. The thesis 
provides new inspiration and an operative method for architects to design space 
layout driven by the goal of improving energy performance. It allows designers to 
explore large numbers of design variations with consciousness on the consequences 
for energy performance, while being eventually inspired toward new design 
directions. It helps to extend the role of architects as energy designers, and can also 
raise the attention of building owners and designers to space layout design for both 
building renovation and new building design.
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2 Effects of 
 Architectural 
Space Layouts 
on Energy 
 Performance: 
A Review
This chapter is adapted from a journal paper published on 29 Feb 2020: T. Du, S. Jansen, M. Turrin, 
A. van den Dobbelsteen, Effects of Architectural Space Layouts on Energy Performance: A Review, 
Sustainability. 12 (2020) 1829. https://doi.org/10.3390/su12051829. 

ABSTRACT As one of the most important design tasks of building design, space layout design 
affects the building energy performance (BEP). In order to investigate the effect, 
a literature review of relevant papers was performed. Ten relevant articles were 
found and reviewed in detail. First, a methodology for studying the effects of space 
layouts on BEP were proposed regarding design variables, energy indicators and 
BEP calculation methods, and the methodologies used in the 10 articles were 
reviewed. Then, the effects of space layouts on energy use and occupant comfort 
were analysed separately. The results show that the energy use for heating, cooling, 
lighting and ventilation is highly affected by space layouts, as well as thermal 
and visual comfort. The effects of space layouts on energy use are higher than 
on occupant comfort. By changing space layouts, the resulting reductions in the 
annual final energy for heating and cooling demands were up to 14% and 57%, 
respectively, in an office building in Sweden. The resulting reductions in the lighting 
demand of peak summer and winter were up to 67% and 43%, respectively, for the 
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case of an office building in the UK, and the resulting reduction in the air volume 
supplied by natural ventilation was 65%. The influence of other design parameters, 
i.e., occupancy and window-to-wall ratio, on the effects of space layouts on BEP was 
also identified.

 2.1 Introduction

Architectural design highly affects the building energy performance (BEP), and 
energy-efficient design is therefore often studied [1]. Space layout design is one of 
the most important tasks in architectural design, taking place around the stages of 
‘scheme design’ and ‘design development’ in the early design phase [2,3]. In this 
paper, the architectural space layout is defined as the allocation of different spaces, 
and it is decided based on the placement of interior partitions as well as exterior 
walls. The design variables of space layout design include function allocation, space 
dimension (width, length, height), space form, interior partition and interior opening. 
Moreover, the layout boundary can also be the design variables of the space layout 
design with a non-fixed boundary as a consequence of changing interior and exterior 
walls. These will be explained in more detail in Section 2.3.1.1.

There are plenty of studies exploring the effects of geometry on BEP, such as the 
studies on boundary dimensions [4–8], forms [9–12] and orientations [4,5,13]. 
Most studies have been reviewed in [1]. These studies imply that space layouts affect 
BEP greatly, as geometry can be a consequence of the space layout design within 
a non-fixed layout boundary. Moreover, different functions have different comfort 
requirements such as thermal comfort and lighting levels, which result in different 
internal gains. Hence, if spaces can be mapped to the proper orientations and 
locations that have sufficient daylight and natural ventilation within a building, the 
building is expected to require less energy demand in total.

Although architectural space layout is expected to highly affect BEP, it is rarely 
included in the studies on energy-efficient building design. Numerous studies exist 
on energy-efficient design, and most of them focus on geometry [11,14], envelope 
[15,16], façade [17,18], material [19,20], atrium [21,22] and shading systems 
[23,24]. On the other hand, researchers have been working on space layout design 
for decades [25,26]; however, they mainly focused on other design objectives rather 
than energy performance. These objectives include safety [27,28], logistics [29,30], 
efficiency [31,32], finance cost [33,34], occupant health and performance [35,36], 
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view connection [37,38] and acoustics [39,40]. These two research domains, space 
layout design and energy-efficient building design, are shown in Figure 2.1. The 
overlapping area of the two domains, i.e., energy-efficient space layout design, is 
the focus of this paper. This paper aims at the effects on BEP caused by changing 
space layouts, without considering the possible influence on the indirect cost of the 
building, such as space usability and workability.

FIG. 2.1 Relevant research domains

The review was performed by searching in engines of Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, 
Web of science and the library of the Delft University of Technology. The keywords 
used to search the relevant references include two types of terms: space 
layout and energy, as shown in Table 2.1. Moreover, we limited the discipline to 
architectural design.

TabLe 2.1 Keywords for searching references.

Terms (space layout) Terms (energy)

Space layout and Energy use

Space planning Energy consumption

Space allocation Energy performance

Interior layout Energy saving

Floor plan Heating

Cooling

Lighting

Ventilation
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The paper is structured as follows: first, as background, the mechanism for how 
space layouts affect BEP is formulated. Second, the methodology for studying the 
effects of space layouts on BEP is proposed as the guideline to review each relevant 
article; then, the procedure for reviewing one article is shown as an example and 
each article is reviewed following the same procedure. Next, the methodologies 
used in the relevant articles are analysed and compared. Third, the effects of space 
layouts on energy use and occupant comfort are identified and analysed separately.

 2.2 Mechanism for How Space Layouts 
Affect BEP

It is important to analyse the mechanism for how space layouts affect BEP before the 
detailed review. Based on the studies found with the keywords of space layout terms 
and energy terms, we identify the following factors that determine how space layouts 
affects BEP below.

 2.2.1 Different Occupancy and Comfort Requirements 
Between Functions

Different layouts accommodate different occupant densities. For instance, an open 
office has a higher occupant density than a cellular office [41,42]. Space layouts 
also affect the occupant behaviour, such as attending an activity or changing the 
location where the activity happens, as shown in [43]. Different occupancy has different 
internal gains and also different requirements for comfort purpose, such as the total 
amount of ventilation. Eventually, the different occupancy affects the energy demand. 
Additionally, different functions have various levels of comfort requirements. For 
instance, as shown in the Dutch standard of NEN 16798-1 [44], the minimum 
operative temperature for space heating is 20 ˚C for sedentary activity like in offices, 
while the value is 16 ˚C for standing-walking activity like in corridors. As recommended 
in [45], the illuminance set-point is 500 lux for offices and 300 lux for meeting rooms, 
while the value is 200 lux for canteens and 150 lux for staircases. Thus, different 
comfort requirements between functions affect the whole energy demand eventually.
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 2.2.2 Daylighting

The effect of daylighting can be explained with the following three points. First, 
different layouts import different levels of daylight into the building. This is proven 
by the studies on the daylighting performance of the building with atriums [46–48] 
and courtyards [49]. These studies show that by changing the shape, location 
and dimension of atriums or courtyards, the daylighting performance of the whole 
building changes. Secondly, an appropriate space layout combined with the glazing 
design boosts the application of daylight within a building. For instance, the function 
with a higher lighting requirement can be located near the south façade for more 
solar radiation, and the function with a lower lighting requirement can be located in 
the middle or near the north façade to make a concession for other spaces, in the 
Northern Hemisphere. Thirdly, the interior partitions also affect the application of 
daylight, considering the visual comfort of occupants, as shown in [50].

 2.2.3 Natural Ventilation

By combining with openings, an appropriate space layout distributes fresh air to the 
rooms based on their demands. For instance, the function with higher occupancy 
can be located near the windward façade and the function with a lower ventilation 
requirement, like a storage or facility room, can be located near the leeward façade. 
The study of [51] shows that by changing the shape of interior partitions for 
corridors, a higher mean flow velocity can be obtained, increasing up to 33%, as 
well as a steadier airflow within the building. Moreover, by changing the location 
and dimension of buffer spaces, such as a courtyard [52], solar chimney [53], 
atrium [54] and light-well [55], the natural ventilation within buildings changes 
significantly. The study of [56] showed that the building with a better space 
connection and integration has a higher natural ventilation velocity. For instance, 
the corridor and dining room have high permeability and accessibility, and the 
measured data shows that they also have higher ventilation velocities. Another study 
[57] showed that a vernacular building with courtyards, patios and gardens has 
a better microclimate than a modern building without buffer spaces, in term of air 
temperature, relative humidity and wind velocity.
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 2.2.4 Control of the Heating, Cooling, Ventilation and 
Lighting System

Different space layouts are suitable for different types of control for space heating, space 
cooling, ventilation and lighting systems. For instance, the individual control is more 
suitable for a cellular office than an open office, as shown in [58,59]. The blind control 
is more difficult in an open office than in a cellular office, as shown in [60]. Different 
control types result in different energy performance. Moreover, the indicators relevant to 
daylighting and natural ventilation can be used as indicator for controlling, for instance, 
the availability of daylight for lighting system control [61] and air quality and thermal 
comfort for ventilation system control [62]. Using dynamic control based on the available 
daylight and natural ventilation, the effects of space layouts on BEP are boosted.

 2.3 Methodology for Studying the Effects of 
Space Layouts on BEP

There are plenty of studies that only studied the effects of geometry (such as 
boundary dimensions, building forms and orientations) on BEP without changing 
interior layouts. They are not included in the detailed review below, and the 
following detailed review is limited to the studies that also changed interior layouts. 
Ten articles were found focusing on the intersection of space layouts and energy 
performance, as shown in Table 2.2. First, in Section 2.3.1, a methodology for 
how to study the effects of space layouts on BEP is proposed, which was used as 
the guideline for reviewing the 10 articles. Then, the procedure for reviewing one 
article is shown as an example, and the other articles were reviewed following the 
same procedure. It is unnecessary to show the procedures for all articles, as similar 
procedures were used. After that, the 10 articles were reviewed following the same 
procedure as shown in Section 2.3.2 and their methodologies are analysed and 
compared in Section 2.3.3. Moreover, the resulting effects of space layouts on BEP 
derived from the 10 articles are analysed and compared in Section 2.4 and 2.5.
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Following the methodology proposed in Section 2.3.1 and the example procedure in 
Section 2.3.2, the 10 articles were reviewed in terms of climates, building types, floor 
areas, constant parameters, design variables, energy indicators, BEP calculation 
method, BEP calculation tools, multi-domain integration and resulted biggest 
reduction. All this information is shown in Table 2.2. In order to quantify the effects 
of space layouts on BEP, the term of reduction (%) was used, referring to the highest 
value minus the lowest value, and divided by the highest value. The reduction means 
the percentage of the studied indicator that the best layout reduces compared to the 
worst layout. The values shown in the column of the resulting biggest reduction in 
Table 2.2 are based on the analysis in Section 2.4 and 2.5.
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TabLe 2.2 Collection of the studies focusing on the effects of space layouts on building energy performance (BEP).

Ref. Author Year Location Cli-
mate

Build-
ing 
type

Floor Area 
(m2)

Constant parameters Design variables Energy indicators (unit) BEP calculation 
period

BEP calculation tools Multi-
domain integration

Resulted biggest reduction

[42] Musau & 
Steemers

2008 Garston, UK Cfb office 144 (1floor) boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, heating and cooling 
set-points, WWR, material, open-
ing for ventilation, occupancy 
schedule

function allocation, interior 
partition, lighting and ventilation 
requirements, occupancy, number 
and distribution of workstations

heating demand (kWh/day)
cooling demand (kWh/day)
lighting demand (kWh/day)

peak winter and 
summer day

-lighting: Lightscape
-thermal: TAS
-natural ventilation: TAS

daylight + thermal;
natural ventilation + thermal;

H: 57%
C: 11%
L (winter): 43%
L (summer): 67%

[63] Musau & 
Steemers

2009 Garston, UK Cfb Office 144 (1 
floor)

Same as in [42] closed or opened doors, state of 
opening windows, the others are 
the same as in [4]

air volume from natural ventilation (m3) peak winter and 
summer day

-lighting: Lightscape
-thermal: TAS
-natural ventilation: TAS

Same as in [42] AV: 65%

[64] Souza & Al-
saadani

2012 London, UK Cfb office 658 (1 
floor)

boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, material, WWR

function allocation, interior 
partition, air exchange rate, 
internal gains

heating demand (kWh/m2 a)
cooling demand (kWh/m2 a)

One year EnergyPlus No H: 52%
C:24%

[65] Poirazis et al. 2008 Gothenburg, 
Sweden

Dfb office 6177 (6 
floors)

boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, occupancy schedule, 
material, infiltration rate

function allocation, interior par-
tition, occupancy, lighting power 
density, illuminance requirement, 
equipment power density, ventila-
tion rate, WWR

final energy for heating (kWh/m2 a)
final energy for cooling (kWh/m2 a)
final energy for lighting (kWh/m2 a)

One year IDA ICE 3.0 [66] No H:14% (30% WWR)
C: 57% (30% WWR)
L: 4.1 kWh/m2 a (40% WWR)

[67] Dino & Ucoluk 2017 Ankara, Turkey BSk library 7200 (4-8 
floors)

material, internal gains from 
equipment, occupancy schedule

function allocation, interior par-
tition, WWR, boundary dimension 
and form

heating demand (kWh/day)
cooling demand (kWh/day)
lighting demand (kWh/day)
Illuminance set-point satisfaction

four seasonal days OpenStudio (EnergyPlus) No H: 19%
C: 20%
L: 10%
IS: 27%

[68] Yi 2016 Seoul, South Korea Dwa Office 936 (1 
floor)

boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, material, occupancy 
schedule

function allocation, interior 
partition, WWR

PMV
Indoor daylighting level (daylight 
illuminance, lux)
shading level

One year Ecotect (no longer available) No PMV: 13%
DL: 11%
SL: 2%

[69] Rodrigues et al. 2014 Coimbra, Portugal Csb apart-
ment

141-163 
(1floor);
158-189 (2 
floors)

Material, schedule, occupancy, 
internal gains

boundary dimension and form, 
function allocation, interior 
partition, WWR, type and size of 
shading system

thermal discomfort penalty based on 
air temperature (°C)

One year EnergyPlus No TDP:
33% (1 floor),
29% (2 floors)

[70] Dogan et al. 2014 / / / / Boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, material, internal 
gains

inter zone heat flows heating demand (/)
cooling demand (/)

One year No mention No /

[71] Baušys & 
Pankraš-
ovaite

2005 / / / 136-214 
(minimal: 
119, 1floor)

Material, occupancy, schedule function allocation, interior 
partition, WWR

final energy of heating (/)
final energy of lighting (/)

One year Steady state calculation Daylight + artificial lighting /

[33] Michalek et al. 2002 / / / 165 
(minimal, 1 
floor)

boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, material, internal 
gains

function allocation, interior 
partition, WWR

final energy of lighting (/)
final energy of heating (/)
final energy of cooling (/)

One year Steady state calculation
(based on recommendation of 
ASHRAE)

Daylight + artificial lighting /

Note: ‘/’: the information is not shown in the reference. WWR: window to wall ratio; HVAC: heating, ventilation and air conditioning; PMV: predicted mean vote; ASHRAE: Amer-
ican Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers; TAS: Thermal Analysis Software; IDA ICE: IDA Indoor Climate and Energy; H: heating demand or final 
energy; C: cooling demand or final energy; L: lighting demand or final energy; AV: air volume from natural ventilation; IS: illuminance set-point satisfaction; DL: indoor daylight 
level; SL: shading level; TDP: thermal discomfort penalty.
The tested climates are identified based on the Köppen-Geiger climate classification as shown in [72]. Cfb: Temperate oceanic climate; Dfb: Humid continental climate; BSk: 
Cold semi-arid climate; Dwa: Humid continental climate; Csb: Temperate Mediterranean climate.
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TabLe 2.2 Collection of the studies focusing on the effects of space layouts on building energy performance (BEP).

Ref. Author Year Location Cli-
mate

Build-
ing 
type

Floor Area 
(m2)

Constant parameters Design variables Energy indicators (unit) BEP calculation 
period

BEP calculation tools Multi-
domain integration

Resulted biggest reduction

[42] Musau & 
Steemers

2008 Garston, UK Cfb office 144 (1floor) boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, heating and cooling 
set-points, WWR, material, open-
ing for ventilation, occupancy 
schedule

function allocation, interior 
partition, lighting and ventilation 
requirements, occupancy, number 
and distribution of workstations

heating demand (kWh/day)
cooling demand (kWh/day)
lighting demand (kWh/day)

peak winter and 
summer day

-lighting: Lightscape
-thermal: TAS
-natural ventilation: TAS

daylight + thermal;
natural ventilation + thermal;

H: 57%
C: 11%
L (winter): 43%
L (summer): 67%

[63] Musau & 
Steemers

2009 Garston, UK Cfb Office 144 (1 
floor)

Same as in [42] closed or opened doors, state of 
opening windows, the others are 
the same as in [4]

air volume from natural ventilation (m3) peak winter and 
summer day

-lighting: Lightscape
-thermal: TAS
-natural ventilation: TAS

Same as in [42] AV: 65%

[64] Souza & Al-
saadani

2012 London, UK Cfb office 658 (1 
floor)

boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, material, WWR

function allocation, interior 
partition, air exchange rate, 
internal gains

heating demand (kWh/m2 a)
cooling demand (kWh/m2 a)

One year EnergyPlus No H: 52%
C:24%

[65] Poirazis et al. 2008 Gothenburg, 
Sweden

Dfb office 6177 (6 
floors)

boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, occupancy schedule, 
material, infiltration rate

function allocation, interior par-
tition, occupancy, lighting power 
density, illuminance requirement, 
equipment power density, ventila-
tion rate, WWR

final energy for heating (kWh/m2 a)
final energy for cooling (kWh/m2 a)
final energy for lighting (kWh/m2 a)

One year IDA ICE 3.0 [66] No H:14% (30% WWR)
C: 57% (30% WWR)
L: 4.1 kWh/m2 a (40% WWR)

[67] Dino & Ucoluk 2017 Ankara, Turkey BSk library 7200 (4-8 
floors)

material, internal gains from 
equipment, occupancy schedule

function allocation, interior par-
tition, WWR, boundary dimension 
and form

heating demand (kWh/day)
cooling demand (kWh/day)
lighting demand (kWh/day)
Illuminance set-point satisfaction

four seasonal days OpenStudio (EnergyPlus) No H: 19%
C: 20%
L: 10%
IS: 27%

[68] Yi 2016 Seoul, South Korea Dwa Office 936 (1 
floor)

boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, material, occupancy 
schedule

function allocation, interior 
partition, WWR

PMV
Indoor daylighting level (daylight 
illuminance, lux)
shading level

One year Ecotect (no longer available) No PMV: 13%
DL: 11%
SL: 2%

[69] Rodrigues et al. 2014 Coimbra, Portugal Csb apart-
ment

141-163 
(1floor);
158-189 (2 
floors)

Material, schedule, occupancy, 
internal gains

boundary dimension and form, 
function allocation, interior 
partition, WWR, type and size of 
shading system

thermal discomfort penalty based on 
air temperature (°C)

One year EnergyPlus No TDP:
33% (1 floor),
29% (2 floors)

[70] Dogan et al. 2014 / / / / Boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, material, internal 
gains

inter zone heat flows heating demand (/)
cooling demand (/)

One year No mention No /

[71] Baušys & 
Pankraš-
ovaite

2005 / / / 136-214 
(minimal: 
119, 1floor)

Material, occupancy, schedule function allocation, interior 
partition, WWR

final energy of heating (/)
final energy of lighting (/)

One year Steady state calculation Daylight + artificial lighting /

[33] Michalek et al. 2002 / / / 165 
(minimal, 1 
floor)

boundary dimension, form and 
orientation, material, internal 
gains

function allocation, interior 
partition, WWR

final energy of lighting (/)
final energy of heating (/)
final energy of cooling (/)

One year Steady state calculation
(based on recommendation of 
ASHRAE)

Daylight + artificial lighting /

Note: ‘/’: the information is not shown in the reference. WWR: window to wall ratio; HVAC: heating, ventilation and air conditioning; PMV: predicted mean vote; ASHRAE: Amer-
ican Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers; TAS: Thermal Analysis Software; IDA ICE: IDA Indoor Climate and Energy; H: heating demand or final 
energy; C: cooling demand or final energy; L: lighting demand or final energy; AV: air volume from natural ventilation; IS: illuminance set-point satisfaction; DL: indoor daylight 
level; SL: shading level; TDP: thermal discomfort penalty.
The tested climates are identified based on the Köppen-Geiger climate classification as shown in [72]. Cfb: Temperate oceanic climate; Dfb: Humid continental climate; BSk: 
Cold semi-arid climate; Dwa: Humid continental climate; Csb: Temperate Mediterranean climate.
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 2.3.1 Proposed Methodology for Studying the Effects of 
Space Layouts

Based on the methodologies used in the 10 articles (Table 2.2) and also the 
mechanism for how space layouts affect BEP, a methodology is proposed for 
systematically studying the effects of space layouts on BEP. It is also used as the 
guideline to review and analyse the 10 articles.

 2.3.1.1 Design Variables

In order to analyse the isolated effects of space layouts, the design variables 
influencing energy balance are classified, regarding their relationships with space 
layouts, as shown in Table 2.3. 

TabLe 2.3 Classification of design variables affecting BEP, regarding their relationship with space layout design.

Design variables of space layouts
(with a non-fixed boundary)

Space properties Envelope design

Space layout design
(within a 
fixed boundary)

Functional 
requirements

Use of spaces

–   Function allocation
–   Space dimension
–   Space form
–   Interior partition
–   Interior opening

–   Boundary dimension
–   Boundary form
–   Orientation

–    Set-point 
temperature for 
heating

–   Set-point 
temperature for 
cooling

–   Lighting 
requirements 
(e.g., illuminance)

–   Ventilation 
requirement (e.g., 
air flow rate)

–   Control types

–   Occupancy, activity 
and schedule

–   Internal gains from 
appliances and 
lighting

–   Opening state of 
windows and doors

–   Thermal 
transmittance

–   Window area
–   Window location
–   Glazing type
–   Shading type and 

effectiveness
–   Air tightness

Note: ‘Function allocation’ means allocating different functions to different rooms. ‘Control types’ means the different 
types of the control for lighting, ventilation, heating and cooling systems. ‘Appliances’ include the used devices, equipment 
and machines.

Firstly, the design variables belonging to space layouts include function allocation, 
space dimension, space form, interior partition and interior opening [33,42,68,73]. 
Secondly, if space layouts are designed within a non-fixed layout boundary, the 
boundary dimension, form and orientation can also be changed consequently 
[69,74]. 
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Thirdly, the space properties that influence BEP include functional requirements 
and the use of spaces: functional requirements mean that if different functions are 
located in different spaces, they have different requirements for heating, cooling, 
lighting and ventilation; the use of spaces refers to the profiles of internal gains 
resulting from occupants, lighting, appliances, etc. Lastly, the envelop design of 
buildings is important for BEP, and it influences the effects of space layouts on BEP. 
A systematic methodology for studying the effects of space layouts on BEP should 
first keep the other design variables constant and only change the design variables 
of space layouts in order to assess the isolated effects of space layouts on BEP, and 
after this, by adding the other design variables one by one, evaluate their influence 
on the effects of space layouts.

 2.3.1.2 Energy Indicators

Energy indicators differ in three ways: energy end-use, assessment period and 
system boundary. They are classified and explained below:

 – The energy end-use in buildings include space heating, space cooling, water heating, 
lighting, ventilation, electricity for appliances, etc. [75]. The more energy end-use is 
included, the more exhaustive the resulted effects of space layouts are.

 – Regarding the assessment period, energy can be calculated on an annual basis or for 
a shorter time period, like a summer day and a winter day. The assessment period is 
decided depending on the located climate zone. For instance, if the heating demand 
is dominant compared to the cooling demand in one climate, the heating period is 
more representative and the BEP calculation should be calculated at least for the 
heating period.

 – There are different system boundaries for the BEP assessment, including the 
conditioned space perimeter of a building or building unit, building site, and outside 
building site [75]. The corresponding energy inputs regarding the system boundaries 
are energy demand (or energy needs), final energy and primary energy, respectively, 
as shown in Figure 2.2. The used assessment boundary should be clearly stated.
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FIG. 2.2 Different boundaries for BEP assessment, adapted from [76]

 2.3.1.3 BEP Calculation Methods

The way in which the space layout affects BEP highly depends on how daylighting 
and natural ventilation is used in buildings. Thus, in order to assess the effect, 
the BEP calculation with multi-domain integrations is necessary, like integrating 
daylighting and natural ventilation with energy assessment. Moreover, the type of 
BEP calculation methods highly influences the accuracy of BEP results.

 – Multi-domain integrations for BEP calculations: As mentioned in Section 2.2, the 
daylighting and natural ventilation in buildings is highly affected by space layout 
design. The possible multi-domain integrations include calculating the reduction 
of artificial lighting as a result of the available daylighting and calculating the 
reduction of mechanical ventilation as a result of the available natural ventilation. 
The possibility of integrations depends on whether the located climate zone prefer 
daylighting or natural ventilation. Integrating multi-domain influences is also needed 
to accurately predict BEP for building simulations, as shown in [77]. However, no 
single simulation tool can simulate all physical domains accurately, thus, exchanging 
information between different simulation software across multi-domains is needed, 
as shown in [78,79]. Some tools can help to do this, such as a functional mock-up 
unit in EnergyPlus [79] and a co-simulator for TRNSYS and ESP-r [80].

 – Types of BEP calculation methods: There are mainly two different types of BEP 
calculation methods: the steady-state calculation and the dynamic simulation. The 
steady-state calculation, in principle, is based on energy balance without considering 
dynamic effects for a given moment [81]. It can also be used for a long time, like one 
month or a whole season, by taking into account the dynamic effects with empirically 
determined gain and loss utilisation factors. The dynamic simulation calculates 
energy balance with a short time step, typically 15 minutes or one hour, taking into 
account the heat stored in and released from the mass of buildings. The steady-state 
method does not take into account or roughly calculate the dynamic response of the 
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building thermal mass, and its results are less accurate. National norms are usually 
based on the steady-state method. A large number of tools are available for dynamic 
simulation nowadays, such as TRNSYS [82], EnergyPlus [83], IDA Indoor Climate 
and Energy (IDA ICE) [66], ESP-r [84], and Clim2000 [85].

 2.3.2 An Example of the Review Procedure for Each Article

The 10 articles in Table 2.2 are reviewed systematically following the proposed 
methodology shown in Section 2.3.1. The methodologies of previous articles 
analysed in Section 2.3.3 and the results shown in Section 2.4 and 2.5 are fully 
based on the systematically review of the 10 articles. In order to explain how each 
article is reviewed, an example of the procedure for reviewing one article is presented 
in this section. The other articles are reviewed following the same procedure as 
shown in this example. In order to avoid unnecessary similar content, the review 
procedures of the other articles are not presented.

The study of Musau and Steemers [42] is taken as an example, as it provided 
detailed information on energy simulation and clear results. This article investigated 
the energy demand for heating, cooling and lighting with five different office layouts 
in Garston, the UK, in a temperate oceanic climate (Cfb). The five layouts are Hive 
(open plan), Den, Club, Combi and Cell, as shown in Figure 2.3. Occupancy differs 
between layouts. We extract the following information from the original article, 
following the methodology shown in Section 2.3.1, in order to identify the isolated 
effects of space layouts.

FIG. 2.3 Five layouts with a boundary of 12 m × 12 m in [42]
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 2.3.2.1 Identifying Design Variables

In order to identify the isolated effects of space layouts, each article needs to 
be analysed and selected for the cases which only changed the design variables 
of space layout design while keeping the other variables, such as materials and 
window-to-wall ratio (WWR), constant. Regarding the design variables influencing 
BEP as shown in Table 2.3, the following variables were changed in this article:

 – Space layout design: function allocation and interior partition.

 – Functional requirements: lighting and ventilation requirements. The used control 
types of lighting and ventilation systems were related to the distribution of 
occupants. For instance, when a room had no occupants, the lighting and ventilation 
supply was reduced to the lowest level. Different layouts had different distributions of 
occupants, resulting in different requirements for lighting and ventilation.

 – Use of spaces: occupancy and number of workstations. Different layouts had 
different numbers of occupants and workstations.

 2.3.2.2 Identifying Constant Parameters

Except for design variables, it is also necessary to identify the constant parameters 
used in each article, in order to compare the results from different articles. Regarding 
the design variables influencing BEP as shown in Table 2.3, the following design 
parameters were kept constant in this article:

 – Layout boundary: boundary dimension, boundary form and orientation.

 – Functional requirements: temperature set-points for heating and cooling.

 – Use of spaces: occupancy schedule.

 – Envelope design: WWR (30% for the north and south façade, and 0% for the east 
and west façade), materials (including the reflectance and conductance of roofs, 
floors and external walls) and size and location of openings for ventilation (800 mm 
wide door shutters at the bottom of each door).
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 2.3.2.3 Identifying Energy Indicators and the BEP Calculation Method

Energy indicators need to be identified for each article, in order to classify the 
resulting effects of space layouts from different articles. The used BEP calculation 
method in each article influences the accuracy of results. In this article, the used 
indicators include heating demand, cooling demand and lighting demand in the peak 
winter (21st of December) and peak summer (12th of July). This study was performed 
with dynamic simulation, using Thermal Analysis Software (TAS) for energy and 
natural ventilation simulation and Lightscape for daylighting simulation. The effects 
of daylighting and natural ventilation were integrated with energy simulation. The 
required artificial lighting was reduced based on the daylighting simulation result, 
and the required mechanical ventilation was reduced based on the natural ventilation 
simulation result, and these were used as inputs into the energy simulation.

 2.3.2.4 Selecting Cases and Analysing Results

Most articles present multiple cases and some of them mixed the design variables 
of space layouts with other variables. In order to identify the isolated effects of 
space layouts, the cases in each article should be strictly selected. Among all 
cases presented in this article, we selected and compared only the cases with the 
same number of occupants. The results of the cases with the same occupancy are 
reorganised and shown in Table 2.4. Table 2.4 shows the isolated effects of space 
layouts as well as the influence of occupancy, as follows:

 – Isolated effects of space layouts: The heating demand differs highly between 
layouts with low occupancy. The biggest reduction in the heating demand is 57%, 
which is between the layouts with six occupants. In contrast, the reduction in the 
cooling demand is relatively small (11%).

 – Influence of occupancy on the effects of space layouts on BEP: With the increase of 
occupancy, the reductions in heating and cooling demands decrease apparently. The 
values of the heating and cooling demands are almost the same in different layouts 
when layouts are highly occupied (12 occupants). This is because when most rooms 
are highly occupied, the interior partitions that enable different energy requirements 
in different rooms have less influence.
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TabLe 2.4 Energy demand comparison between the layouts with same occupancy, adapted from [42].

Space layouts Heating demand in 
peak winter

Lighting demand in 
peak winter

Cooling demand in 
peak summer

Lighting demand in 
peak summer

a) space layouts with 4 occupants (kWh/day)

Hive 4 14 14 3

Combi 5 10.5 13 1

Cell 7 8.5 13 1

Reduction (%) 43% 39% 7% 67%

b) space layouts with 6 occupants (kWh/day)

Den 1 3 14 19 4

Den 2 7 8 17 2

Club 6 12 18 3

Combi 4 12 18 2

Cell 6 10 19 3

Reduction (%) 57% 43% 11% 50%

c) space layouts with 8 occupants (kWh/day)

Hive 3 15 23 3

Combi 3 14 25 2

Cell 3 15 25 4

Reduction (%) 0% 7% 8% 50%

d) space layouts with 12 occupants (kWh/day)

Hive 3 15 32 3

Den 3 15 33 3

Club 3 15 34 2

Reduction (%) 0% 0% 6% 33%

Biggest reduction 57% 43% 11% 67%

 2.3.3 Methodologies Used in Previous Studies

Following the same procedure shown in Section 2.3.2, the other nine articles 
were reviewed and the information is shown in Table 2.2. The methodologies for 
studying the effects of space layouts on BEP used in the 10 articles are analysed and 
compared in this section, in terms of design variables, energy indicators and BEP 
calculation methods.
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 2.3.3.1 Design Variables

The following design variables of space layouts were used in these articles: function 
allocation and interior partition. Nevertheless, in most studies, they were mixed with 
other parameters. It is difficult to identify the isolated effects of space layouts. For 
instance, occupancy and distribution of workstations, and lighting and ventilation 
requirements were also changed in [42,63]. Other parameters were also changed, 
such as WWRs in [33,65,67–69,71], types and sizes of shading systems in [69] and 
opening states of windows in [63].

 2.3.3.2 Energy Indicators

Regarding end uses of energy, most of these articles only simulated the energy 
use for space heating and space cooling, and half of the studies also included the 
energy use for lighting [33,42,65,67,71]. The energy use for ventilation has not been 
included yet, while one study tested the air volume supplied by natural ventilation 
[63]. In addition to energy use, some studies also calculated the indicators for 
thermal and visual comfort. These indicators include predicted mean vote (PMV) 
in [68], daylight autonomy in [67] and daylight illuminance in [68], which can 
provide extra information about BEP in addition to energy use. Regarding the system 
boundary of assessment, most of these articles defined their energy indicators 
unclearly: three articles described the system efficiency [33,65,71], and we assume 
that they tested the final energy; the others did not show system information; thus, 
we assume that they tested energy demands. Regarding the calculation period, most 
studies calculated the energy use for the whole year [33,64,65,68,70,71], and some 
studies only calculated it for peak days [42,63] or season representative days [67].

 2.3.3.3 BEP Calculation Methods

Regarding BEP calculation methods, most studies used the dynamic simulation 
method for higher accuracy, except for two studies [33,71]. Lightscape in [42], 
Ecotect in [68] and IDA ICE 3.0 in [65] were used for daylighting simulation. TAS 
in [42], EnergyPlus in [64,67,69] and IDA ICE 3.0 in [65] were used for energy 
simulation. Although different calculation methods and simulation software were 
used in different articles, it is impossible to compare the accuracy of the calculation 
methods and simulation software between articles, as the calculation conditions in 
different articles are different in terms of materials, climates, WWRs, layouts (floor 
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areas, interior partitions and functions), etc. Regarding the integration of multi-
domains, two studies of [42,63] integrated daylighting and natural ventilation 
with energy simulation, using Excel to exchange data between the simulation tools 
of Lightscape and TAS. Another two studies of [33,71] considered the effect of 
daylighting on the reduction of the artificial lighting demand.

 2.4 Effects of Space Layouts on Energy Use

Following the same procedure shown in Section 2.3.2, the other articles were 
reviewed. Their results were used for the analysis in Section 2.4 and 2.5. As most 
information has already been shown in Table 2.2, the articles that were analysed in 
this section and Section 2.5 are introduced briefly. Some articles are not used for the 
analysis in Section 2.4 and also in Section 2.5: the studies of [33,71] did not show 
the results of energy performance, and the study of [70] did not present sufficient 
information for the on BEP calculation. As the articles in Table 2.2 mixed the design 
variables of space layouts with other parameters, the effects of space layouts cannot 
be identified directly from the results of these articles. Thus, we selected the cases 
that were usable to exclude the other design parameters, and reorganised their 
results to identify the isolated effects of space layouts. The effects on energy use 
are classified into the effects on space heating and cooling, lighting and ventilation 
as follows.

 2.4.1 Effects on the Energy Use for Space Heating and Cooling

Most articles shown in Table 2.2 assessed the energy use for space heating and 
cooling. Yi [68] also tested the energy demands for heating and cooling, but in 
the results, heating and cooling demands were summed up as the annual energy 
use intensity, which cannot be used for detailed analysis in this study, thus, it 
was not included in this section. The studies of [42,64,65,67] were analysed and 
compared below.
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 2.4.1.1 Analysis of the Relevant Articles

Souza and Alsaadani [64] tested three layouts for an office building in London of the 
UK, in Cfb, and modelled them with different thermal zoning strategies (Figure 2.4). 
Detailed information about this article is shown in Table 2.2. Although this study 
focused on testing the effect of different thermal zoning strategies, the different 
zoning models actually represent different layouts. Ventilation rates and internal 
gains were also changed in some simulations, but we only selected the simulations in 
which only space layouts were changed. The selected results are shown in Table 2.5, 
and the reduction in the annual heating demand between different zoning strategies 
is 52%, while the value in the annual cooling demand is 24%.

FIG. 2.4 Three layouts modelled with different thermal zoning strategies in [64]. The interior partitions divide the layout into 
different thermal zones.

TabLe 2.5 Annual energy demand comparison between three layouts, adapted from [64].

heating demand cooling demand

‘Single zone’ layout 8.47 (kWh/m2) 28.04 (kWh/m2)

‘5-zone’ layout 5.59 (kWh/m2) 37.06 (kWh/m2)

‘Office in use’ layout 11.69 (kWh/m2) 29.72 (kWh/m2)

reduction (%) 52% 24%

Poirazis et al. [65] compared cell and open office layouts in Gothenburg of Sweden, 
in the humid continental climate (Dfb) as shown in Figure 2.5, and tested their final 
energy for space heating, space cooling and lighting. Detailed information about 
this article is shown in Table 2.2. In total, 102 simulations were run, and plenty of 
parameters were changed. We selected the layouts with same WWRs, although they 
still have different occupancy, lighting power densities, illuminance requirements, 
equipment power densities and heating, ventilation and air-conditioning systems. 
Although the occupancy is different between the cell and open layouts, this case 
represents the real situation in practice. The final energy reductions between open 
and cell layouts are shown in Table 2.6. The reduction in the final energy for heating 
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between the cell and open layouts is 14%, and the value for cooling is 57%. As 
shown in Table 2.6, with the increase of WWRs, the effects of space layouts on the 
final energy for heating, cooling and lighting decrease, which means that space 
layouts matter less when there are large windows.

FIG. 2.5 Cell and open layouts in [65]. The interior partitions divide the layout into different thermal zones.

TabLe 2.6 Annual final energy comparison between cell and open layouts, adapted from [65].

reduction in final energy for 
heating (cell>open)

reduction in final energy for 
cooling (cell<open)

reduction in final energy for 
lighting (cell<open)

30% WWR 14% 57% 4 kWh/m2

60% WWR 11% 28% 4.1 kWh/m2

100% WWR 11% 20% 2.7 kWh/m2

Note: only the reductions and differences in kWh/m2 were shown in the original paper.

Dino and Ucoluk [67] simulated the energy demand of a library building in Ankara 
of Turkey, in a cold semi-arid climate (BSk), with changed space layouts as well as 
building geometry. Detailed information about this article is shown in Table 2.2. Each 
layout has several functions, including reading, book storage, administration, café, 
working and conference, which vary in occupancy densities and equipment gains, 
heating and cooling set-points and illuminance set-points. The tested indicators 
relevant to energy use include heating, cooling and lighting demands. They were 
tested for 4 days, representing four seasons. As this study changed WWRs in 
addition to space layouts, we cannot identify the isolated effects of space layouts. 
Only the results of several layouts were shown in the original paper. We selected four 
layouts with the same geometry for comparison (Figure 2.6), which have a similar 
amount of total energy demand. The resulting energy indicators of the selected 
layouts are shown and compared in Table 2.7. According the table, with the change 
of space layouts and WWRs, the reductions are 19% for heating demand per day 
and 20% for cooling demand per day. Although with different WWRs, the total 
energy demands of different layouts are similar (around 3500 kWh/day). This implies 
that space layouts affect energy demands, although the isolated effects cannot 
be identified.
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FIG. 2.6 Four different layouts with the same geometry in [67]. Different colours represent different thermal zones.

TabLe 2.7 Energy demand comparison between the selected four layouts, adapted from [67].

Heating demand
(kWh/day)

Cooling demand
(kWh/day)

Lighting demand
(kWh/day)

Illuminance set-point 
satisfaction

layout 1 1013 1154 1343 2285

layout 2 1092 978 1429 1949

layout 3 1249 924 1334 2378

layout 4 1159 1029 1286 2680

reduction (%) 19% 20% 10% 27%

 2.4.1.2 Resulted Effects and Comparison

In addition to the results obtained from Section 2.4.1.1, the results obtained from 
the analysis of the example article shown in Section 2.3.2 are also used for the 
analysis in this section. The isolated effects of space layouts can be identified from 
these articles, except for [67]. By changing space layouts, the resulting reductions in 
the annual heating and cooling demands are up to 52% and 24%, respectively, for 
the case of an office building in the UK [64]. The resulting reductions in the heating 
and cooling demands in peak days are up to 57% and 11%, respectively, for the 
case of an office building in the UK [42]. The resulting reductions in the annual final 
energy for heating and cooling are up to 14% and 57%, respectively, for the case of 
an office building in Sweden [65]. The influence of occupancy on the effect of space 
layouts on BEP can be identified from [42] as well as the influence of WWRs [65], 
which show that with the increase of occupancy and WWRs, the reductions between 
layouts in heating and cooling demands decrease apparently.
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Regarding the assessment boundary, both energy demand [42,64] and final energy 
[65] were tested. Regarding the assessment period, one year [64,65], peak days in 
winter and summer [42] and four representative days of each season regarding solar 
irradiation and outside temperature [67] were tested. Regarding the BEP calculation 
method, the thermal zone division would highly affect the accuracy of the results, as 
shown in [64]. A simulation model with the detailed thermal zone division as shown 
in Figure 2.4.c is needed for future studies. In total, three climates (Cfb, Dfb, BSk) 
were tested and the isolated effects of space layouts were only identified for Cfb and 
Dfb. However, their results cannot be compared as different layouts are used for the 
two climates, as well as different energy indicators: heating and cooling demand in 
peak day [42] and annual heating and cooling demand [64] for Cfb, and annual final 
energy for heating and cooling for Dfb [65]. Although the studies of [42] and [64] 
tested the same climates, the layouts used in the two articles are different in floor 
areas, interior partitions and functions, thus, their results also cannot be compared.

 2.4.2 Effects on the Energy Use for Lighting

Three of the articles in Table 2.2, which are also analysed in Section 2.4.1, 
studied the effects of space layouts on the energy use for lighting [42,65,67]. 
The resulted effects on the energy use for lighting in the three articles are shown 
Table 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7, respectively. As shown in Table 2.4, in the study of [42], 
the biggest reduction in the lighting demand of peak summer is 67%, although the 
value of the lighting demand is relatively small. The reduction in the lighting demand 
of peak winter is 43%. Moreover, with the increase of occupancy, the reductions 
between layouts in the lighting demands of both peak winter and peak summer 
decrease apparently. The lighting demands of different layouts are almost the same 
when the layouts are highly occupied with 12 occupants. In the study of [65], the 
reduction in the final energy for lighting cannot be identified from the original article 
as only the demand difference in kWh/m2 is given. However, as shown in Table 2.6, 
the effect of space layouts on the lighting demand decreases with the increase of 
WWRs. From the study of [67], the isolated effect of space layouts on the lighting 
demand cannot be identified, as WWRs were also changed. Regarding the tested 
climates, three climates (Cfb, Dfb, BSk) were tested and the isolated effects of 
space layouts were only identified for Cfb and Dfb. However, their results cannot be 
compared, as different layouts were used for the two climates, as well as different 
energy indicators: lighting demand in peak days for Cfb [42] and annual final energy 
for lighting for Dfb [65]. Compared to the energy use for space heating and cooling, 
the articles on the energy use for lighting are much less.
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 2.4.3 Effects on the Energy Use for Ventilation

There is only one article that tested the ventilation performance among the articles 
shown in Table 2.2. In their another study, Musau and Steemers [63] tested the 
effect of space layouts on the ventilation performance for office buildings in Garston 
of the UK, in Cfb. The basic settings were the same as in [42]. Detailed information 
about this article is shown in Table 2.2. One indicator relevant to ventilation was 
calculated, i.e., fresh air volume (m3) supplied by natural ventilation through 
background vents, which was tested for the peak winter and summer. The results 
of the original paper were reorganised to identify the effect of space layouts in 
Table 2.8. According to this table, the biggest reduction between layouts in the air 
volume supplied by vents of peak winter is 65%. By comparing the variants with a 
different occupancy in Table 2.8, the following conclusion can also be drawn: the 
higher the occupancy is, the lower the effect of space layouts on the air volume 
supplied by natural ventilation in peak winter. Only one climate was tested, i.e., Cfb, 
and the isolated effect of space layouts was identified for this climate. More studies 
are needed for this topic specifically for the energy use for ventilation. 

TabLe 2.8 Comparison of the fresh air volume supplied by natural ventilation, adapted from [63].

Air volume supplied by vents of peak winter with closed window (m3)

8 occupants 6 occupants 4 occupants 2 occupants

Cell 310 250 170 80

Comb 320 250 170 80

Club 580 490 380 200

Den 620 620 460 230

Hive 620 620 460 230

Reduction (%) 50% 60% 63% 65%

Biggest reduction (%) 65%
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 2.5 Effects of Space Layouts on 
Occupant Comfort

In addition to energy use, the articles in Table 2.2 also tested the indicators for 
occupant comfort. Among the articles shown in Table 2.2, only thermal and visual 
comfort was tested, and the articles relevant to occupant comfort were analysed in 
detail and compared below.

 2.5.1 Effects on Thermal Comfort

There are two articles that test the effects of space layouts on thermal comfort 
[68,69], and they were analysed in detail and compared below.

 2.5.1.1 Analysis of the Articles Relevant to Thermal Comfort

Yi [68] simulated an office building in Seoul of South Korea, in the humid continental 
climate (Dwa), with changed space layouts as well as WWRs. Detailed information 
about this article is shown in Table 2.2. We only selected three layouts for comparison 
(Figure 2.7), as their WWRs varied from 31.4% to 35%, which is a small variation. 
The tested indicators relevant to thermal comfort is PMV. The results are reorganised 
in Table 2.9, which shows that the reduction in PMV is 13%. The reduction is mainly 
caused by changing space layouts, as the WWRs have a much smaller variation.

FIG. 2.7 Three layouts with similar WWRs in [68]. The interior partitions divide the layout into different 
thermal zones.
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TabLe 2.9 Energy performance comparison between the selected layouts, adapted from [68].

PMV Indoor daylight level (lux) Shading level

Layout 1 −1.60 309.30 90.80

Layout 2 −1.79 348.50 89.20

Layout 3 −1.55 335.70 89.26

Reduction (%) 13% 11% 2%

Rodrigues et al. [69] simulated a residential building in Coimbra of Portugal, in 
a temperate Mediterranean climate (Csb), with changed space layouts, WWRs, 
window orientations, shading systems and floor areas. Detailed information about 
this article is shown in Table 2.2. The tested indicator is thermal discomfort penalty 
(°C), which was calculated by multiplying a weight factor with the difference between 
the calculated hourly interior air temperature and the temperature limit for thermal 
comfort. Two layout sets were compared: one has one floor and the other one 
has two floors (Figure 2.8). The results of the two sets of layouts are shown and 
compared in Table 2.10. The biggest reduction in the thermal discomfort is 33% 
between one-floor layouts and 29% between two-floor layouts. The isolated effect of 
space layouts on thermal comfort cannot be identified from this study, while it shows 
the effect of space layouts combined with other parameters, i.e., WWRs, window 
orientations, shading systems and floor areas.

FIG. 2.8 Examples of two layout sets in [69] (left: layout with one floor, right: layout with two floors). The 
interior partitions divide the layout into different thermal zones.
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TabLe 2.10 Hourly thermal discomfort comparison between layouts, adapted from [69] (TDP: thermal discomfort penalty. The higher the 
thermal penalty, the worse the thermal performance).

layouts with one floor

layout -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12

TDP of layouts 
with one floor

20.5°C 23.0°C 23.3°C 25.3°C 25.7°C 25.8°C 26.4°C 26.6°C 27.4°C 27.9°C 29.6°C 30.5°C

reduction 33%

layouts with two floors

layout -13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18 -19 -20 -21 -22 -23 -24

TDP of layouts 
with one floor

21.5°C 22.8°C 22.8°C 23.0°C 23.6°C 25.2°C 25.2°C 25.7°C 25.8°C 28.6°C 28.9°C 30.2°C

reduction 29%

 2.5.1.2 Resulted Effects and Comparison

The isolated effects of space layouts cannot be identified in the two studies [68,69], 
as both studies also changed other parameters, i.e., WWRs in [68], and WWRs, 
window orientations, shading systems and floor areas in [69]. However, as the 
variation of WWRs in [68] was small, the reduction in thermal discomfort is mainly 
caused by changing space layouts. Thus, the reduction in PMV is around 13% by 
changing the space layouts in South Korea [68]. Two climates were tested (Dwa and 
Csb), but the isolated effects of space layouts were only identified for Dwa.

 2.5.2 Effects on Visual Comfort

There were two studies that tested the effect of space layouts on visual comfort 
[67,68]. In the study of Yi [68], the indoor daylight level (illuminance) and shading 
level (the ratio of shaded floor area at 12 pm, 21th Dec) were tested, in addition to 
PMV. The resulting reduction was 11% in indoor daylight level and 2% in shading 
level, as shown in Table 2.9. The study of Dino and Ucoluk [67], in addition to energy 
use, tested the illuminance set-point satisfaction, which refers to how close the 
calculated daylight illuminance is to the user-defined illuminance set-point. The 
resulting reduction in the illuminance set-point satisfaction is 27%, as shown in 
Table 2.7. In both studies, WWRs were also changed in addition to space layouts. 
However, the variation of WWRs in [68] was small; thus, the reduction is mainly 
caused by changing space layouts. Two climates were tested (Dwa and BSk), but the 
isolated effects of space layouts were only identified for Dwa.
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 2.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

In this paper, the articles relevant to the effects of space layouts on building energy 
performance (BEP) were reviewed. A methodology for studying the effects of space 
layouts on BEP is proposed in Section 2.3.1, regarding design variables, energy 
indicators and BEP calculation methods. Among the large number of studies on 
building energy-efficient design, only 10 articles were found relevant to the specific 
topic and they were reviewed in detail to identify the isolated effects of space 
layouts. The review results show that by only changing space layouts, the energy use 
for space heating, space cooling and lighting can be reduced significantly.

The resulting effects can be categorised into the isolated effects of space layouts on 
BEP, and the influence of other design parameters on the effects of space layouts 
on BEP. Moreover, the recommendations were added regarding future research 
direction, as well as the methodology for studying the effects of space layouts.

 2.6.1 Isolated Effects of Space Layouts on BEP

The isolated effects of space layouts on BEP tested in the 10 articles were classified 
into the effects on energy use and the effects on occupant comfort. The effects 
of space layouts on the energy use for space heating and cooling, lighting and 
ventilation are as follows:

 – Energy use for space heating and cooling: The isolated effects were identified, 
and both energy demand and final energy for one year were tested. The resulting 
reductions in the annual heating and cooling demands were substantial, and the 
reductions were up to 52% and 24%, respectively, for the case of an office building 
in the UK with varied thermal zoning. The resulting reductions in the heating and 
cooling demands in peak days were up to 57% and 11%, respectively, for the case 
of an office building in the UK. The resulting reductions in the annual final energy for 
heating and cooling are up to 14% and 57%, respectively, for the case of an office 
building in Sweden.

 – Energy use for lighting: Only the isolated effects on the lighting demand for peak 
summer and winter were tested, and the resulting reductions were significant. The 
reductions were up to 67% and 43%, respectively, for the case of an office building 
in the UK.
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 – Energy use for ventilation: Only the air volume supplied by natural ventilation was 
tested for the peak winter; the resulting reduction was significant, namely, up to 65% 
for the case of an office building in the UK.

The effects of space layouts on the thermal and visual comfort were as follows:

 – Thermal comfort: PMV and the thermal discomfort (difference between air 
temperature and thermal comfort temperature) were tested. Although the isolated 
effects cannot be identified, the approximate effect on PMV can be identified, and 
the resulting reduction was smaller than the ones in energy use; around 13% for the 
case of an office building in South Korea.

 – Visual comfort: Similar to the thermal comfort, only the approximate effect on the 
illuminance and shading level can be identified, and the resulting reductions are 
smaller than the ones in energy use; are around 11% and 2%, respectively, for the 
case of an office building in South Korea.

 2.6.2 The Influence of Other Parameters

From the results of the 10 articles, the influence of other design parameters, i.e., 
occupancy and WWRs, on the effects of space layouts on BEP can also be identified, 
as follows:

 – Influence of occupancy: With the increase of occupancy, the effects of space layouts 
on the heating demand, cooling demand, lighting demand and air volume from 
natural ventilation decrease.

 – Influence of WWRs: With the increase of WWRs, the effects of space layouts on the 
heating demand, cooling demand and lighting demand decrease.

Regarding climates, in total, five climates were tested for the effects of space layouts 
on BEP. Two climates were tested for the isolated effects on the energy use for space 
heating and cooling, and two climates were tested for the isolated effects on the 
energy use for lighting. However, the results for space heating, cooling and lighting 
cannot be compared between the climates, as different energy indicators and layouts 
were used for these climates. Moreover, only one climate was tested for the isolated 
effects on the energy use for ventilation, thermal comfort and visual comfort, 
respectively. In addition, the construction site and the surrounding buildings were 
not considered in the 10 articles analysed in this paper, and these would highly 
influence the effect of space layouts on BEP.
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 2.6.3 Recommendations

Designers and architects should consider BEP while designing space layouts, as the 
effects of space layouts on BEP are significant, although the effects have not been 
fully confirmed. Studies are needed to compare the effects of space layouts between 
different climates regarding different energy indicators, in order to obtain the 
influence of climates on the effects of space layouts on BEP. In order to compare the 
results between different climates, the same layout should be used in each climate 
with the same conditions, such as interior partitions, dimensions, forms, orientations 
and functions, while the functional requirements (such as heating and cooling 
set-points) and envelope design (transmittance, window area) should adapt to the 
local standards in order to be suitable for practice and the local climate. Moreover, 
it would be interesting to test the effects of space layouts on BEP considering the 
influence of the context with surrounding buildings.

More studies are needed to fully explore the effects of space layouts on BEP. The 
recommendations for future studies regarding the methodology for studying the 
effects of space layouts on BEP are as follows.

 – Design variables: A systematic study on the effects of space layouts on BEP should 
first only change the design variables of space layouts, while keeping other design 
parameters constant, in order to identify the isolated effects of space layouts. Then, 
by adding other design parameters one by one, their influence on the effects of 
space layouts can be obtained.

 – Energy indicators: Regarding energy use, more studies are needed, especially on 
the energy use for lighting and ventilation for a long assessment period, such as one 
year. Regarding occupant comfort, more indicators for thermal and visual comfort 
need to be tested.

 – BEP calculation methods: Regarding the BEP calculation method, a calculation 
tool with high accuracy is needed. The integration of multi-domain simulations is 
necessary to predict the real situation and better represent the effects of space 
layouts, such as integrating daylighting simulation and natural ventilation simulation 
with energy simulation. In addition, a detailed thermal zone division regarding the 
different requirements of spaces is necessary as shown in Figure 2.4.c, as it highly 
affects the results.
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3 Effect of Space 
Layouts on 
the Energy 
 Performance of 
Office Buildings in 
Three Climates
This chapter is adapted from a journal paper published on 28 Jan 2021: T. Du, S. Jansen, M. Turrin, A. van 
den Dobbelsteen, Effect of space layouts on the energy performance of office buildings in three climates, J. 
Build. Eng. 39 (2021) 102198. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jobe.2021.102198.

ABSTRACT Numerous studies have shown that architectural design affects energy performance 
significantly. However, the effect of space layouts on building energy performance 
has not been fully analysed. In this paper, we aim to study the effect of space layouts 
on energy performance. An office building was used as the reference, and 11 layout 
variants were proposed and compared for energy performance. Three climates 
(temperate, cold and tropical) were inspected, with three typical cities (Amsterdam, 
Harbin and Singapore). Dynamic simulation was conducted for the energy 
performance assessment integrating daylighting simulation with energy simulation. 
For each layout, two situations were simulated: one has no shading system, and 
the other one has an exterior screen for shading. Based on the simulation results, 
it is found that lighting demand is affected the most by the layout variance, and the 
resulting maximum difference (difference divided by the highest demand) happens 
in Harbin, being 46% without shading and 35% with shading. Regarding the sum 
of the final energy for heating, cooling and lighting, using a heat pump system, the 
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maximum difference is 8% for the layouts both without and with shading system 
occurring in Amsterdam. 

ABBREVIATIONS BEP: building energy performance. WWR: window-to-wall ratio.

 3.1 Introduction

Studies have shown that the architectural design has the highest potential for 
decreasing the environmental impacts and costs among the whole life-cycle process 
[1]. Plenty of studies have analysed the impact of geometry factors [2] including 
orientation, window-to-wall ratio (WWR), and room width-to-depth ratio, envelopes 
[3], façades, materials [4], and surroundings [5] on the building energy performance 
(BEP), and their results show that BEP is highly affected. The study of [2] shows 
that the geometry factors of window orientation, WWR, and room width to depth 
ratio affect the annual energy consumption in an office building significantly in hot 
and cold climates, while marginally in temperature climates. The study [3] shows 
that the properties of envelopes, like thermal mass, airtightness and infiltration, are 
crucial in influencing building energy consumption. The innovations in solar thermal 
façade [6], green façade [7], and kinetic façade [8] have been shown to be effective 
in improving energy performance. The study of [4] shows that the triple-glazing 
helps to save the cooling consumption by 6.3% compared to a single clear glass. 
The study of [5] shows that the urban context, considering its influence on casting 
shadows and reflecting solar radiation, causes a difference from 9% to 12% in the 
energy consumption between different stories of one building. As an important task 
of architectural design, space layout design occurs between ‘scheme design’ and 
‘design development’ in the early design phase [9]. The architectural space layout 
includes the interior collocation of different rooms, the interior layout, and the 
placement of interior wall [10]. The geometry of buildings is also affected by space 
layout design.

The following brief review attempts to isolate the effect of space layouts and refers 
to the cases in which the effect is attributed solely by space layouts. The effect is 
indicated as ‘maximum difference’ (%), which is calculated by dividing the difference 
between the highest and lowest resulting energy demand by the highest demand. 
In [11], five space layouts of an office building in the UK were simulated and their 
energy demand was compared, and the maximum difference by only changing space 
layouts was 57% in the heating demand for peak winter and 67% in the lighting 
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demand for peak summer. In [12], the same five space layouts as in [11] were 
simulated and compared for the air volume provided by natural ventilation in peak 
winter, and the maximum difference was 65%. In [13], three layouts for an office 
building in the UK, which were created with different thermal zoning strategies, 
were simulated and compared, and the maximum difference was 52% in the heating 
demand for one year and 24% in the cooling demand. In [14], two layouts (cell 
and open) of an office building in Sweden were simulated and compared, and the 
maximum difference was 14% in the heating demand and 57% in the cooling 
demand. In [15], various layouts with the same geometry of a library building in 
Turkey were simulated and compared, and the maximum difference was 19% in 
the heating demand per day, 20% in the cooling demand, and 10% for the lighting 
demand. In [16], several layouts with the same boundary of an office building in 
South Korea were simulated and compared, and the maximum difference was 8% 
in the annual energy use, and 15% in Predicted Mean Vote (PMV). In [17], various 
layouts of a residential building in Portugal were simulated and compared, and the 
maximum difference in the thermal discomfort was 33% for the buildings with one 
floor and 29% for the buildings with two floors. According to these studies, it is 
meaningful to fully investigate the effect of space layouts on BEP.

However, most of the relevant studies not only changed space layouts, but also 
changed other parameters simultaneously. For instance, in addition to space layouts, 
the studies of [11,12] also changed space use densities, occupancy, and distributions 
of workstations; the studies of [14–19] also changed WWR. Mixing space layouts 
with other design parameters makes it impossible to tell the isolated effect of space 
layouts on BEP. Regarding energy indicators, thermal (heating and cooling) demand 
was detected in most of the relevant studies, while lighting and ventilation demand 
was rarely assessed. Some studies only calculated the energy demand for peak days 
[11,12] or season representative days [15]. Regarding the calculation method of 
energy performance, although most studies used dynamic simulation, some studies 
used the simplified steady-state calculation method like in [18,19]. A systematic 
study on the effect of space layouts on BEP is needed, in which only space layouts are 
changed with the other parameters constant, in order to identify the isolated effect of 
space layouts. In this study an office building was chosen as the reference. The effect 
of space layouts on the energy demand of heating, cooling and lighting was studied, as 
well as the effect on the resulting final energy demand.

Although both energy indicators (like energy demands) and comfort indicators (like 
PMV and indicators relevant to daylighting comfort) are mentioned as indicators in 
Section 2.3.3.2, only energy demands for lighting, cooling and heating are used as 
energy indicators in this chapter. The energy demands for heating and cooling are 
based on set-point temperatures for heating and cooling, which in turn are related 
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to the thermal comfort given the different functions of the layout. The temperature 
set-points are deliberately differentiated between functions, since otherwise less 
changes in energy demand can be expected from different layouts.

 3.2 Investigated space layouts and climates

An existing office building is used as the reference, and 11 variants were designed 
based on the reference space layout. Each layout was simulated in three climates, 
aiming to measure the different effects of space layouts in different climates.

FIG. 3.1 Space layout of the reference building, adapted from [20]

 3.2.1 Reference building and investigated space layouts

The space layout of the office building as reference is shown in Figure 3.1 [20], 
and 11 layout variants were designed (Figure 3.2) based on the reference layout. 
These variants were developed according to the layout typologies of office buildings 
proposed by Yeang [21] with different core locations. Each layout has 12 rooms, 
and each room is 9 m wide, 9 m deep, and 3 m high (floor to ceiling). The proportion 
of different functions within a layout affects BEP greatly, as different functions have 
different requirements for BEP. In this paper, we only studied the variants with 
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the same proportion of different functions: each layout has 6 offices, 2 meeting 
rooms, 1 canteen, 1 break room, 1 core, and 1 staircase. This proportion is within 
the threshold of space allocation ratios for office buildings as shown in [22]. The 
effect of corridors is ignored and not modelled in these layouts in order to relieve the 
pressure on simulation. We designed the layout variants that would have the highest 
or lowest energy demand.

FIG. 3.2 Proposed 11 variants of the reference layout
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 3.2.2 Investigated climates

Three climates of three typical cities were tested: Amsterdam in the Netherlands 
for the temperate climate (Appendix 3.a, 3.b, 3.c), Harbin in China for the 
cold climate (Appendix 3.d, 3.e, 3.f), and Singapore for the tropical climate 
(Appendix 3.g, 3.h, 3.i). For the calculation of energy demand, we used the method 
of simulation (see Section 3.3.4). The study of [23] proposed a new method 
instead of simulation, to estimate the energy demand in different climates, by using 
normalisation factors based on air temperature degree days. This method would help 
to save much computational time compared to simulation. However, this method 
is not suitable for the goal of this paper, as insulation values and windows types 
were also adapted according to the common use in the different climates in this 
study. Besides, the cooling demand was only tested for Central and North European 
climates in [23], which is not suitable for this study, in which the tropical climate is 
also included. Therefore, the simulation method is used in this study to compare the 
energy demand in different climates. The weather data is from EnergyPlus [24]. The 
data source of the international weather for energy calculations (IWEC) [25] was 
used, as it is available for all the three cities.

 3.3 BEP assessment of layouts

The BEP of layouts was assessed with dynamic simulation, coupling daylighting 
simulation (in Daysim [26], a Radiance [27] based daylighting analysis software) 
with energy simulation (in EnergyPlus [28]). The reason for coupling Daysim with 
EnergyPlus is that EnergyPlus has much low accuracy in daylighting simulation. 
The calculated horizontal illuminances with EnergyPlus has a difference of more 
than 100% compared to the measured values, as shown in [29]. Raidance has been 
proven to be accurate in daylighting simulation for the office with external shading, 
as shown in [30]. Coupling EnergyPlus with Daysim helps to improve the accuracy of 
calculated energy demand by providing a more accurate lighting schedule calculated 
based on the daylighting simulation. In addition, a detailed daylighting simulation, 
like multiple lighting zones and multiple dynamic shading groups for one room, is 
easier to be implemented in Daysim compared to EnergyPlus.
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The simulation tools were operated with the plugins of Ladybug and Honeybee for 
Grasshopper [31] in this study. The effectiveness of the plugins in daylighting and 
energy simulation has been proved in [32–34]. The proposed space layouts were 
simulated for heating, cooling and lighting demand in three climates, and each layout 
was simulated both with and without a shading system. The detailed method for 
assessment is shown below.

 3.3.1 Procedure for integrating daylighting simulation with 
energy simulation

A space layout determines the orientation of each room, thereby influencing the 
amount of daylight penetrating each room. Thus, it influences the lighting demand 
of the total building. Moreover, the internal gains related to both daylighting and 
artificial lighting affect the thermal performance of buildings. Hence, only if the 
influence of daylighting on energy performance is integrated into the simulation 
process, the calculated results indicate properly the effect of space layouts on 
BEP. Therefore, daylighting simulation was integrated with energy simulation in the 
simulation model, and a description of how the simulation tools were integrated is 
presented below.

For layouts without a shading system, the following procedure was used 
(Figure 3.3.a): step-1, creating the 3D model for the space layout in Grasshopper 
with constructions; step-2, creating the model for daylighting simulation in Daysim, 
with the lighting system control and sensor points for each room; step-3, simulating 
the hourly illuminance of each sensor point for the whole year; step-4, calculating 
the schedule of the supplementary artificial lighting, based on the calculated 
daylighting illuminance and the required illuminance of each room; step-5, creating 
the model for energy simulation in EnergyPlus with occupancy schedule, equipment 
loads, and HVAC system, as well as the schedule of supplementary artificial lighting; 
step-6, simulating the hourly energy demand for heating, cooling and lighting in 
EnergyPlus; step-7, exporting the resulting energy demand to Excel and analysing 
the results.

For layouts with a shading system, the following steps were added to the procedure 
described above (Figure 3.3.b). In step-2, adding the shading system (surface, 
material and control strategy) to the model for daylighting simulation in Daysim; 
in step-3, calculating the vertical illuminance on windows in different orientations, 
and calculating the shading schedule based on the vertical illuminance, and running 
daylighting simulation twice for each layout (without shading and with shading); in 
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step 4, calculating the schedule of the supplementary artificial lighting, based on the 
hourly illuminance both with and without the shading system, as well as the shading 
schedule obtained from step-3; in step-5, adding the shading system to the model 
for energy simulation in EnergyPlus, as well as the shading schedule obtained from 
step-3.

3D model of space layout, 
with constructions

Build model for daylighting 
simulation in Daysim

Calculate the schedule of 
supplementary artificial 

lighting 

Build model for energy 
simulation in EnergyPlus

Run energy simulation for 
hourly energy demand
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a. Procedure of the simulation for the 
layouts without a shading system

b. Procedure of the simulation for the 
layouts with a shading system

FIG. 3.3 Procedure to integrate daylighting simulation with energy simulation

 3.3.2 Simulation model and constructions

The same layouts of the reference building were used for all climates. Regarding the 
model used for simulation, two models were considered as shown in Figure 3.4: in 
model-a the WWRs of all rooms are the same, i.e. 40%; in model-b, all rooms have 
the same façade area, so the WWRs of the rooms with one orientation are 40% 
and the WWRs of all corner rooms are 20%. Comparing the two models, model-a is 
closer to reality, as corner rooms normally have higher façade areas than the other 
rooms. Since the aim of this study is test the isolated effect of space layouts on BEP, 
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while keeping the other design parameters constant, both models are suitable. As we 
think model-a is more realistic, model-a with the same WWR in all rooms was chosen 
for simulation for all three climates.

FIG. 3.4 Simulation models for one layout

A WWR of 40% was chosen, in line with the optimal WWR of 30%-45% as 
recommended for office buildings with shading devices for the climates in Europe 
covering the latitude of 35°-60° N in [35], which is suitable for Amsterdam and 
Harbin. For the tropical climate, the WWR of 25% is recommended for office 
buildings without shading in [36], so a higher WWR is expected for office buildings 
with shading. Therefore, a WWR of 40% is applied for all climates. The distance from 
the bottom of the window to the floor is 0.8 m. All windows with the height of 2 m are 
distributed evenly on all facades, and the distance between two adjacent windows 
is 0.72 m.

The constructions of walls, windows and floors used in the simulation vary between 
climates, based on local building design standards and customs, as shown in 
Table 3.1. The constructions were assigned based on the references of [37–40] for 
Amsterdam and [41,42] for Singapore. For Harbin, the constructions and materials 
of glazing and external walls were assigned based on a real project which was 
constructed in 2018, and the U values were assigned based on [43].
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TabLe 3.1 Details of walls, floors and glazing used for the layouts in three climates

Construction of wall and floor

Name Layers (from inside to outside) U value (W/m2·K)

Interior wall for all climates 19mm Gypsum board + air space resistance+19mm Gypsum board; 2.56

Interior floor for all climates Acoustic tile + ceiling air space resistance + 100mm 
lightweight concrete;

1.45

Exterior wall for Amsterdam 
[37]

100mm brick + 25mm air cavity + 140mm insulation + 150mm concrete; 0.22

Exterior wall for Singapore 
[41]

25 mm plaster + 300 mm concrete + 50 mm insulation + 12 mm 
plasterboard + 12 mm plaster;

0.5

Exterior wall for Harbin 20mm cement mortar + 150mm rigid polyurethane foam + 20mm 
cement mortar + 200mm concrete + 20mm lime mortar;

0.18 [43]

Glazing properties

Location U value (W/m2K) Visible transmittance g value

Amsterdam 1.65 [38] 0.76 [40] 0.7 [39]

Singapore 1.6 [42] 0.59 [41] 0.27 [41]

Harbin 2.2 [43] 0.8 0.54

Reflectance of interior surfaces

Floor Ceiling Wall

0.1 0.8 0.5

 3.3.3 Daylighting simulation and artificial lighting system

The daylight simulation was used to determine the amount of the supplementary 
artificial lighting needed to reach the required illuminance. In this study, the 
daylight-linked dimming was used to control the lighting system: the lamp is only 
switched on when the room is occupied and is dimmed to output the illuminance 
based on the available daylighting illuminance until the work plane receives the 
required illuminance. The modelling details are shown below.

 3.3.3.1 Test points and simulation parameters for 
daylighting simulation

The test points for daylighting simulation are distributed evenly in 12 rooms 
within the layout. These test points are located on a grid resolution of 1 m × 1 m, 
and the vertical distance from the test point to the base surface is 0.8 m. The 
reflectance of the interior surfaces is shown in Table 3.1. The Radiance simulation 
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parameters are as follows [44]: ab (ambient bounces) is 5; ad (ambient divisions) 
is 1024; as (ambient super samples) is 16; ar (ambient resolution) is 256; aa 
(ambient accuracy) is 0.1.

 3.3.3.2 Target illuminance and properties of the artificial 
lighting system

As recommended in [45], different functions need different illuminance levels, and 
the illuminance levels used in this study are as follows: 500 lux for offices, 300 lux 
for meeting rooms, 200 lux for break rooms and canteens, and 150 lux for staircases 
and cores. An energy-efficient lamp was used for lighting with the luminaire efficacy 
of 138 lm/W and initial luminous flux of 4000 lm, which is in accordance with the 
Philips SM530C L1130 1×LED40S/840 OC [46]. The room index is 2, and it is 
used to determine the utilisation factor of each room. Calculated based on the 
photometric data of the lamp and the reflectance of ceilings, walls and floors, the 
utilisation factor is 0.97. The maximum lighting power density, which is needed for 
the required illuminance of each room, was calculated based on the ‘lumen method’ 
[47]. The density for each room is as follows: 4.7 W/m2 for offices, 2.8 W/m2 for 
meeting rooms, 1.9 W/m2 for break rooms and canteens, 1.4 W/m2 for staircases 
and cores. The other properties of the lighting system are as follows: the standby 
power is 1% of the lamp power (29 W), i.e. 2.9 W; the delay time of sensors 
is 5 minutes; the ballast loss factor is 0%, as LED luminaires do not use ballast.

 3.3.3.3 Control of lighting system

As for the control of lighting system, each room was divided into three lighting 
zones, as shown in Figure 3.5, using the following procedure: (1) the hourly daylight 
illuminance (without shading) of each test point is summed up for one year; (2) the 
natural logarithm of the annual value is calculated for each test point; (3) the values 
of all test points are divided into three domains; (4) all test points within one room 
are classified into three groups based on the three domains; the corresponding 
area of each group is one lighting zone. Since the middle rooms do not receive any 
daylight, no test point is assigned to them. Within one lighting zone, the artificial 
lighting system was adjusted to meet the target illuminance based on the daylight 
illuminance of the test point that has the lowest annual daylighting illuminance. The 
supplementary artificial lighting schedule of each room was calculated as follows: 
(1) the ratio between the required illuminance, i.e. the difference between the target 
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illuminance and the received daylighting illuminance, and the target illuminance 
is calculated for each lighting zone; (2) the illuminance ratio is multiplied by the 
corresponding area ratio of the lighting zone; (3) the values of three lighting zones 
are summed up for each room. For the energy simulation, the artificial lighting power 
calculated for three lighting zones in each room is used as the internal gains for 
the room.

FIG. 3.5 Test points and lighting zones for lighting system control (the two middle rooms do not 
have daylighting)

 3.3.3.4 Shading system

The daylighting performance was investigated both with and without a shading 
system. In this study, an exterior screen is assumed for each window and is 
automatically controlled based on the possibility of glare. In corner rooms, shading 
screens were installed on two facades, and they were controlled separately based on 
the vertical illuminance on each facade.

Shading material and control strategy

The exterior screen of Dickson sun worker open M005 was selected from [48] and 
used in this study. Its properties are as follows: the thickness is 0.00055 m; the 
emissivity is 0.77; its g-value is 0.32; the visible transmittance is 0.31; the diffuse 
visible transmittance is 0.14; the visible reflectance is 0.60; the heat resistance 
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is 0.0069; the conductivity is 0.08 W/m·K. The control strategy for shading used in 
this study is shown in Table 3.2. During the non-cooling period, when a room was 
occupied and there was glare, the screen was turned on for shading; at the other 
time the screen was turned off to have more solar gains. During the cooling period, 
when a room was occupied and had no glare, the screen was turned off for more 
daylight; at the other time the screen was turned on to have less solar gains.

TabLe 3.2 Control strategy for the shading system

Period Working period (9:00-17:00) Off-working period
(0:00-8:00, and  
18:00-23:00)

Occupied Non-occupied

Glare No glare

Non-cooling 
period

On
(to avoid glare)

Off
(for more daylight)

Off
(for more solar gains)

Off
(to increase solar gains in early 
morning and late afternoon)

Cooling period On
(to avoid glare)

Off
(for more daylight)

On
(to reduce solar gains)

On
(to reduce solar gains in early 
morning and late afternoon)

Note: the thermal property of the screen is not considered in this study.

Calculation of the vertical illuminance on 
windows for shading control

In this study, the shading system was controlled based on the possibility of glare. 
There are various indicators for glare, varying from the simply one of the illuminance 
on windows [49] to the specific ones, like BRS glare equation, daylight glare index 
(DGI), CIE glare index (CGI), CIE’s unified glare rating system (UGR), and daylight 
glare probability (DGP), as shown in [50]. However, the specific indicators are 
sensitive to furniture layouts, view directions of occupants, window frames, etc., 
which differ between different rooms and cannot be specified in this study. So 
we used the vertical illuminance on windows as the indicator for glare possibility. 
The set-point for shading is 15,000 lux of the vertical illuminance on windows, as 
recommended in [49].

 3.3.4 Energy simulation

The heating and cooling demand were calculated in EnergyPlus with the ideal loads 
air system [51]. The details for energy simulation are shown below.
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 3.3.4.1 Ventilation and infiltration

The outdoor air flow rate is 0.37 dm3/s·m2 (per floor area) plus 8.89 dm3/s·person, 
as recommended in [39]. For all climates, a heat exchanger was used with a heat 
recovery efficiency of 0.7. The humidity threshold is 25%-60%, as recommended 
in [52]. The infiltration rate is 0.2 air changes per hour and the middle rooms have 
no infiltration.

 3.3.4.2 Temperature set-points for heating and cooling

Different functions have different requirements for the thermal comfort temperature. 
The temperature set-points for cooling and heating are as follows: 24°C (cooling) 
and 22°C (heating) for offices and meeting rooms, 26°C (cooling) and 20°C 
(heating) for canteens and break rooms, 28°C (cooling) and 18°C (heating) for 
staircases and cores. The set-back points for cooling and heating are the same for all 
rooms, being 30°C and 15°C respectively. The temperature set-points were assigned 
based on NEN 16798-1 [52].

 3.3.4.3 Internal gains of occupants and equipment

The applied maximum occupancy and equipment load density for each function are 
shown in Table 3.3. The applied maximum equipment load densities are the values 
defined in Honeybee for office buildings, which were assigned based on the data 
collected by the U.S. Department of Energy for Commercial Reference Buildings [53].

TabLe 3.3 Maximum internal gains of different spaces

Spaces Max. occupancy (persons/room) Max. equipment load density (W/m2)

Office 6 6.9

Meeting room 12 4

Canteen 9 48

Break room 9 0.8

Staircase 3 0

Core 3 3
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 3.3.4.4 Schedule

The occupancy schedule is shown in Figure 3.6. The occupancy schedule differs 
between functions, as different activities happen at different periods. The average 
occupancy schedule (the maximum occupancy multiplied with the schedule fraction) 
of offices for one day is around 0.3, which is in accordance with the Dutch standard 
NTA 8800 [54]. For the comparability of the results, the same schedules were 
assumed for the three climates. The maximum occupancy and occupancy schedule 
were designed in order to get close to the real situation and to show the difference 
between functions.
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FIG. 3.6 Occupancy schedule for different functions

 3.4 Results and analysis

In order to compare the results between layouts, the maximum difference (%), 
as explained in Section 3.1, was used as the indicator to show the effect of space 
layouts on BEP. In this section, energy demand was compared, as well as the 
resulting final energy demand. The energy demand (or energy need) for heating or 
cooling refers to the ‘heat to be delivered to or extracted from a conditioned space 
to maintain the intended temperature conditions during a given period of time’ [55]. 
The final energy for heating or cooling refers to the energy input to the heating or 
cooling system to satisfy heating and cooling respectively [55], which is in the form 
of the energy carrier bought at the meter, such as electricity. Comparing final energy 
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helps to identify the effect of space layouts on the overall energy use of buildings, 
as the efficiency of transferring the delivered energy for demand varies between 
heating, cooling and lighting. Energy demand was obtained from the simulation of 
EnergyPlus, and final energy was calculated based on some assumptions concerning 
energy supply system.

 3.4.1 Comparison of energy demand

The resulting heating, cooling and lighting demand of all layouts in the three climates 
are presented in Table 3.4, and they are compared below.

TabLe 3.4 Energy demand of all layouts in the three climates

Energy demand of Amsterdam (kWh/
m2)

Energy demand of Harbin (kWh/m2) Energy demand of 
Singapore (kWh/m2)

Without shading With shading Without shading With shading Without 
shading

With 
shading

H C L H C L H C L H C L C L C L

Layout-a 14.2 12.1 1.8 17.3 4.3 2.2 37.8 36.6 1.3 41.4 16.8 1.7 229 1.5 132 2.1

Layout-b 12.8 11.4 2.7 14.9 4.1 2.9 36.9 36.2 2.2 38.6 16.1 2.5 232 2.2 137 2.8

Layout-c 12.8 11.3 2.8 14.5 4.0 3.0 36.8 36.3 2.4 37.9 16.4 2.6 227 2.2 137 2.7

Layout-d 13.0 11.9 2.4 15.8 4.5 2.8 37.0 36.4 1.9 40.1 16.3 2.3 234 2.2 137 2.7

Layout-e 13.8 12.0 2.4 16.1 4.2 2.6 37.5 37.2 2.0 39.4 17.1 2.2 228 1.8 135 2.4

Layout-f 13.6 12.2 2.2 16.3 4.4 2.5 37.4 37.0 1.6 40.3 17.0 2.0 230 1.8 134 2.4

Layout-g 13.5 12.1 2.7 16.0 4.3 3.0 37.3 36.8 2.2 39.7 16.5 2.5 230 2.3 137 2.9

Layout-h 13.8 12.0 2.3 16.6 4.3 2.7 37.5 36.6 1.8 40.6 16.4 2.2 230 2.0 135 2.6

Layout-i 13.7 11.6 2.1 16.2 4.0 2.3 37.5 36.5 1.6 39.8 16.7 1.8 225 1.5 132 2.1

Layout-j 13.8 11.7 2.0 16.4 4.1 2.3 37.7 36.7 1.5 40.2 16.8 1.8 224 1.4 132 2.0

Layout-k 14.3 12.3 2.1 17.6 4.4 2.5 37.8 36.8 1.5 41.4 16.8 2.0 230 1.8 134 2.4

Absolute 
maximum 
difference

1.5 1 1 3.1 0.5 0.8 1 1 1.1 3.5 1 0.9 10 0.9 5 0.9

Maximum 
difference (%)

11% 8% 35% 18% 11% 27% 3% 3% 46% 9% 6% 35% 4% 37% 4% 31%

Note: The blue value represents the lowest value of a given column, and the bold value represents the highest. H: heating; C: 
cooling; L: lighting. Absolute maximum difference refers to the biggest difference between the best layout and worst layout 
(kWh/m2)
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 3.4.1.1 Overall results of energy demand

Among all maximum differences in energy demand for all cases in Table 3.4, the 
lighting demand has the greatest maximum difference; the maximum differences in 
heating and cooling demands are significantly lower. The maximum differences in 
lighting demand is the highest, and the highest values occur in Harbin, being 46% 
without shading and 35% with shading. The values without shading are higher 
than the values with shading, and this is because the difference in received daylight 
is reduced as a result of shading. The maximum difference in heating demand is 
relatively low, and the highest difference occurs in Amsterdam, being 11% and 18% 
for without shading and with shading respectively. Apparently, the additional 
internal gains from artificial lighting have a higher influence on the fluctuation of 
heating demand with the reduction of solar gains. The highest value of the maximum 
difference in cooling demand occurs in Amsterdam, being 8% for without shading 
and 11% for with shading.

 3.4.1.2 Detailed discussion of the results for Amsterdam

This subsection presents the detailed analysis of the results for Amsterdam. The 
heating, cooling and lighting demand of the layouts without and with shading are 
shown in Table 3.4 and compared below.

Lighting demand for Amsterdam

Compared to the results without shading, lighting demand of all layouts with shading 
increases strongly. The maximum difference between the layouts with shading is 
smaller than between the layouts without shading (27% versus 35%). For both 
with and without shading, layout-c has the highest lighting demand among all 
layouts. In layout-c, two offices which have the highest illuminance requirement are 
oriented North, and the meeting rooms which have the second highest illuminance 
requirement are located in the middle, where no daylight is available. For both with 
and without shading, layout-a has the lowest lighting demand among all layouts. In 
layout-a, offices are located in South and corners, where receive the most amount 
of daylight.
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Heating demand for Amsterdam

Among all layouts both without and with shading, layout-k has the highest heating 
demand and layout-c has the lowest. The maximum difference in heating demand 
is 11% without shading and 18% with shading. Generally, the room with a high 
temperature set-point for heating, office in this study, should be located in South 
to receive more solar gains, so that one would expect that layout-k would have the 
lowest heating demand. However, layout-k results in the highest heating demand 
and layout-c, in which two offices are located in North, results in the lowest heating 
demand. With further analysis, the reasons for the difference between layout-c and 
layout-k are found as follows:

a According to the comparison of heating demand between layout-c and layout-k 
(Figure 3.7), the difference between the two layouts is mainly caused by the 
difference occurring in meeting rooms. In layout-c, meeting rooms are located in the 
middle, where there is not heat loss to the outside, while in layout-k, they are located 
in the NW and NE corners.

b The lighting demand, and therefore internal lighting gains, of layout-c is higher than 
layout-k (see Table 3.4), so the difference in heating demand is partly caused by the 
artificial lighting gains.
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FIG. 3.7 Heating demand of layout-c and layout-k without the shading system for Amsterdam
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Cooling demand for Amsterdam

Among all layouts with shading, layout-k has the highest cooling demand and 
layout-c has the lowest, which is the same as heating demand. The maximum 
difference in cooling demand is 11%, which is even smaller than heating demand. In 
summer, solar gains are much higher than lighting gains in Amsterdam. The function 
with the highest cooling requirement, office in this study, should be located in North, 
where has less solar gains, and the function with the lowest cooling requirement, 
core and staircase in this study, should be located in South, which is the case for 
layout-c. For the cases without shading, the maximum difference in cooling demand 
is 8%, which is relatively small.

 3.4.1.3 Detailed discussion of the results for Harbin

The simulation results of Harbin are shown in Table 3.4 and compared below. The 
maximum difference in heating demand is 3% without shading and 9% with shading. 
The maximum difference in cooling demand is 3% without shading and 6% with 
shading. They are much smaller than the difference in lighting demand, and therefore 
are not further discussed. Among all layouts, the maximum difference in lighting 
demand is 46% without shading and 35% with shading. Layout-a has the lowest 
lighting demand for both without and with shading, which is caused by the offices 
located in South and corners. Layout-c has the highest lighting demand for both 
without and with shading. It is because in layout-c two offices are located on the 
North side and meeting rooms are located in the middle.

 3.4.1.4 Detailed discussion of the results for Singapore

The simulation results of Singapore are shown in Table 3.4. The maximum difference 
in cooling demand is 4% without shading and 4% with shading, which is negligible. 
Therefore, only lighting demand is compared. Among all layouts both without and 
with shading, layout-g has the highest lighting demand and layout-j has the lowest, 
and the maximum difference is 37% for without shading and 31% for with shading. 
In Singapore, the East and West receive more solar radiation than the North and 
South, as shown in Appendix 3.i. In layout-j, all offices are located on the East and 
West side, while in layout-g, most offices are located on the North and South.
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 3.4.2 Comparison of the final energy

In order to compare the overall energy performance, the energy demand cannot be 
simply summed up, as they are not in the same type of energy carrier. In order to 
assess the overall energy performance, energy demand must be converted to final 
energy, as explained at the beginning of Section 3.4. For all layouts, an air-source 
heat pump was assumed to be used for heating and cooling. The theoretically ideal 
COP (COPcarnot) [56] was calculated monthly for each climate, based on the supply 
temperature (35˚C for floor heating and 5˚C for cooling with chilled water [57]) 
and the monthly minimum (for heating) and maximum (for cooling) average outdoor 
temperature. The real COP (COPreal) is between 40% and 60% of COPcarnot as shown 
in [56]. So, the COPcarnot was multiplied with 50% to obtain the COPreal in this study. 
With the COPreal, the final energy for heating and cooling was calculated. For lighting, 
the artificial lighting demand is already in form of electricity and thereby the final 
energy for lighting is the same as lighting demand. The sum of the calculated final 
energy for heating, cooling and lighting for the three climates is shown in Table 3.5. 
The highest maximum difference in the sum of final energy is 8% for layouts without 
shading which happens in Amsterdam, and 8% for layouts with shading which also 
happens in Amsterdam.

TabLe 3.5 The sum of the final energy for heating, cooling and lighting for the three climates

Final energy for different layouts (kWh/m2) Maximum 
difference 
(%)

a b c d e f g h i j k

Sum of the final energy of Amsterdam

With shading 7.7 7.8 7.7 7.9 7.8 7.8 8.1 8.0 7.5 7.5 8.1 8%

Without shading 7.9 8.3 8.4 8.1 8.4 8.1 8.6 8.3 8.0 7.9 8.2 8%

Sum of the final energy of Singapore

With shading 36.1 38.1 37.9 37.9 37.1 36.9 38.3 37.4 36.1 36.1 36.8 6%

Without shading 60.4 61.9 60.5 62.3 60.6 61.0 61.6 61.2 59.2 59.2 60.9 5%

Sum of the final energy of Harbin

With shading 21.8 21.3 21.2 21.8 21.6 21.8 21.9 21.9 21.3 21.4 22.1 4%

Without shading 24.1 24.6 24.8 24.4 24.9 24.4 24.8 24.5 24.3 24.3 24.5 3%

Note: The blue value represents the lowest value of a given row, and the bold value represents the highest.
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 3.4.3 Discussion

To better understand the reasons for the differences between layouts, we analysed 
the energy demand of each function in different locations, based on the results 
obtained from the energy simulation.

M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference
Office 463 396 336 403 175 180 246 220 288 Office 1185 1017 585 1038 1398 1366 2174 2205 1620

meeting 236 106 82 85 26 27 38 32 210 meeting 528 1671 1462 1481 1734 1705 2748 2759 2231
break 40 12 5 2 38 break 243 1287 585 2146 1904

canteen 40 11 4 1 39 canteen 158 1061 485 1867 1709
core 59 25 21 22 38 core 15 770 287 505 755

staircase 59 26 24 21 0 38 staircase 12 752 465 275 0 740

M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference
Office 473 439 428 458 234 223 271 246 250 Office 1367 1229 779 1246 1756 1693 2525 2592 1814

meeting 236 106 94 99 34 32 42 33 203 meeting 643 1978 1798 1815 2081 2011 3276 3310 2667
break 40 12 8 2 38 break 303 1529 666 2426 2123

canteen 40 11 6 2 38 canteen 197 1249 544 2133 1936
core 59 28 25 27 34 core 26 900 305 587 875

staircase 59 29 25 26 0 34 staircase 21 879 524 292 0 857

M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference
Office 842 1362 1484 1375 1926 1883 1256 1278 1085 Office 408 337 235 328 86 105 166 150 322

meeting 531 498 998 1015 1599 1552 961 992 1100 meeting 236 86 62 56 7 11 18 15 229
break 130 159 612 494 483 break 40 8 0 0 40

canteen 297 313 829 670 532 canteen 40 8 0 0 40
core 12 41 377 306 366 core 59 18 14 14 45

staircase 12 40 276 372 0 360 staircase 59 18 15 14 0 45

M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference
Office 398 511 592 547 695 672 494 497 297 Office 421 377 342 400 143 153 188 180 278

meeting 201 167 256 284 458 437 267 268 290 meeting 236 87 78 74 13 17 23 17 223
break 14 63 73 136 122 break 40 8 3 0 40

canteen 80 83 162 153 82 canteen 40 8 3 0 40
core 6 63 26 29 57 core 59 22 16 19 43

staircase 6 66 38 27 0 60 staircase 59 22 15 16 0 44

M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference
Office 3704 3087 1854 3124 3914 3840 6310 6330 4476 Office 2598 4165 3631 3834 5141 5370 4411 4132 2772

meeting 1020 3730 3067 3114 3753 3680 6355 6372 5351 meeting 1456 1792 3332 3049 4406 4620 3660 3453 3164
break 429 3183 1190 5611 5182 break 681 1042 2096 2796 2116

canteen 373 2893 1218 5326 4953 canteen 1134 1677 2759 2975 1841
core 134 2681 953 1911 2548 core 134 549 1485 1547 1413

staircase 121 2663 1866 946 0 2541 staircase 161 605 1835 1516 0 1674

M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference
Office 3970 3275 2058 3449 4305 4038 6610 6907 4849 Office 1651 2120 1998 2113 2507 2497 2166 2138 856

meeting 1144 4069 3354 3501 3928 3683 6749 6981 5836 meeting 885 882 1277 1258 1687 1690 1317 1286 809
break 512 3526 1134 5766 5254 break 143 167 418 431 288

canteen 417 3193 1099 5680 5262 canteen 442 417 810 672 392
core 178 2976 846 2032 2798 core 18 68 103 79 85

staircase 160 2936 1884 837 0 2776 staircase 17 66 97 112 0 95

M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference
Office 365 316 350 349 132 124 110 119 255

meeting 236 77 56 67 12 14 9 10 227
break 40 8 7 0 40

canteen 40 8 5 0 40
core 59 12 9 10 50

staircase 59 12 8 10 0 51

M N E S W C_sw C_se C_ne C_nw difference
Office 463 397 445 439 206 189 197 203 274

meeting 236 107 81 89 30 23 31 26 213
break 40 14 12 4 36

canteen 40 14 12 3 37
core 59 19 16 18 43

staircase 59 18 10 16 0 49

Lighting demand without shading, Singapore (kWh)

Lighting demand with shading, Singapore (kWh)

best location: corners; worst lcoation: M,N

Note:
The gradient colour represents the value relative to the other values. As for the energy 
demand of each space, green means lowest, red means highest. Here, the difference 
refers to the ‘greatest difference’. As for the greatest demand, the darker the colour is, 
the greater the difference is. Here, the greatest difference refers to the difference in the 
energy demand of each function between the worst location and best location in the 
layout.
N: north; E: east; S: south; W: west; M: middle; C_sw, C_se, C_nw, C_ne: different 
corners.

Lighting demand with shading, Harbin (kWh)

Heating demand with shading, Harbin (kWh) Cooling demand with shading, Harbin (kWh)

best locations: corners; worst locations: M

best locations: M,S; worst locations: corners, N best locations: M,N; worst locations: corners

best location: corners; worst location: M best location: M,S; worst location: corners

best location: M,N; worst location: corners

Lighting demand without shading, Harbin (kWh)

Heating demand without shading, Harbin (kWh) Cooling demand without shading, Harbin (kWh)

Lighting demand without shading, Amsterdam (kWh) Heating demand without shading, Amsterdam (kWh)

Cooling demand without shading, Amsterdam (kWh)

lighting demand with shading, Amsterdam (kWh) Heating demand with shading, Amsterdam (kWh)

Cooling demand with shading, Amsterdam (kWh)

FIG. 3.8 Energy demand of each function in different locations
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In Figure 3.8, the energy demand of each function in each location is presented and 
the gradient colour represents the value relative to the other values. As shown in 
the last column of each situation, the greatest difference refers to the difference in 
the energy demand of each function between the worst location and best location of 
the layout. For example, the greatest difference of offices in lighting demand without 
shading of Amsterdam is the difference between North (highest) and SE corner 
(lowest). As shown in Figure 3.8, the same locations can be the best or worst for 
energy demand among all locations. So the function that benefits the most from the 
best location should be placed there.

As for the heating demand for Amsterdam and Harbin, the greatest differences of 
meeting rooms, break rooms and canteens are much higher than offices. As for the 
cooling demand for Amsterdam and Harbin, the greatest differences of meeting 
rooms and offices are much higher than other functions. As for the best and worst 
locations of layouts, corners are always the best for lighting and worst for heating 
and cooling, and in contrast, the middle is always the best for heating and cooling 
and worst for lighting (except for offices which cannot be located in the middle). 
Hence, the layout with the lowest energy demand is the one that allocates the 
functions, following the order of the greatest differences from high to low, to the 
locations from best to worst sequentially. The order of the greatest difference should 
be updated if one location is occupied.

In conclusion, there is a trade-off between the highest difference in lighting, heating, 
and cooling demand for each function in different locations, as well as a trade-off 
between the best and worst locations in layouts for lighting, heating and cooling 
demand. The layout with the lowest energy demand is the result of an optimisation 
process that can be seen as a ‘battle for the best location’, won by the function 
that benefits the most from a certain location. It is these trade-offs that make the 
prediction of the most energy-efficient layout difficult.
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 3.5 Sensitivity analysis of design parameters

In order to better understand the influence of space layouts on BEP in combination 
with other building properties, two design parameters were tested for their influence 
on the maximum difference in each energy demand between layouts of three climates 
in this section, i.e. WWR and U value.

 3.5.1 Sensitivity analysis for different WWRs

In addition to the WWR of 40% in the previous model shown in Section 3.3, two 
additional WWRs were tested, i.e. 20% and 60%, as shown in Figure 3.9.

FIG. 3.9 Simulation models with WWR of 20% and 60%. 

The two WWRs were tested for the 11 layouts in the three climates, and the 
resulting maximum and minimal energy demand and the maximum difference 
between 11 layouts are shown in Table 3.6.
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TabLe 3.6 Maximal and minimal energy demand and the maximum difference (%) among 11 layouts with the WWR of 20% 
and 60% in three climates

Energy demand of Amsterdam (kWh/
m2)

Energy demand of Harbin (kWh/m2) Energy demand of 
Singapore (kWh/m2)

Without shading With shading Without shading With shading Without 
shading

With 
shading

H C L H C L H C L H C L C L C L

WWR 20%

Max 11.3 7.3 3.8 13.2 3.7 3.9 31.8 23.5 3.5 34.3 14.6 3.9 144.8 3.4 111.1 4.0

Min 9.8 6.8 3.0 10.8 3.3 3.4 30.6 22.9 2.4 31.6 13.7 2.9 141.0 2.6 108.9 3.3

Absolute 
maximum 
difference

1.5 0.6 0.8 2.4 0.4 0.5 1.2 0.6 1.1 2.7 0.9 1.0 3.8 0.9 2.2 0.6

Maximum 
difference (%)

13% 8% 21% 18% 12% 13% 4% 2% 33% 8% 6% 25% 3% 25% 2% 16%

WWR 60%

Max 17.6 16.6 2.2 21.4 5.5 2.4 45.4 49.7 2.0 48.4 21.8 2.3 325.4 1.6 172.3 2.2

Min 16.1 15.1 1.3 18.1 4.9 1.6 44.3 48.3 0.7 44.9 19.0 1.1 311.6 0.7 165.0 1.4

Absolute 
maximum 
difference

1.5 1.5 0.9 3.4 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.2 3.5 2.8 1.3 13.8 0.9 7.3 0.8

Maximum 
difference (%)

8% 9% 42% 16% 12% 33% 2% 3% 63% 7% 13% 55% 4% 55% 4% 38%

Note: H: heating; C: cooling; L: lighting. Max: the maximal energy demand among 11 layouts, kWh/m2; Min: the minimal value 
among 11 layouts, kWh/m2. Absolute maximum difference refers to the biggest difference between the best layout and worst 
layout (kWh/m2)

Comparing the results from the simulations with a WWR of 20% and 60% in 
Table 3.6 with the results using a WWR of 40% in Table 3.4, the following results 
were found. The maximum difference in thermal energy between layouts hardly 
changes or changes slightly (in Amsterdam without shading) with the change of 
WWRs, while the maximum difference in lighting demand between layouts increases 
highly with the increase of WWRs, for both with shading and without shading. This 
is because although the absolute maximum differences (kWh/m2) in heating and 
cooling demand vary between different WWRs, like 2.4 kWh/m2 for 20% WWR 
and 3.4 kWh/m2 for 60% WWR in Amsterdam with shading, the value of heating and 
cooling demand for each layout is much higher than the value of absolute maximum 
difference, like 21.4 kWh/m2 for WWR 60% in Amsterdam with shading. Thus, the 
relative variation in the maximum difference (%) of heating and cooling demand is 
little. However, the lighting demand is the opposite. The absolute maximum difference 
matters relatively more compared to the total lighting demand of each layout. For 
example, the absolute maximum difference in lighting demand is 0.9 kWh/m2 while 
the total lighting demand of the layout with the lowest demand is only 1.3 kWh/m2.
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 3.5.2 Sensitivity analysis for different U values

The U values used in the previous model as shown in Table 3.1 were chosen based 
on local regulations and they result in good insulation of the building. The building 
with poor insulation was tested in this Section to simulate existing buildings which 
need to be renovated for energy performance improvement, with double U values of 
external walls and glazing used in the previous model, as shown in Table 3.7.

TabLe 3.7 U values of exterior wall and glazing for poor insulated buildings in the three climates

U value (W/m2·K)

Exterior wall, Amsterdam 0.4

Exterior wall, Singapore 1.0

Exterior wall, Harbin 0.36

Glazing, Amsterdam 3.3

Glazing, Singapore 3.2

Glazing, Harbin 4.4

The U values for poor insulated buildings were tested for the 11 layouts in the three 
climates, and the resulting maximal and minimal energy demand and the maximum 
difference between 11 layouts are shown in Table 3.8.

TabLe 3.8 Maximal and minimal energy demand and the maximum difference (%) among 11 layouts with U values for poor 
insulated buildings with the WWR of 40% in three climates

Energy demand of Amsterdam (kWh/
m2)

Energy demand of Harbin (kWh/m2) Energy demand of 
Singapore (kWh/m2)

Without shading With shading Without shading With shading Without 
shading

With 
shading

H C L H C L H C L H C L C L C L

Max 16.1 11.9 2.8 19.6 4.4 3.0 40.8 36.9 2.5 44.4 17.8 2.8 236.5 2.2 140.0 2.9

Min 14.5 10.9 1.8 16.3 3.9 2.3 39.7 35.8 1.2 40.5 15.9 1.7 227.1 1.4 134.6 2.0

Absolute 
maximum 
difference

1.5 1.5 0.9 3.4 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.2 3.5 2.8 1.3 13.8 0.9 7.3 0.8

Maximum 
difference (%)

10% 8% 34% 17% 12% 25% 3% 3% 51% 9% 11% 42% 4% 38% 4% 30%

Note: H: heating; C: cooling; L: lighting. Max: the maximal energy demand among 11 layouts, kWh/m2; Min: the minimal value 
among 11 layouts, kWh/m2. Absolute maximum difference refers to the biggest difference between the best layout and worst 
layout (kWh/m2)
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Comparing the results from the simulations with the U values for poor insulated 
buildings in Table 3.8 with the results for good insulated buildings in Table 3.4, it 
is found that with the change of U values, the maximum differences (%) in heating, 
cooling and lighting demand are hardly changed in the three climates, for both with 
shading and without shading. Thus, U values of exterior wall and glazing have little 
influence on the effect of space layouts on BEP.

 3.5.3 Overall conclusion on the sensitivity analysis

This sensitivity analysis has shown that the impact of space layout can be affected 
by other building properties as well. It was shown that the WWR has a significant 
impact on the effect of space layouts on lighting demand, but only a minor impact 
on thermal demand. The impact of U-value on both heating, cooling and lighting, 
is relatively small, regarding the model used in this study. For case studies with a 
different (e.g. less compact) geometry, this effect could be different. In general, it 
indicates that the higher the difference in properties between different locations in a 
building, the higher the impact of changing the space layout on BEP.

 3.6 Conclusions, recommendations 
and limitations

In this paper, the energy demand of 11 space layouts for an office building were 
simulated and compared, and their final energy was calculated and compared in three 
climates with three typical cities (Amsterdam, Harbin and Singapore). Besides, the 
situations both with and without a shading system were simulated for each layout.

 3.6.1 Conclusions

In conclusion, it was found that the optimisation of space layout design can reduce 
energy demand significantly, especially lighting demand. Besides, the effect of 
space layouts on building energy performance (BEP) differs between climates. 
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The effect is the highest in the temperate climate and the lowest in the tropical 
climate. The maximum difference in lighting demand is the highest and the highest 
value happens in Harbin, being 46% without shading and 35% with shading. The 
maximum difference in heating demand is lower, and the highest value happens 
in Amsterdam, being 11% without shading and 18% with shading. The maximum 
difference in cooling demand is the lowest, and the highest value happens in 
Amsterdam, being 8% without shading and 11% with shading. As for the sum of the 
final energy for heating, cooling and lighting using an air-source heat pump, the 
highest maximum difference happens in Amsterdam, being 8% with shading and 8% 
without shading. The difference in the sum of the final energy is relatively small, as 
the final energy for lighting makes up a smaller proportion of the total than heating 
and cooling. The sensitivity analysis shows that WWRs influence the effect of space 
layouts on lighting demand highly, while slightly on heating and cooling demand. U 
values have little influence on the effect of space layouts on all energy demand.

 3.6.2 The building physics behind finding the optimal space layout

The study has shown that finding the optimal space layout is not straightforward. 
Different locations within a layout have different availability of solar radiation and 
daylighting illuminance, while different functions have different needs in terms of 
set-points of illuminance, heating and cooling. These needs vary with the occupancy 
schedule. A good match between available energy and needs results in lower 
energy demand. Thus, placing the right function in the right location helps to save 
the energy demand in total. This is the reason why space layout matters for BEP. 
However, the same location can be the best or worst location for all functions, like 
the rooms in the middle are best for heating and cooling demand, and corners for 
lighting demand. There is no space layout where each function is on the location that 
suits this function best; the best space layout is the result of locating the function 
that benefits the most from the good locations. Thus, designing a space layout for 
minimising energy demand is a ‘battle’ for the best location between functions for 
who can benefit the most.

 3.6.3 Recommendations for building designers and owners

The results of this study indicate that the space layout helps to reduce energy 
consumption, and it helps to reach a lower operation cost and a smaller HVAC 
system, while keeping the same construction cost. However, as explained in the 
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previous paragraph, finding the optimal space layout is a complex process and 
no simple recommendations like ‘locating offices to the South’ can be given. In 
addition, the optimal layout also depends on whether the designer or user prioritises 
heating, cooling or daylight performance, as the optimal differs depending on the 
objective. Regarding designing a new building, generally, designers would place 
functions based on the rule of thumb, like placing offices to the South and canteen 
to the North. However, this is not the case regarding energy performance. The same 
location can be the best or worst location for all functions. For instance, the corner is 
the best for all functions regarding lighting demand and the middle is the best for all 
functions regarding thermal demand. Generally, designers would think the function 
with the highest requirements, like the office in this study, should be located in the 
best location. However, according to the analysis in Section 3.4.3, the sequence of 
the greatest difference would show a different most important function, like meeting 
room for heating demand in both Amsterdam and Harbin. In order to determine 
the greatest sequence, a computational method is necessary, as it is not easily 
calculated based on experience.

The effect of space layouts on BEP found in this study is not only suitable for office 
buildings. As long as the functions in the layout have different needs, like set-points 
and schedules, the space layout plays an important role in saving energy demand 
of the whole building, like a complex building with multiple functions, including 
residential function, office and restaurant, or hospitals. So, when designing these 
types of building, designers should consider space layout design as a method to 
improve BEP.

 3.6.4 Recommendations for further research

For the cases investigated, the effect of space layouts on lighting demand is the 
highest, and the effect on heating and cooling demand is much lower. This could 
be influenced by the assumed building properties, like thermal mass, set-points, 
schedule, and shading control. Moreover, the efficiency of the used lighting system 
also influences the effect of space layouts on BEP. In this paper, a highly energy-
efficient lamp was used, while if an energy-inefficient lighting system is used, the effect 
of space layouts on the lighting demand would be much higher. With the assumed 
parameters, the effect on the sum of final energy is relatively small, as the difference 
in lighting demand has less influence on the total than heating and cooling demand. 
It is therefore recommended to further study the effect of space layouts on BEP given 
other assumptions for the parameters that highly influence energy performance, like U 
values, WWRs, lighting efficiency and control types, and shading control types.
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Additionally, in this paper, only the locations of functions within the layout with 
fixed interior partitions were changed, and more studies are needed to test more 
design variables of space layout design, such as space dimensions, space forms, 
and interior partitions. Furthermore, this study used a fixed layout boundary, while a 
flexible boundary is expected to provide more good locations for more functions. The 
effect of space layouts on BEP is expected to be greater than the results shown in 
this paper if more design variables are included.

 3.6.5 Limitations

There are several factors that could affect the results shown in this paper. The model 
used in this study does not consider the surroundings. The surrounding buildings 
in the urban context highly influence the amount of solar radiation, daylighting 
illuminance, and natural ventilation received by different rooms within a layout. The 
best and worst locations for each energy demand would differ from the ones that are 
found in this study. Thus, the resulting difference in energy demand between layouts 
could be highly different from what is found in this paper. This study is conducted 
within a planar layout, while a vertical change in space layouts according to the 
different vertical conditions resulting from the influence of surrounding buildings 
would cause a higher difference in energy demand between layouts. Additionally, 
natural ventilation is not considered in the calculation of energy demand. Natural 
ventilation influences thermal performance highly, especially in summer. Additionally, 
different orientations of a layout have different conditions of natural ventilation, 
regarding air pressure, air velocity, and direction. If natural ventilation is included, 
the difference in thermal demand between layouts would be higher than what is 
shown in this paper.
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Appendix

Appendix 3.a-3.i. Weather data of the three cities (Amsterdam, Singapore and Harbin)
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4 Gaps and 
 Requirements 
for Automatic 
 Generation of 
Space Layouts with 
Optimised Energy 
Performance
This chapter is adapted from a journal paper published on 20 May 2020: T. Du, M. Turrin, S. Jansen, A. Van 
Den Dobbelsteen, J. Fang, Gaps and requirements for automatic generation of space layouts with optimised 
energy performance, Autom. Constr. 116 (2020) 103132. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.autcon.2020.103132.

ABSTRACT Due to the critical need for reducing carbon emissions, the demand for energy-
efficient building design is urgent. Studies have shown that space layouts affect 
energy performance considerably. Energy performance optimisation is able to 
improve energy performance significantly. However, in order to apply energy 
performance optimisation to space layouts (EPO), abundant layout alternatives are 
needed. With the development of computational methods, automatic generation 
of space layouts (GSL) helps to generate abundant layouts quickly. Therefore, 
combining GSL with EPO is expected to be greatly helpful for energy-efficient 
design. This paper investigates 10 relevant studies combining GSL and EPO and 
analyses their gaps. Furtherly, we extend the analysis to the research on GSL and 
EPO. 7 GSL methods are categorised and evaluated based on 66 studies, and the 
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requirements for the combination with optimisation are inspected. Regarding EPO, 
the requirements for energy performance assessment and optimisation are analysed.

ABBREVIATIONS GSL: automatic generation of space layouts; G-O: automatic generation of space 
layouts combined with optimisation; EP: energy performance assessment of space 
layouts; EPO: energy performance optimisation of space layouts; G-EPO: automatic 
generation of space layouts with optimised energy performance.

 4.1 Introduction

Currently, the energy consumption in buildings constitutes up to 40% of the total 
primary energy consumption in the U.S and E.U. [1]. Performative computational 
architecture aims at improving building performance by informing the decisions 
during the design process based on performance evaluation [2]. It includes the 
comparison of design alternatives based on quantified performance, and the 
search for well-performing solutions within large sets of design alternatives. The 
performative computational architecture has shown great potential in energy saving 
[3]. Energy performance optimisation is broadly studied, which aims to select the 
optimal design with minimal energy use.

Space layout design is one of the design tasks taking place in the ‘scheme design’ 
and ‘design development’ stages in the early design phase [4], and one of the most 
important missions in architectural design. In this paper, the space layout is defined 
as the allocation of different spaces, and it is decided based on the placement of 
interior partitions as well as exterior walls. Studies have shown that space layouts 
can affect building energy performance significantly, regarding heating, cooling, 
lighting and ventilation demands. A comparison of five space layouts for an office 
building in the UK was made in [5], and resulted in the biggest difference (difference 
/ the highest demand) of 57% in the heating demand for peak winter and 67% in the 
lighting demand for peak summer. The same layouts were compared in [6], in which 
the opening state of windows and interior doors were also changed in addition to 
the space layout, and resulted in the biggest difference of 65% in the air volume of 
natural ventilation provided through background vents in peak winter. Three layouts 
were simulated and compared in [7], which resulted in the biggest difference of 52% 
in the heating demand for one year and 24% in the cooling demand. Two office 
layouts in Sweden were simulated and compared in [8], in which window to wall ratio 
(WWR) was also changed in addition to the space layout, and resulted in the biggest 
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difference of 14% in the heating demand and 57% in the cooling demand. Various 
layouts for a library building in Turkey were simulated and compared in [9], in which 
WWR was also changed in addition to the space layout, and resulted in the biggest 
difference of 19% in the heating demand per day and 20% in the cooling demand 
per day and 10% in the lighting demand per day. Several layouts for an office 
building in South Korea were simulated and compared in [10], in which WWR was 
also changed in addition to the space layout, and resulted in the biggest difference 
of 8% in the annual energy use and 15% in the predicted mean vote (PMV). Various 
layouts for a residential building in Portugal were simulated and compared in [11], in 
which the window orientation and shading size were also changed in addition to the 
space layout, and resulted in the biggest difference in thermal discomfort of 33% for 
the buildings with one floor and 29% for the buildings with two floors.

Evins [12] highlighted the benefits of using computational optimisation during 
design phases to optimise the energy performance of buildings. His extensive review 
of precedents in computational energy optimisation reveals a large attention on 
building envelopes, mechanical systems, and energy generation. Among the analysed 
precedents, the space layout is rarely used. A similar conclusion can be drawn 
from the review of Ekici et al. [2], which shows the dominance of energy-related 
objectives in building optimisation design. The study collected the papers relevant 
to performative computational architecture including form generation, performance 
evaluation, and optimisation, with the keywords of ‘building design’, ‘architectural 
design’, ‘evolutionary algorithm’, ‘evolutionary computation’, ‘swarm intelligence’, 
and ‘swarm optimisation’. This review paper shows that WWR, shading, orientation, 
window dimension, and building shape are the most commonly used design 
variables during optimisation, among all the form-finding parameters. Among the 
collected 100 studies, only 6 studies are relevant to space layout design. According 
to these reviews, it appears that energy performance optimisation has been studied 
and applied to different design tasks, while it is rarely applied to space layout design. 
Based on our review, all design tasks for which energy performance optimisation 
has been applied are represented in parametric variations. However, representing 
space layouts in parametric variations is difficult. It requires a systematic generation 
method, and it is not easy to develop when considering the functionality required 
by a space layout, like non-overlap (two spaces cannot share the same area), 
non-overflow (spaces cannot go out the layout boundary), and space connections 
and adjacencies.
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 4.1.1 Automatic generation with optimised energy performance

Comparing a large set of alternatives is necessary to identify an optimal design 
solution. Recent computational development offers an opportunity to automate the 
generation of design alternatives based on parametric and algorithmic rules. The 
automatic generation of space layouts (GSL) is to use a computational process 
to generate a huge set of alternative layouts within a reasonable time span. The 
automatic generation of space layouts with optimised energy performance 
(G-EPO), which combines GSL with energy performance optimisation is promising 
and important for future work, as it can produce a large set of layout alternatives 
within a reasonable time span, and at the same time, it can compare the building 
energy performance of these alternatives and search for the optimal designs. 
Performative computational architecture generally includes three parts: form 
generation, performance assessment, and optimisation [2]. Accordingly, G-EPO 
includes three parts as shown in Figure 4.1. The part of GSL regards form-finding 
and includes algorithmic design, associative geometry and parametric design. The 
part of performance assessment regards two parts, including layout functionality 
and energy performance, which are to be maximised or minimised as optimisation 
objectives. The optimisation part is based on optimisation algorithms and regards 
the computational process that searches for combinations of design variables which 
output the layout solutions with the optimal values of the performance indicators. 
Each part has its specific requirements, and they are also affected by others 
considering their combination. It is necessary to discuss the gaps and requirements 
for the combination considering their mutual affects.

Functionality

Energy 
performance

Automatic 
generation of 
space layout

Optimisation

Form 
generation

algorithmic design; 
associative geometry; 

parametric design

Performance 
assessment

calculation method; 
digital simulation

Optimisation
computational 
optimisation 

methods and algorithms

Functionality

Energy 
performance

Automatic 
generation of 
space layout

Optimisation

Optimisation

Functionality +
Energy performance

Automatic 
generation of 
space layout

Optimisation

adjacency; connection; area

Performance assessment

FIG. 4.1 Framework of G-EPO
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 4.1.2 Research questions

The purpose of this paper is to detect the gaps and requirements of G-EPO. As 
shown in Figure 4.2, this topic is relevant to three research domains: GSL, energy 
performance assessment of space layouts (EP), and optimisation. After our first 
stage of review, only 12 studies are found focusing on G-EPO. In order to pave the 
way for future research, we extend the analysis to two relevant research areas, i.e. 
automatic generation of space layouts combined with optimisation (G-O) and energy 
performance optimisation of space layouts (EPO). The following sub-questions are 
discussed regarding these two research areas:

 – What are the existing GSL methods and what are the criteria for their evaluation?

 – What are the requirements for combining GSL methods with optimisation?

 – What are the requirements for the energy performance assessment of space layouts?

 – What are the requirements for the optimisation of the energy performance of 
space layouts? 
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Space layout 
design (SL)

EP-OAGSL-O
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generation of 
space layout 
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Energy 
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Energy performance 
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FIG. 4.2 Relevant research domains of G-EPO
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 4.1.3 Selection of references

The keywords used for searching references are shown in Table 4.1, dividing 
into space layout, energy, automation. These three terms are used to collect 
references for Section 4.2 (G-EPO), and the terms of space layout and automation 
are used for Section 4.3 (G-O). The references for Section 4.2 are also used for 
Section 4.4 (EPO). We limit the discipline to architectural design. Although some 
studies used space layout as the keyword, they actually belong to urban planning like 
in [13], or neighbourhood planning like in [14]. So we eliminate these studies from 
the collected references. Another similar concept, facility layout [15], is also easy 
to be confused with, which has a much wider scope, ranging from the assignment 
of activities to cites, sites, campus, and buildings [16], to the location of facilities 
in manufacturing systems [15] and in organisations [17]. In this paper, the studies 
with the keyword of facility layout which focus on architectural design were selected. 
Totally, 12 studies are found for G-EPO, and 66 studies are found for GSL.

TabLe 4.1 Keywords used for searching references

Term (space layout) Term (energy) Term (automation)

Space layout and Energy use and Automation

Space planning Energy performance Optimisation

Interior layout Energy saving Solution exploration

Space allocation Green building Generation

Floor plan Sustainable building

Spatial layout

Facility layout
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 4.2 Literature review on G-EPO

We find 12 studies focusing G-EPO. We select 10 of them for detailed review, as 
the energy indicators used in the other two studies are only relevant to occupant 
comfort [18,19]. Although some studies changed layout boundary forms and 
dimensions like in [20], they are not analysed in this review, as their interior space 
layouts were not changed correspondingly. The review presented herein focuses on 
the layout generation, energy performance assessment and optimisation. It provides 
a systematic analysis of the collected references in order to identify the following 
problems (Table 4.2):

 – the information of the generated layouts: floors of generated layouts, whether the 
method needs predefined boundary or not, and the generated space form;

 – the methods used to represent space layouts (layout representation);

 – the design variables meaningful for the layout functionality and/or for the energy 
performance of the designs;

 – the optimisation objectives and constraints for the layout functionality;

 – the calculation methods and/or tools for energy performance;

 – the optimisation objectives for the energy performance of the designs;

 – the optimisation algorithms used for the optimisation process;

 – the resulting energy performance improvement (EPI).
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TabLe 4.2 Studies relevant to G-EPO

Ref. Author Year Floor Pre Form Layout rep-
resentation

Design variables Objectives/constraints for 
functionality

Energy calculation methods and/
or tools

Objectives for energy 
performance

Opt EPI

[21] Boonstra et al. 2018 Mul No Rec Cell & 
coordinates

Space location and dimension; non-overlap; non-gap; Toolbox of C++ with Resistor-
capacitor-networks

Heating and cooling demands; / H+C: 
10%

[22] Schwartz et al. 2017 mul Yes Rec Coordinates Space location and dimension; WWR; Layout area, number of stories, 
number of rooms, width 
and length of each room; 
adjacency matrix;

jEPLus (a user interface 
of EneregyPlus)

annual district heating and 
cooling consumption;

NS-
GA-II

/

[23] 
&
[9]

Dino;
Dino & Ucoluk;

2017 Mul Yes Pol 3D matrix Functionality:
space index in 3D location 
matrix

Energy performance:
space location; space 
width-length-height 
ratio; WWR

space area; compactness 
of spaces;
regularity: limit space corners; 
convexity: keep spaces as convex; 
façade preference of spaces; floor 
preferences of spaces; spaces 
adjacency; spaces separation;

OpenStudio sum of annual heating, cooling 
and lighting energy demands; 
daylighting autonomy;

NS-
GA-II

H: 23%;
C: 25%;
L: 11%

[24] 
& 
[25] 
&
[26]

Rodrigues et al. 2014 Sin & 
Mul

No Rec Coordinates Functionality:
space size and position; 
positions of windows and 
doors; space connectivity; 
position of floor;

Energy performance:
boundary dimension;
boundary orientation;
window dimension;
space location 
and dimension; 
shading dimension;

connectivity and adjacency; 
non-overlap; opening orientation; 
floor dimensions; compactness; 
non-overflow;

Toolbox of Java integrated with 
EnergyPlus (acknowledging this 
by inquiring the author)

thermal discomfort of 
different spaces;

SO 33% 
-29%

[10] Yi 2016 Sin Yes Rec 3D matrix boundary dimension; space location and 
dimension; WWR;

space connection; non-
overlapping;

Ecotect annual heating and cooling 
energy demands; PMV; interior 
daylight level; interior shading;

SA H + C: 
7.7%; 
PMV: 
13%

[27] Baušys & 
Pankrašovaite

2005 Sin No Rec Coordinates boundary dimension; space location and dimension; 
window location and dimension;

non-overlap; non-overflow; 
connectivity; minimise space 
area; minimal natural lighting for 
some spaces;

simplified annual calculation annual heating cost;
annual lighting cost;

GA /

[28] Michalek et al. 2002 Sin Yes Rec Coordinates space location and dimension; space connectivity; 
window location and dimension;

non-overlap; specific path, 
connectivity, external wall; 
envelope; wasted space; hall size; 
access-way size;

simplified monthly calculation annual lighting, heating and 
cooling cost;

SA & 
SQP

/

[29] Caldas 2008 Mul No Rec / space dimension; space height; roof tilt and directions; 
clerestory window under roof;
window dimension;

adjacencies; dimensional 
constraints; language intensions; 
explicit and implicit relationships;

DOE 2.1 energy intensity use (annual 
energy use and space area)

GA /

[30] Sleiman et al. 2017 Mul No Rec Coordinates space location; space dimension; location of corridors 
(space are aligned to corridors);

floor preference of space; spaces 
be clustered horizontally or 
vertically; traveling distance; 
space area;

TECT within BIM, following EN 
ISO 16798-1

energy demand of heating 
and cooling;

EA H+C: 
8.3%

[31] Su & Yan 2015 Sin No Rec 3D matrix locations of patient rooms nursing traveling distance; DIVA (with DAYSIM as engine) daylight illuminance; GA /

Note: 
Floor: the floors of generated layouts; Pre: whether the predefined boundary is necessary or not; For: generated space form; Opt: optimisation algorithm; EPI: resulted energy 
performance improvement; Mul: multi-floors; Sin: single floor; Pol: polygon except for rectangle; Rec: rectangle; NSGA-II: non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II; SO: 
sequential optimisation; SA: simulated annealing; GA: genetic algorithm; SQP: sequential quadratic programming; EA: evolutionary algorithm;
PMV: predicted mean vote; WWR: window to wall ratio; ‘/ ’ : not mentioned or not included.
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TabLe 4.2 Studies relevant to G-EPO

Ref. Author Year Floor Pre Form Layout rep-
resentation

Design variables Objectives/constraints for 
functionality

Energy calculation methods and/
or tools

Objectives for energy 
performance

Opt EPI

[21] Boonstra et al. 2018 Mul No Rec Cell & 
coordinates

Space location and dimension; non-overlap; non-gap; Toolbox of C++ with Resistor-
capacitor-networks

Heating and cooling demands; / H+C: 
10%

[22] Schwartz et al. 2017 mul Yes Rec Coordinates Space location and dimension; WWR; Layout area, number of stories, 
number of rooms, width 
and length of each room; 
adjacency matrix;

jEPLus (a user interface 
of EneregyPlus)

annual district heating and 
cooling consumption;

NS-
GA-II

/

[23] 
&
[9]

Dino;
Dino & Ucoluk;

2017 Mul Yes Pol 3D matrix Functionality:
space index in 3D location 
matrix

Energy performance:
space location; space 
width-length-height 
ratio; WWR

space area; compactness 
of spaces;
regularity: limit space corners; 
convexity: keep spaces as convex; 
façade preference of spaces; floor 
preferences of spaces; spaces 
adjacency; spaces separation;

OpenStudio sum of annual heating, cooling 
and lighting energy demands; 
daylighting autonomy;

NS-
GA-II

H: 23%;
C: 25%;
L: 11%

[24] 
& 
[25] 
&
[26]

Rodrigues et al. 2014 Sin & 
Mul

No Rec Coordinates Functionality:
space size and position; 
positions of windows and 
doors; space connectivity; 
position of floor;

Energy performance:
boundary dimension;
boundary orientation;
window dimension;
space location 
and dimension; 
shading dimension;

connectivity and adjacency; 
non-overlap; opening orientation; 
floor dimensions; compactness; 
non-overflow;

Toolbox of Java integrated with 
EnergyPlus (acknowledging this 
by inquiring the author)

thermal discomfort of 
different spaces;

SO 33% 
-29%

[10] Yi 2016 Sin Yes Rec 3D matrix boundary dimension; space location and 
dimension; WWR;

space connection; non-
overlapping;

Ecotect annual heating and cooling 
energy demands; PMV; interior 
daylight level; interior shading;

SA H + C: 
7.7%; 
PMV: 
13%

[27] Baušys & 
Pankrašovaite

2005 Sin No Rec Coordinates boundary dimension; space location and dimension; 
window location and dimension;

non-overlap; non-overflow; 
connectivity; minimise space 
area; minimal natural lighting for 
some spaces;

simplified annual calculation annual heating cost;
annual lighting cost;

GA /

[28] Michalek et al. 2002 Sin Yes Rec Coordinates space location and dimension; space connectivity; 
window location and dimension;

non-overlap; specific path, 
connectivity, external wall; 
envelope; wasted space; hall size; 
access-way size;

simplified monthly calculation annual lighting, heating and 
cooling cost;

SA & 
SQP

/

[29] Caldas 2008 Mul No Rec / space dimension; space height; roof tilt and directions; 
clerestory window under roof;
window dimension;

adjacencies; dimensional 
constraints; language intensions; 
explicit and implicit relationships;

DOE 2.1 energy intensity use (annual 
energy use and space area)

GA /

[30] Sleiman et al. 2017 Mul No Rec Coordinates space location; space dimension; location of corridors 
(space are aligned to corridors);

floor preference of space; spaces 
be clustered horizontally or 
vertically; traveling distance; 
space area;

TECT within BIM, following EN 
ISO 16798-1

energy demand of heating 
and cooling;

EA H+C: 
8.3%

[31] Su & Yan 2015 Sin No Rec 3D matrix locations of patient rooms nursing traveling distance; DIVA (with DAYSIM as engine) daylight illuminance; GA /

Note: 
Floor: the floors of generated layouts; Pre: whether the predefined boundary is necessary or not; For: generated space form; Opt: optimisation algorithm; EPI: resulted energy 
performance improvement; Mul: multi-floors; Sin: single floor; Pol: polygon except for rectangle; Rec: rectangle; NSGA-II: non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II; SO: 
sequential optimisation; SA: simulated annealing; GA: genetic algorithm; SQP: sequential quadratic programming; EA: evolutionary algorithm;
PMV: predicted mean vote; WWR: window to wall ratio; ‘/ ’ : not mentioned or not included.
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 4.2.1 Methodology of G-EPO

There are mainly two methodologies used in these reviewed 10 studies. In the 
studies of [9,21,23–26], the process of G-EPO is clearly separated into G-O and EPO 
phases, as shown in Figure 4.3. The workflow is as follows:

 – G-O: the automatic generation of space layouts combined with optimisation. It 
includes three steps: first, choosing an appropriate method to represent space 
layouts; second, fitting the representation of spaces to a suitable generation method 
and generating the variants of space layouts; third, evaluate the generated space 
layouts in terms of the requirements of the layout functionality, like adjacency, 
connection, and area, and deciding whether the stop criterion is met. If yes, passing 
the layout to the next phase; if not, transforming the layout to find a better solution.

 – EPO: the energy performance optimisation of space layouts. It includes four steps: 
first, selecting the appropriate layout from G-O; second, building a 3D building 
model based on the layout; third, calculating the energy performance with necessary 
building information, like HVAC system, internal gains, and materials; fourth, 
evaluating its building energy performance based on the calculation results, and 
deciding whether the stop criterion is met. If yes, passing the layout as the final 
layout; if not, transforming the layout to find a better solution. After the iterations of 
optimisation, the passed layouts are the final layouts.

Workflow:
Represent space layout

Generate space layout

Evaluate the generated 
space layout

Select layouts 

Model 3D building model

Transform and 
optimise

Constraint with simplified 
energy calculation

Workflow-1

Workflow-2

Another flow 
for design 
parameter 
transformation

design requirements from clients

Run energy simulation

Evaluate energy 
performance

Final layouts

Yes 

No 

Transform and 
optimise

No 
Objectives for AGASL

Energy indicators

G-O phase 

Stop criterion 
is met?

Yes 
EPO phase 

Stop criterion 
is met?

FIG. 4.3 Workflow of G-EPO, used in [9,21,23–26]
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In the studies of [10,22,27–31], there is not a clear separation between G-O 
and EPO. Space layouts are generated first; then the energy performance of the 
generated layouts is calculated; after that, the optimisation algorithm is used to find 
the optimal layout (Figure 4.4). However, with this method, the energy performance 
of each generated space layout needs to be calculated, resulting in time consuming 
calculations. Besides, users need to predefine the rough layout at the beginning. 
So, the generated layouts with this method have narrower variation than with the 
first method. In the studies of [30,32], the used method following this workflow was 
called semi-automation.
Workflow:

Represent space layout

Generate space layout

Evaluate space layout

design requirements from clients

Final layouts

Transform and 
optimise

No 

Objectives for AGASL

Stop criterion 
is met?

Yes 

Calculate energy 
performance

FIG. 4.4 Workflow of G-EPO, used in [10,22,27–31]

 4.2.2 Generated layouts and layout representation method

The studies of [21–23,26,29,30] developed the building into multi-floors, while 
the other studies [10,27,28,31] limited the building to one floor. The studies 
of [21,24–27,29–31] did not need to predefine a layout boundary, while it was 
necessary for the others. Most of these studies generated rectangular spaces, while 
Dino [23] generated polygonal spaces although they were combined rectangles. 
Two layout representation methods were used to generate layouts: one method used 
coordinates to represent the location and dimension of spaces [22,24–28,30]; the 
other method used a 3D matrix to represent spaces and their locations [9,10,23,31]. 
The study of Boonstra et al. [21] used the combination of the two methods.
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 4.2.3 Design variables

Some studies limited the variants within a fixed layout boundary, in which only the 
design variables relevant to interior space layouts were changed [9,10,23]. The 
other studies did not limit the change of the boundary, in which the change of space 
locations and dimensions results in the transformation of boundaries. There is a 
clear separation between the design variables for functionality and the ones for 
energy performance in [9,23–26]. For instance, the space index was only changed 
for functionality, while WWR was only used for energy performance in [9,23]. The 
design variables in the collect 10 studies are not uniform: some only used space 
locations and dimensions [21,30,31], while some also included window dimensions 
and locations [9,10,22,26–29] and shading dimensions [26].

 4.2.4 Objectives of optimisation

Similar to the design variables, there is also a clear separation between the 
optimisation objectives for functionality and energy performance. The objectives 
for functionality include non-overlap, non-overflow, connectivity and adjacency 
between spaces, space area, boundary compactness, and traveling distance. The 
objectives for energy performance include the energy indicators of lighting, heating, 
cooling, and ventilation, and the comfort indicator of PMV, as well as the daylighting 
indicators of daylighting autonomy, interior daylight level, and daylight illuminance.

 4.2.5 Energy performance calculation method

Most studies calculated energy performance, except for the study of [31]. In 
contrast, only several studies [9,10,31] calculated daylighting performance. The 
tools used for daylighting performance assessment include EnergyPlus, Ecotect 
and Daysim. Regarding the methods for energy performance calculation, the used 
methods can be classified into the steady-state calculation method [27,28,30] 
and dynamic simulation method. Regarding the steady-state calculation method, 
simplified calculation formulas are used to calculate the energy consumption with 
empirically determined gain and loss correlation factors, and they are easily to be 
integrated with the generation of space layouts as well as optimisation. Regarding 
the dynamic simulation method, the tools used for simulations are capable of the 
integration with the generation of space layouts and optimisation. For instance, 
Dino and Ucoluk [9] used OpenStudio and Schwartz et al. [22] used jEPlus (a user 
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interface of EnergPlus) [33], and they customised and extended the tools to couple 
the parametric simulation with optimisation; Su and Yan [31] used DIVA [34] (a 
plugin of Grasshopper), and they integrated the plugin with the generation process 
and the other plugin for optimisation (Galapagos) in Grasshopper. In addition, a 
toolbox was developed and coded by Rodrigues et al. [26] in JAVA and Boonstra 
et al. [21] in C++. Rodrigues et al. [26] used an IDF Parser library to edit the IDF 
file which was further used in EnergyPlus. Boonstra et al. [21] built the resistor-
capacitor-network to simulate the thermal building behaviour, then the network was 
further integrated with the generation and optimisation program.

 4.2.6 Optimisation algorithm

Most studies had multi-objectives, while the studies of [22,29] had one objective. 
Among the multi-objective studies, most studies converted multi-objectives to a 
single objective by assigning different weight factors to different objectives [10,26–
28,30,31], with which the optimisation results highly depend on the predefined 
weight factors. Regarding optimisation algorithms, evolutionary algorithms were 
used in [9,22,27,29–31] and Simulated Annealing was used in [10,28], while the 
direct search with a sequential optimisation method was used in [26].

 4.2.7 Energy performance improvement and conclusions

Based on the results of the 10 studies for detailed review, the highest improvements 
in the heating, cooling and lighting demand are up to 23% [9], 25% [9] and 11% 
[9] respectively. This shows that G-EPO is promising to improve building energy 
performance. Two methods of G-EPO were used (Figure 4.3 and 4.4), and we 
formulate them as follows: in the first method, functionality is optimised first 
and then energy performance is optimised (Figure 4.5.a); in the second method, 
functionality and energy performance are optimised as the same time (Figure 4.5.b).

However, only 12 studies are found relevant to G-EPO. The limitations of the 
collected studies are apparent: in the G-O part, only several automatic generation 
methods were used; in the EPO part, these studies used various energy assessment 
methods regarding design variables, energy indicators and simulation methods, 
and they were not uniform. Thus, we review and analyse G-O and EPO separately in 
Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, in order to find solutions to these limitations.
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digital simulation

Optimisation
computational 
optimisation 

methods and algorithms
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Energy 
performance

Automatic 
generation of 
space layout

Optimisation

Optimisation

Functionality +
Energy performance

Automatic 
generation of 
space layout

Optimisation

adjacency; connection; area

Performance assessment

a. Method 1 b. Method 2

FIG. 4.5 Two methods of G-EPO

 4.3 GSL method: categorisation and 
combination with optimisation

Research on GSL started around fifty years ago [35]. There are several review 
papers on GSL. Helme and Derix [36] collected the projects using GSL in practice; 
Dutta and Sarthak [37] solely focused on the application of evolutionary computing 
approaches for space layout design and did not categorise the GSL methods; Nassar 
[38] discussed the advances in graph theory and analysed their possibilities to be 
applied to architectural space layout design. The following review studies focus 
on the methods used for GSL: Frew in 1980 [39] categorised the methods based 
on whether the boundary was varied or not and how to change space dimensions; 
Hsu and Krawczyk in 2003 [40] introduced the methods used for space-planning 
programs separately regarding adjacency, representation, and different actions used 
among the design process; Lobos and Donath in 2010 [41] collected some relevant 
studies, but did not categorise the GSL methods; Calixto and Celani in 2015 [42] 
focused on the used evolutionary algorithms used for GSL. These studies lack 
the systematic analysis and categorisation of GSL methods. Some of them either 
only introduced some examples, and some separated the methods either only for 
representation or only for generation, and the others focused on the evolutionary 
algorithms. This part of this paper aims at categorising the GSL methods, from 
the perspective of the generation process of space layouts, considering both 
representation and generation.
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In our previous paper, we classified 4 GSL methods [43]. In this section, 66 studies 
are found focusing on GSL, and 22 are analysed in detail (Table 4.3) regarding 
the information of generated layouts, layout representation, layout generation, 
constraints and objectives for optimization, and optimization algorithm. We 
categorise them into 7 GSL methods and explain them in terms of layout 
representation and generation. After that, these methods are evaluated. As most 
studies used optimisation for layout functionality, in the last part, the requirements 
for the combination with optimisation are analysed.
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TabLe 4.3 Analysis of references to elaborate different GSL methods

GSL method Ref. Author Year Pre Floor Form Elements to represent space layouts Actions for generation (actions to change design variables for optimisation) Constraints and objectives Opt

Physically based method [44] Arvin & House 2002 No sin rec coordinates of centre point of spaces; distance of edges to the centre point; 
spring to represent the distance;

adjust attraction and repulsion strength;
change the coordinates of spaces and edges;

space adjacency; space separation; orientation; control shape irregularity by 
alignment and offset; space area; space area proportion; non-gap;

/

[45] Guo & Li 2017 yes mul rec location of spaces; distance between spaces; adjust attraction and repulsion strength; swap space locations; compress build-
ing geometry;

Space connections; dimension; shape; building shape; ES

Mathematical 
 programming  
method

[24] Rodrigues et al. 2013 No sin rec size and position of spaces; positions of windows and doors; connectivity 
between spaces; position of floor plan;

change space location; rotate along space centre; stretch the space dimensions; 
mirror opening locations;

connectivity and adjacency; non-overlap;
opening orientation; floor dimensions; compactness; non-overflow;

ES & SHC;

[46] Nagy et al. 2017 Yes sin pol edge of spaces; location of spaces; arrangements of desks; location of 
amenity spaces;

change space location and dimensions; adjacency preference; work style preference;
amount and distribution of high-activity zones; sight lines distribution to other 
desks; daylight amount; unobstructed view to outside;

MOGA

[47] Medjdoub & Yannou 2000 No mul rec size and position of spaces;
location of windows;

change space vertex coordinates and space dimensions; domain and ratio constraints; space connection; space adjacency; orientation; 
minimise wasted spaces; non-overflow; non-overlap; non-wasted space;

EH

Graph-theory aided 
method

[48] Verma & Thakur 2010 Yes mul rec index in location matrix; doors location; area; length; width; area to 
 perimeter ratio;

change the index of spaces in location matrix; vary the wall where doors are locat-
ed; use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest path; change dimensions of layouts;

minimise evacuation time; GA

[49] Chatzikonstantinou 2014 No mul rec position of space centre; width and length of spaces; change the positon of space centre;
use Voronoi to generate rectangle spaces; change the locations of centre points;

maximise area; minimise cost; maximise proximity or separation between spaces; NSGA-II

[19] Lobos & Trebilcock 2014 Yes sin rec position of nodes; change the space locations; apply yED to create final layouts; temperature; illumination; percentage of exterior room area; minimise noise; /

[50] Hua 2016 Yes sin pol location of spaces; predefine layouts; detect regions from graphs; assign spaces to the regions; change 
locations of spaces;

space area; adjacencies between spaces; SA

[51] Nourian et al. 2016 Yes sin rec location of point seeds generate adjacency graph; generate a Tutte connectivity graph; use attraction and 
repulsion force to adjust graph; generate Dual graph; add dimensions to the graph;

/ /

[52] Wong & Chan 2009 No sin & 
mul

rec nodes for spaces; edges for adjacencies; change the space index in adjacency matrix; transfer matrix to Dual graph; add 
dimensions to the graph;

space adjacency; budget; adjacency; relative area ratio of spaces; function deficient; EA

[53] Shekhawat 2015 Yes sin rec location of spaces; adjacencies; assign spaces to predefined boundary with spiral-based algorithm; finalize layouts 
by grouping spaces.

minimise wasted space; space adjacency; /

Cell assignment method [18] Yi & Yi 2014 Yes mul rec space adjacency;
space index in location matrix;

assign spaces to grids;
change space index in location matrix;

space adjacency; space area; PMV; daylight level; interior/ exterior shading; SA

[23] Dino 2016 Yes mul pol interior partitions;
dimensional ratio of spaces;

assign spaces to voxels; change space locations to avoid overlap and waste space; 
change space index in the location matrix;

space area; compactness of spaces; regularity: limit space corners; convexity: 
keep spaces as convex; façade preference of spaces; floor preferences of spaces; 
adjacency between spaces; separation between spaces;

EA

[54] Yeh 2006 Yes mul rec locations of spaces; weight of adjacencies between spaces; assign space to grids;
change space index in location matrix;

site preference; adjacency; space location feasibility; NN & SA

[55] Gero & Kazakov 1998 Yes mul pol location of spaces, defined in genotype; assign spaces to layout based on assignment pattern;
change values in genotypes;

minimise travel distances between spaces; minimise travel costs between spaces; GA

Space splitting method [56] Das et al. 2016 Yes sin rec index of spaces in data tree split layout based on data tree; maximise patient beds; minimise nurse travel distance; maximise connectivity to the 
existing building; minimise view impedance;

/

[57] Koenig & Knecht 2014 Yes sin rec index of spaces in data tree split layout based on data tree structure;
change layers and values in data tree;

adjacency between spaces; ES& GA& 
GP

Occupant-trace based 
generation method

[58] Ghaffarian et al. 2018 Yes mul irre agent’s wander rate; separation; cohesion; alignment force; collision; generate circulation pattern based on agent trace simulation; assemble negative 
space as functional space;

avoid view blocking; /

Machine learning method [59] Huang & Zheng 2018 Yes sin rec / / / /

[60] Sharma et al. 2017 No sin rec / / / /

[61] Chaillou 2019 Yes mul sin+irre / / / /

Note:
Floor: the floors of generated layouts; Pre: whether the predefined boundary is necessary or not; Form: generated space form; Opt: optimisation algorithm; Mul: multi-floors; Sin: single 
floor; Pol: polygon except for rectangle; Rec: rectangle; Irre: irregular;
ES: evolutionary strategy; SHC: stochastic hill climbing; MOGA: multi-objective genetic algorithm; EH: enumeration heuristic; GA: genetic algorithm; NSGA-II: non-dominated sorting 
genetic algorithm-II; SA: simulated annealing; EA: evolutionary algorithm; NN: neural networks; GP: genetic programming;
‘/ ’ : not mentioned or not included; ‘*’: the multi objectives are converted to single objective with weighted-sum approach.
Among the actions for generation, the ones used for optimisation are marked in red.
Among all the generation methods, the generation process of machine learning method is different from others, which cannot be divided into representation, generation, and optimisation. 
So these information is not included for machine learning method in this table.
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TabLe 4.3 Analysis of references to elaborate different GSL methods

GSL method Ref. Author Year Pre Floor Form Elements to represent space layouts Actions for generation (actions to change design variables for optimisation) Constraints and objectives Opt

Physically based method [44] Arvin & House 2002 No sin rec coordinates of centre point of spaces; distance of edges to the centre point; 
spring to represent the distance;

adjust attraction and repulsion strength;
change the coordinates of spaces and edges;

space adjacency; space separation; orientation; control shape irregularity by 
alignment and offset; space area; space area proportion; non-gap;

/

[45] Guo & Li 2017 yes mul rec location of spaces; distance between spaces; adjust attraction and repulsion strength; swap space locations; compress build-
ing geometry;

Space connections; dimension; shape; building shape; ES

Mathematical 
 programming  
method

[24] Rodrigues et al. 2013 No sin rec size and position of spaces; positions of windows and doors; connectivity 
between spaces; position of floor plan;

change space location; rotate along space centre; stretch the space dimensions; 
mirror opening locations;

connectivity and adjacency; non-overlap;
opening orientation; floor dimensions; compactness; non-overflow;

ES & SHC;

[46] Nagy et al. 2017 Yes sin pol edge of spaces; location of spaces; arrangements of desks; location of 
amenity spaces;

change space location and dimensions; adjacency preference; work style preference;
amount and distribution of high-activity zones; sight lines distribution to other 
desks; daylight amount; unobstructed view to outside;

MOGA

[47] Medjdoub & Yannou 2000 No mul rec size and position of spaces;
location of windows;

change space vertex coordinates and space dimensions; domain and ratio constraints; space connection; space adjacency; orientation; 
minimise wasted spaces; non-overflow; non-overlap; non-wasted space;

EH

Graph-theory aided 
method

[48] Verma & Thakur 2010 Yes mul rec index in location matrix; doors location; area; length; width; area to 
 perimeter ratio;

change the index of spaces in location matrix; vary the wall where doors are locat-
ed; use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest path; change dimensions of layouts;

minimise evacuation time; GA

[49] Chatzikonstantinou 2014 No mul rec position of space centre; width and length of spaces; change the positon of space centre;
use Voronoi to generate rectangle spaces; change the locations of centre points;

maximise area; minimise cost; maximise proximity or separation between spaces; NSGA-II

[19] Lobos & Trebilcock 2014 Yes sin rec position of nodes; change the space locations; apply yED to create final layouts; temperature; illumination; percentage of exterior room area; minimise noise; /

[50] Hua 2016 Yes sin pol location of spaces; predefine layouts; detect regions from graphs; assign spaces to the regions; change 
locations of spaces;

space area; adjacencies between spaces; SA

[51] Nourian et al. 2016 Yes sin rec location of point seeds generate adjacency graph; generate a Tutte connectivity graph; use attraction and 
repulsion force to adjust graph; generate Dual graph; add dimensions to the graph;

/ /

[52] Wong & Chan 2009 No sin & 
mul

rec nodes for spaces; edges for adjacencies; change the space index in adjacency matrix; transfer matrix to Dual graph; add 
dimensions to the graph;

space adjacency; budget; adjacency; relative area ratio of spaces; function deficient; EA

[53] Shekhawat 2015 Yes sin rec location of spaces; adjacencies; assign spaces to predefined boundary with spiral-based algorithm; finalize layouts 
by grouping spaces.

minimise wasted space; space adjacency; /

Cell assignment method [18] Yi & Yi 2014 Yes mul rec space adjacency;
space index in location matrix;

assign spaces to grids;
change space index in location matrix;

space adjacency; space area; PMV; daylight level; interior/ exterior shading; SA

[23] Dino 2016 Yes mul pol interior partitions;
dimensional ratio of spaces;

assign spaces to voxels; change space locations to avoid overlap and waste space; 
change space index in the location matrix;

space area; compactness of spaces; regularity: limit space corners; convexity: 
keep spaces as convex; façade preference of spaces; floor preferences of spaces; 
adjacency between spaces; separation between spaces;

EA

[54] Yeh 2006 Yes mul rec locations of spaces; weight of adjacencies between spaces; assign space to grids;
change space index in location matrix;

site preference; adjacency; space location feasibility; NN & SA

[55] Gero & Kazakov 1998 Yes mul pol location of spaces, defined in genotype; assign spaces to layout based on assignment pattern;
change values in genotypes;

minimise travel distances between spaces; minimise travel costs between spaces; GA

Space splitting method [56] Das et al. 2016 Yes sin rec index of spaces in data tree split layout based on data tree; maximise patient beds; minimise nurse travel distance; maximise connectivity to the 
existing building; minimise view impedance;

/

[57] Koenig & Knecht 2014 Yes sin rec index of spaces in data tree split layout based on data tree structure;
change layers and values in data tree;

adjacency between spaces; ES& GA& 
GP

Occupant-trace based 
generation method

[58] Ghaffarian et al. 2018 Yes mul irre agent’s wander rate; separation; cohesion; alignment force; collision; generate circulation pattern based on agent trace simulation; assemble negative 
space as functional space;

avoid view blocking; /

Machine learning method [59] Huang & Zheng 2018 Yes sin rec / / / /

[60] Sharma et al. 2017 No sin rec / / / /

[61] Chaillou 2019 Yes mul sin+irre / / / /

Note:
Floor: the floors of generated layouts; Pre: whether the predefined boundary is necessary or not; Form: generated space form; Opt: optimisation algorithm; Mul: multi-floors; Sin: single 
floor; Pol: polygon except for rectangle; Rec: rectangle; Irre: irregular;
ES: evolutionary strategy; SHC: stochastic hill climbing; MOGA: multi-objective genetic algorithm; EH: enumeration heuristic; GA: genetic algorithm; NSGA-II: non-dominated sorting 
genetic algorithm-II; SA: simulated annealing; EA: evolutionary algorithm; NN: neural networks; GP: genetic programming;
‘/ ’ : not mentioned or not included; ‘*’: the multi objectives are converted to single objective with weighted-sum approach.
Among the actions for generation, the ones used for optimisation are marked in red.
Among all the generation methods, the generation process of machine learning method is different from others, which cannot be divided into representation, generation, and optimisation. 
So these information is not included for machine learning method in this table.
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 4.3.1 Design requirements for layout functionality

The design requirements for layout functionality should be satisfied by GSL. 
Generally, these requirements can be classified into two groups: topological 
requirements and geometric requirements [24,47], as shown in Table 4.4. 
Topological requirements refer to the relative relationship between spaces, including 
connection, adjacency, and separation between spaces, as well as orientation 
preferences. Geometric requirements are the ones relevant to dimensional 
information of spaces and the layout boundary, including width, depth, length, 
area, and compactness. Additionally, non-overlap and non-overflow should also 
be satisfied: non-overlap means that two spaces cannot overlap each other; non-
overflow means that spaces cannot overflow the layout boundary.

TabLe 4.4 Requirement for layout functionality

Topological requirement Geometric requirement

Space connection Width, length and height of space

Space adjacency Width, length and height of boundary

Space separation Space area

Orientation preference Layout area

Space compactness

Boundary compactness

Non-overlap

Non-overflow

 4.3.2 GSL methods categorisation

Based on the analysis in Table 4.3, 7 GSL methods are categorised. These methods 
are explained as follows.

 4.3.2.1 Physically based method

In this method, space layouts are generated by applying physical forces to the 
spaces. The layout generation process is reformulated to a process to find the 
equilibrium between different forces, for instance, the attraction and repulsion 
in a spring system [44,45]. In this method, a space is represented as a circle or 
rectangle, and the connection between spaces is represented by the string between 
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circles or rectangles (Figure 4.6.a). Regarding the topological resolution, spaces 
are represented as circles, and attraction and repulsion forces are applied to strings 
until the equilibrium is reached (Figure 4.6.b). The attraction and repulsion forces 
are illustrated in Figure 4.6.e. The strength of the forces represents the quantitative 
value added to these. A higher attraction strength means a stronger connection 
between two rooms, and a higher repulsion strength means a weaker connection 
between two rooms. Regarding the geometric resolution, space locations are 
changed by designers, and with this action, the overlaps and gaps between spaces 
can be removed and the adjacencies and connections between spaces can be 
changed (Figure 4.6.c). Regarding the final layout, users need to manually finalise 
the layout to satisfy all requirements, like aesthetic intentions (Figure 4.6.d). Forces 
mainly work on space centres, while they can also work on space edges to change 
the space form [44]. Some plugins in Grasshopper can help to simulate the physical 
motions, like Kangaroo [62].
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FIG. 4.6 Generation process in [44] (also the source of images)
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 4.3.2.2 Mathematical programming method

In this method, the design parameters of space layouts and the requirements for 
layout functionality are transformed into formulas [24,28]. Space locations are 
represented with the coordinates of centre points, and space connections and 
adjacencies are controlled by the relative distance between two centre points 
(Figure 4.7.a). The design requirements, like non-overlap and non-overflow, 
are transformed into constraints, and expressed as mathematical formulas 
(Figure 4.7.b). By changing space locations and dimensions, the feasible layouts are 
obtained by satisfying all constraints (Figure 4.7.c).
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c. An example of generated layouts
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𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 𝑅𝑅1, 𝑅𝑅2
= 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 𝑉𝑉𝑥𝑥 𝑅𝑅1 , 𝑉𝑉𝑥𝑥(𝑅𝑅2) − 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑉𝑉𝑥𝑥 𝑅𝑅1 , 𝑉𝑉𝑥𝑥 𝑅𝑅2
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− ℎ 𝑅𝑅1 − ℎ 𝑅𝑅2

b. Formula for non-overlapa. Space location and dimension, and 
distance between spaces

Figure 7. Generation process used in [24,25] (also the source of 
images)

FIG. 4.7 Generation process used in [24,25] (also the source of images)

 4.3.2.3 Graph-theory aided method

In this method, space adjacencies are transformed to a planar graph, and algorithms 
for graph theory are used to convert the planar graph into a feasible space layout 
[51,52]. In this method, the generation process is clearly divided into topology 
and geometry design. Taking the study of [52] for example: first, the space 
adjacency preferences are stored in a 2D matrix, which can be varied for alternatives 
(Figure 4.8.a); then, the matrix is transformed to a planar graph, in which nodes 
represent spaces and links represent connections (Figure 4.8.b); algorithms are used 
to convert the planar graph to a graph which can be converted to a feasible layout, 
like a dual graph, in which the links can be divided into multi-floors (Figure 4.8.c); 
the final space layout is obtained by inserting geometric information to the graph 
(Figure 4.8.d). Regarding the last step, the geometric information was inserted by 
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designers or architects manually in the study of [52]. Extra steps are needed for the 
generation of geometric variants, in order to realise the automation for the whole 
generation process. For instance, in the study of [49], the location of space centre 
points was used as the starting point, and the middle line between two adjacent 
points was used as the edge of the rectangle space. After all middle lines were 
found, the initial floor plan with rectangle spaces was obtained. Then, by changing 
the locations of the centre point for each space, the width and length are changed 
correspondingly. In addition to the dual graph used in [51,52], other algorithms can 
also be used, like Voronoi diagram in [49].

FIG. 4.8 Generation process used in [52] (also the source of images)

 4.3.2.4 Cell assignment method

In this method, the building geometry is predefined and divided into 3D cells with the 
same size. The generation process is reformulated to a process to assign different 
spaces to the cells [10,23,55,63,64]. First, a matrix is defined by users to represent 
the cells in the building, and the value in the matrix represents which space is 
assigned to the corresponding cell (Figure 4.9.a); second, spaces are assigned to the 
cells in the building geometry correspondingly (Figure 4.9.b); then, by changing the 
values in the matrix, the feasible layout can be obtained satisfying both geometric 
and topological requirements (Figure 4.9.c). In addition to using a matrix, a method 
with a space-filling curve was also used in [18,65], in which spaces were assigned to 
cells according to the sequence defined in the curve.
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Figure 9. Generation process in [23] (also the source of images)

FIG. 4.9 Generation process in [23] (also the source of images)

 4.3.2.5 Space splitting method

In this method, a predefined floor plan is split recursively following a sequence, 
which is stored in a data tree [56,57,66]. The node in the data tree represents a 
space, and the value in the node represents the dimensional information for where 
the splitting line locates, like the space area. First, a floor plan is defined by users 
(Figure 4.10.a); second, space dimensions and adjacencies are coded into a data 
tree (Figure 4.10.b), which can be varied for layout alternatives; third, the initial 
layout is recursively split based on the tree data (Figure 4.10.c); finally, the final 
layout is generated after all splits (Figure 4.10.d). There are different slicing methods 
as shown in [56], like slicing by distance, slicing by ratio, and slicing by area. Some 
splitting strategies can help to generate irregular spaces. For instance, the ice-ray 
shape grammar was used to generated polygonal spaces in [66], and predefined 
splitting lines from designers were used to split the layout in [50].

Root Node:
Site outline

Container

Space

Container

Container

Space

A

B

C

a. Predefined layout b. Data tree c. Splitting process d. Generated space layout

Figure 10. Generation process in [56] (also the source of 
images)

FIG. 4.10 Generation process in [56] (also the source of images)
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 4.3.2.6 Occupant-trace based method

In this method, a space layout is generated based on occupant tracks, which are 
obtained by simulating occupant movements [58]. First, occupant movements 
are simulated, which are controlled by external forces of attraction and repulsion, 
and affected by the environmental elements, like obstacles and destinations 
(Figure 4.11.a); second, the simulated occupant tracks are used as circulation paths 
(Figure 4.11.b); third, the circulation paths are meshed and converted to feasible 
spaces (Figure 4.11.c); finally, the left-over spaces are used as the volumes to 
accommodate functional spaces (Figure 4.11.d). 

Several tools are available to simulate occupant movements, like Quelea in 
Grasshopper [67] and PEDSIM [68]. This method is broadly used for the site 
planning [69,70], and some studies used this method to evaluate the existing space 
layout for renovation [71,72]. A similar concept was applied to the interactive 
design of the interior space, in which the furniture changed accordingly to occupant 
movements resulting in different interior spaces [73].

FIG. 4.11 Generation process in [58] (also the source of images)

 4.3.2.7 Machine learning method

In this method, a model of machine learning is trained based on the dataset with real 
cases of space layouts, then the trained model is used to generate space layouts 
with certain inputs [59–61]. The machine learning method is a method to mimic 
the decision making process of architects based on their expertise and experience 
[60], without the need to understand thoroughly the logic behind the experience. 
Taking the study [59] for example, Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) was used 
for machine learning and the developed method is as follows. First, the real cases 
of space layouts are collected (Figure 4.12.a) and used as dataset. Second, the 
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collected space layouts are labelled manually using different colours to represent 
spaces, i.e. colour labelled map (Figure 4.12.b). Third, one network is trained using 
the colour labelled maps as input and space layouts as outputs. 

After this, the model with the network is able to produce the space layouts based 
on labelled maps. Chaillou [61] furtherly developed this technique into an available 
tool that can be used by designers, and the design procedure with this tool is as 
follows: firstly, designers define the layout boundary, the entrance and windows; 
then the trained model is used to generate the coloured map and add furniture to the 
coloured map. Regarding the elements used as inputs of dataset, the study of [59] 
used images of space layouts as inputs, while a natural language description [74] 
and the features of space layouts (like space adjacency, room area, and layout area) 
[75] were also used. Additionally, the deep learning approach was also used for the 
generation of space layouts, which does not need to manually label space layouts for 
inputs, as shown in [60].

FIG. 4.12 Collected space layout and colour labelled map in [59] (also the source of images)

 4.3.2.8 Classification of relevant studies

We classify the collected 66 studies based on our categorisation, in Table 4.5. 
Among these studies, some combined different GSL methods. The combination 
takes advantage of the strength of different methods, as some methods are easier 
to generate topological solutions, while others are easier to generate geometric 
solutions. For instance, Takizawa et al. [76] combined space splitting method and 
cell assignment method, in which a data tree was used to generate topological 
solutions and then spaces were assigned to cells accordingly; Guo and Li [45] 
combined physically based method and cell assignment method, in which physically 
forces were used for topological solutions and building geometry was optimised 
within cells.
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TabLe 4.5 Classify studies into different GSL methods

GSL method authors Year Ref. GSL method authors Year Ref.

Physically based 
method

Guo & Li 2017 [45] Mathematical 
programming 
method

Anderson et al. 2018 [77]

Christensen 2014 [78] Lee & Ham 2018 [79]

Biagini et al. 2014 [80] Nagy et al. 2017 [46]

Hsu & Krawczyk 2004 [81] Song et al. 2016 [82]

Arvin & House 2002 [44] Boonstra et al. 2016 [83]

Harada et al. 1995 [84] Hempel et al. 2015 [32]

Fortin 1978 [85] Koenig & Standfest 2014 [86]

Graph-theory aided 
method

Ślusarczyk 2018 [87] Suter et al. 2014 [88]

Wang et al. 2018 [89] Rodrigues et al. 2013 [24]

Hua 2016 [50] Suter 2013 [90]

Nourian et al. 2016 [51] Regateiro et al. 2012 [91]

Shekhawat 2015 [53] Manthilake 2011 [92]

Chatzikonstantinou 2014 [49] Shikder et al. 2010 [93]

Lobos & Trebilcock 2014 [19] Ülker & Landa-Silva 2010 [94]

Verma & Thakur 2010 [48] Loemker 2006 [95]

Wong & Chan 2009 [52] Baušys& Pankrašovaite 2005 [27]

Schwarz et al. 1994 [96] Michalek et al. 2002 [28]

Roth & Hashimshony 1988 [97] Medjdoub & Yannou 2000 [47]

Ruch 1978 [98] Flemming & Chien 1995 [99]

Cell assignment 
method

Guo & Li 2017 [45] Cao et al. 1990 [100]

Blom et al. 2017 [101] Elshafei 1977 [102]

Boonstra et al. 2016 [83] Space splitting 
method

Das et al. 2016 [56]

Dino 2016 [23] Koenig & Knecht 2014 [57]

Yi 2016 [10] Takizawa et al. 2014 [76]

Herr & Ford 2016 [103] Langenhan et al. 2013 [104]

Takizawa et al. 2014 [76] Correia et al. 2012 [66]

Yi & Yi 2014 [18] Knecht & Koenig 2010 [105]

Zawidzki et al. 2011 [106] Yao et al. 2003 [107]

Lopes et al. 2010 [108] Roth et al. 1982 [109]

Yeh 2006 [54] Occupant-trace 
based method

Ghaffarian et al. 2018 [58]

Gero & Kazakov 1998 [55] Dzeng et al. 2014 [71]

Sharpe 1973 [110] Lee et al. 2012 [72]

Machine learning 
method

Chaillou 2019 [61]

Huang & Zheng 2018 [59]

Peng & Zhang 2017 [111]

Jain et al. 2015 [74]

Merrell et al. 2010 [75]
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 4.3.3 Evaluation of the 7 GSL methods

The 7 methods identified as current possible methods to generate layouts are 
evaluated on their pros and cons in this subsection, based on a set of criteria.

 4.3.3.1 Criteria to evaluate GSL methods

Four criteria were used to evaluation GSL methods in [57]: performance, reliability, 
variance and interaction. These criteria are mainly used to evaluate the automation 
performance. Additionally, we adjust these criteria and add the requirements for 
space layout design. The criteria are explained as follows:

 – Feasibility: whether the generated layouts are feasible or not, considering the 
requirements for practice.

 – User-friendliness: whether the method is easy to be controlled by designers.

 – Generation speed: how fast the method can generate layout solutions.

 – Variance: how easy the method is used to generate variants.

 – Capability of multi-floor: how easy the method is used to generate multi-floors. This 
is important, as in practice most buildings have multi-floors. This is also an issue for 
facility layout planning, as shown in [17].

 – Capability of irregularity: whether the method can generate an irregular boundary 
or space, except for rectangle. The more space forms the method can create, the 
more options designers can have.

 – Necessity of predefined boundary: whether the method needs a predefined 
boundary or not. In practice, the boundary design might happen before or after 
space layout design, and it can also be the result of interior space layout design. 
This requires that the GSL method is capable to use a layout boundary predefined by 
designers, as well as to generate the layout boundary by itself.
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 4.3.3.2 Evaluation

The 7 criteria are divided into the ones that can be quantified and the ones that 
can only be qualified. The quantifiable criteria include generation speed, variance, 
capability of multi-floor, capability of irregularity, and necessity of predefined 
boundary. The qualitative criteria include feasibility and user-friendliness, and 
they are the properties that future studies should satisfy. Regarding feasibility, 
the generated layout should be feasible for practice, considering structure, fire 
evacuation, construction, and financial cost, etc. Regarding user-friendliness, the 
representation elements used for the developed method should be suitable for the 
targeted users. For instance, architects might prefer to use the graphic language, 
while programmers and engineers might prefer to use numbers.

The quantifiable criteria, except for the generation speed, are compared between 
the categorised 7 GSL methods in Table 4.6. Different values are given to different 
methods according to their strength of each property, marked with ‘+’, except 
for ‘necessity of predefined boundary’ and ‘change boundary’ for variance. The 
generation speed cannot be compared, as the layouts in different studies have 
diverse numbers of spaces.

TabLe 4.6 Compare the properties of GSL methods

Variance Multi-floor Capability of 
Irregularity

Predefined 
boundaryChange 

boundary
Change 
topology

Change 
geometry

Physically based method Yes +++ + + + No

Mathematical programming 
method

Yes + +++ ++ ++ No

Graph-theory aided method Yes +++ + ++ ++ No

Cell assignment method No ++ ++ +++ +++ Yes

Space splitting method No +++ + ++ ++ Yes

Occupant-trace based method No / / ++ +++ Yes

Machine learning method Yes / / +++ +++ No

Note:
‘/’ means that the property cannot be compared. The number of ‘+’ is given based on the method’s strength of each property.
‘Change boundary’ means whether the layout boundary can be changed or not; ‘change topology’ and ‘change geometry’ mean 
the ability of the GSL method to change the topology and geometry of space layouts respectively.
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Variance

The variance cannot be compared based on the total quantity of generated variants 
in the relevant studies, as they did not show the exact number of variants. The 
variance can be compared in terms of whether the layout boundary can be changed 
or not, the ability to change the topology of space layouts, and the ability to change 
the geometry of space layouts. If the method can change the layout boundary, the 
variants include the ones with changed boundaries. The process of space layout 
design with most GSL methods can be divided into the satisfaction of requirements 
for both topology and geometry. There is a trade-off between the ability to change 
topology and geometry. For instance, the mathematical programming method 
is much easier to change geometry with the change of coordination, while extra 
operators are needed if the topology want to be changed effectively, like rotating, 
stretching, and mirroring [24]. The graph-theory aided method is much easier to 
change the topology by changing the index in the adjacency matrix, while in order to 
change the geometry, extra efforts are needed as explained in Subsection 4.3.2.3. 
The cell assignment method is moderate compared to other methods, as the change 
of index in the assignment matrix with this method causes the change of space 
adjacencies as well as the dimension of spaces. Occupancy-trace based method and 
machine learning method cannot be evaluated for ‘change typology’ and ‘change 
geometry’, as they have different generation process from other methods.

Capability of multi-floor

The capability of multi-floor is compared regarding how easy the method is used to 
generate multi-floors. So far, most methods have been usable to generate multi-
floor layouts [48,49,52,61,112,113], except for the physically based method. But 
this method can generate multi-floor layouts by combining with other methods, 
like in [45]. As for the cell assignment method, as long as the predefined cells are 
multi-floor as well as the corresponding assignment matrix, the generated layout is 
multi-floor. As for machine learning method, the same model of machine learning can 
be used to generate the layouts for different floors. Besides, one can envision that 
as long as the layouts used as the dataset are multi-floor, the generated layouts can 
be multi-floor. In contrast, the other methods need designers to pre-assign different 
spaces to different floors.
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Capability of irregularity

The capability of irregularity is purely decided based on the form of generated spaces, as 
the boundary form can be predefined by designers or it can be the results of combined 
spaces. The occupant-trace based method generates an organic form which has the 
highest irregularity [58]. The cell assignment method is easy to generate polygonal 
spaces with combined cells [10,23,55]. The machine learning method has shown a high 
capability to generate irregular space forms, as shown in [61], and the space form of 
generated space layouts is decided based on the space form in the training dataset. 
However, although some other studies can also generate polygonal spaces, they used 
the combined method, like mathematical programming method and space splitting 
method in [46], and graph-theory based method and cell-assignment method in [50]. 
No study with physically based method is found to generate polygonal spaces.

Necessity of predefined boundary

A predefined boundary is necessary for cell-assignment method, space splitting 
method, and occupant-trace based method, while it is not necessary for the others.

 4.3.4 Optimisation of GSL for layout functionality

We collect the actions taken to change design variables for optimisation, objectives 
and constraints, and optimisation algorithms of the 22 studies in Table 4.3. While 
optimisation algorithms are not discussed as they are not the focus of this paper, 
the other factors are analysed as follows. Regarding design variables, among the 
elements used to represent space layouts, only several are used as design variables 
for optimisation. Especially in graph-theory aided method and space splitting 
method, only topological design variables are changed, like space indexes in an 
adjacency matrix and a data tree. Regarding the actions taken to change design 
variables for optimisation, actions vary with different methods, adaptive to the used 
design variables. For instance, physically based method changes the force strength, 
and mathematical programming method alters space coordinates, and graph-theory 
aided method and cell assignment method vary the space index in the adjacency 
matrix, and space splitting method adjusts the values in the data tree. Regarding 
the constraints and objectives, in addition to the ones listed in Table 4.4, others 
objectives are also used, like minimal cost [49], minimal evacuation time [48], and 
maximal view to outside [46]. Besides, some objectives are relevant to the specific 
building function, like the minimal nurse travel distance in hospital design [56].
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 4.4 Requirements for EPO regarding the 
combination with GSL

EPO includes two parts: EP and optimisation, as shown in Figure 4.2. Regarding 
EP, we detect the requirements for energy indicators and the modelling method for 
energy performance assessment. Regarding the optimisation part, we analyse the 
design variables for energy performance optimisation and categorise the methods to 
reduce computational time.

 4.4.1 Requirements for energy performance assessment

In order to be successfully combined with energy assessments, an GSL method 
should be useable to calculate a set of meaningful indicators for energy performance 
and it should allow an appropriate subdivision of the layout into individual 
thermal zones.

 4.4.1.1 Energy indicators for assessment

Energy performance includes different aspects, i.e. heating, cooling, lighting, and 
ventilation. In order to fully assess the capability of G-EPO to improve the whole 
energy performance, all aspects of energy performance (heating, cooling, lighting 
and ventilation) should be detected. Regarding the assessment boundary, energy 
indicators can be divided into energy demand, final energy, and primary energy: 
energy demand is assessed within conditioned building zones, which is calculated 
based on energy balance; final energy is assessed within the building site, which 
adds the energy losses from energy distribution systems; primary energy is assessed 
outside the building site, which adds the energy losses from energy production. 
The used assessment boundary should be clearly stated in future research. 
Additionally, only if daylighting and natural ventilation are considered in energy 
performance assessment, the effect of space layouts on energy performance can be 
fully identified. So the integration of daylighting and natural ventilation with energy 
simulation is necessary in energy performance assessment.
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 4.4.1.2 Individual zoning method

The simplified steady-state calculation method for energy performance does not 
need a 3D model as shown in [27,28,30], while the dynamic simulation method 
needs the 3D thermal zone based model. The modelling process for the dynamic 
simulation is as follows: first, the model (mostly 2D) obtained from the generation 
of space layouts is developed into a 3D model by adding height to spaces; then 
the 3D model is divided into different thermal zones; third, the other information of 
the building (like HVAC system, internal gains, and materials) is added to the model; 
finally the dynamic simulation is run with the model.

Different methods of thermal zoning have been used, as shown in [7]: most 
studies modelled the whole layout as one zone (Figure 4.13.a), or separated 
it into 4 perimeter zones and one core (Figure 4.13.b), while some studies 
separated spaces into individual zones or clustered similar spaces into one zone 
(Figure 4.13.c). The last method is called individual zoning in this paper, and a 
similar zoning method was proposed in [114]. The first two methods ignore the 
individual requirements of different spaces and have lower accuracy. Different 
spaces have various requirements for thermal and visual comfort, as the occupant’s 
activities are different. For instance, as recommended by NEN 16798-1 [115], the 
heating set-point of offices is 20-25˚C, while the value of corridors is 16-25˚C. By 
satisfying the individual requirements of different spaces, the whole building energy 
performance will be drastically decreased, compared to using the same requirements 
for all spaces. In order to simulate the individual requirements of spaces, the 
individual zoning method is required.
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FIG. 4.13 Three different zoning methods, adapted from [116]
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 4.4.2 Requirements for energy performance optimisation

In order to be successfully combined with the computational parametric optimisation 
for energy performance, an GSL method should be usable to generate different 
layout alternatives based on the design variables meaningful for energy performance 
optimisation. Moreover, EPO should allow a rather fast process to avoid excessive 
computational time.

 4.4.2.1 Design variables

Computational parametric optimisation is based on the generation and performance 
assessment of design alternatives. The design alternatives differ from each other 
based on design variables. When focusing on the energy performance assessment of 
layouts, the design variables that can affect energy performance depending on the 
energy balance equation are concluded and classified depending on their relevance 
with space layout design in Table 4.7 [117]. 

TabLe 4.7 Design variables for energy performance optimisation, relating to space layout design

Design variables of space layouts
(with a non-fixed boundary)

Space properties Envelope design

Space layout design
(within a 
fixed boundary)

Functional 
requirements

Use of spaces

–   Function allocation
–   Space dimension
–   Space form
–   Interior partitioning

–   Boundary dimension
–   Boundary form
–   Orientation

–   Set-point 
temperature for 
heating

–   Set-point 
temperature for 
cooling

–   Lighting 
requirements 
(e.g. illuminance)

–   Ventilation 
requirement (e.g. air 
flow rate)

–   Control types

–   Occupancy, activity 
and schedule

–   Internal gains from 
appliances and 
lighting

–   Opening state 
of windows and 
interior doors

–   Thermal 
transmittance

–   Window area
–   Window location
–   Glazing type
–   Shading type and 

effectiveness
–   Air tightness

Note: ‘Function allocation’ means allocating different functions to different rooms. ‘Control types’ means the different 
types of the control for lighting, ventilation, heating and cooling systems. ‘Appliances’ include the used devices, equipment 
and machines.
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The design variables belonging to space layout design can be divided into the 
design variables within a fixed boundary [5,10,23,28] and the ones within a non-
fixed boundary [11,106]. Space properties change with the change of space 
functions [118–120]. These space properties include: functional requirements, 
like the set-points for heating, cooling, lighting and ventilation, as well as control 
types; use of spaces, like the profiles of internal gains resulting from occupancy, 
appliances and lighting. The envelope design of the building is important for building 
energy performance, which can influence the impact of space layouts on energy 
performance [118].

 4.4.2.2 Reduce computational time

The building optimisation with multi-objectives is always a time-consuming process. 
According to Attia et al. [3], the computational time is one of the most important 
obstacles to the development of energy performance optimisation. Additionally, the 
energy performance assessment model of space layouts becomes rather complex 
with individual zoning, which would need more computational time. On the other 
hand, the detailed dynamic simulation is necessary to obtain the accurate results 
of energy performance, which makes the energy performance assessment more 
time consuming. We identify 5 methods to reduce the computational time regarding 
the elements in energy performance assessment, among which two methods have 
been used for EPO, i.e. offline simulation [31] and hierarchical structuring of design 
variables [26].

Offline simulation

The offline simulation method is to conduct all required simulations before 
optimisation, in which the rooms with similar situations share the same simulation 
results. For instance, the rooms facing the same direction share the same daylight 
illuminance results. In this way, the same simulations do not need to be run for each 
solution during the optimisation process. The studies using the offline simulation 
method have shown to be less time consuming [31,121].
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Replacing simulation models with surrogate models

In this method, surrogate models are used to emulate detailed simulation models. 
The process of surrogate model derivation includes the following steps [122]: 
first, define the design parameters (inputs) and design objectives (outputs) for the 
surrogate model; second, create a base building model to generate samples; third, 
run samples to build database; fourth, fit the surrogate model to the database; fifth, 
validate the surrogate model for accuracy. The surrogate model is used to predict 
outcomes instantly based on the given building information, thus saving much 
computational time which researchers or designers used to spent on simulations 
[122]. Surrogate models have been used in different stages of building design, 
i.e. conceptual design stage [123], sensitivity analysis [124], uncertainty analysis 
[125], and optimisation [126]. Regarding the design parameters used as inputs, 
variables of building geometry, windows, and material properties are mainly used 
[122]. The consumed time is significantly reduced using the surrogate model 
in comparison to the simulation-based method [127]. For instance, in [128], a 
surrogate based optimisation method was developed combining ANN and genetic 
algorithm to help retrofit existing buildings. The results of a case study for a school 
building show that the total computational time needed for the whole optimisation 
process involving the training and validation of the ANN model is 3 days. In 
comparison, the computational time that a simulation-based optimisation would 
be 75 days.

Sequentially using different assessment methods

There are various methods for energy performance assessment, varying from a 
simple steady-state calculation to a complex dynamic simulation. Their prediction 
accuracy and computational time are different. Generally, the computational time 
is proportional to the prediction accuracy. Correspondingly, optimisation is an 
iteration process evolving from the preliminary search to the accurate identification 
of the optimal solution. Invoking the assessment methods from simple to complex 
in the sequence of optimisation phases can save much time while keeping similar 
accuracy, compared to only using complex assessment methods. The study of [129] 
sequentially used simple yearly calculation, linearized convection calculation, and 
dynamic simulation following the different phases of optimisation. The results in this 
study show that the optimisation process using this sequential assessment method 
saves 2.5 days compared to the method solely using EnergyPlus, which reaches the 
similar minimum heating and cooling demands.
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Hierarchical structuring of design variables

There are plenty of design variables in building design, and some variables change 
dependently on others. Structuring hierarchical layers of design variables can avoid 
infeasible solutions, thus saving the unnecessary computational time, as shown 
in [130]. The design variables of space layouts are mutually dependent, as shown 
in Table 4.7. For instance, the geometry design can be the result of space layout 
design. Space uses are affected by space layout design. For instance, an open office 
has a higher occupancy density than a cell office. Thus, structuring hierarchical 
layers of layout variables can help to avoid infeasible layouts in the generation 
process. Besides, sequentially invoking different design variables in optimisation 
process, based on their importance for energy performance, can also help to save 
computational time, like in Rodrigues et al. [26].

Hierarchical structuring of optimisation objectives

Similar to design variables, optimisation objectives can also be structured into 
hierarchical layers. In the study of [131], a target-cascading optimisation method 
was developed, in which the optimisation objectives were structured into overall 
performance (overall area and thermal efficiency), thermal comfort, and energy 
loads. Once the current layer of objectives was satisfied, design variables were 
passed to the next layer for the optimisation of sub-targets. Regarding EPO, the 
optimisation objectives can be structured based on space layouts’ impact on these 
objectives. For instance, the study of [116] shows that changing space layouts 
affects the lighting demand the highest, compared to heating and cooling demands. 
In this case, the lighting demand can be on the top layer in the objective hierarchy.
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 4.5 Conclusions, summaries and 
recommendations

 4.5.1 Conclusions

In this paper, we collect and review the studies focusing on G-EPO. The review result 
shows that G-EPO is a promising topic for research and also for architectural design, 
especially for energy-efficient design. The collected references show promising 
results, as building energy performance is significantly improved comparing the 
optimised design with the original design, and the generated layouts are practical 
and various. Based on this, we extend the analysis to two relevant research 
domains, i.e. G-O and EPO, in order to find their respective requirements considering 
their combination. Regarding G–O, 7 GSL methods are categorised based 
on 66 collected papers. They are evaluated in terms of automation performance 
and the requirements for space layout design. The requirements for its combination 
with optimisation are also investigated. Regarding EPO, the requirements for 
energy performance assessment of space layouts are identified, in terms of energy 
indicators and zoning method. The design variables for energy performance 
optimisation are inspected, as well as the methods to reduce computational time.
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 4.5.2 Summaries

We summarise the review regarding G-O and EPO.

 4.5.2.1 G-O phase

Regarding the G-O phase, 7 classified GSL methods are compared regarding their 
generation speed, feasibility, variance, user-friendliness, capability of multi-floor, 
capability of irregularity, necessity of predefined boundary. The quantifiable criteria 
are evaluated and compared between methods in Table 4.6, which would help 
designers choose the proper generation method. For instance, if designers have a 
preference for variance, the mathematical programming method is superior to other 
methods; if designers prefer to easily generate multi-floors, the cell assignment 
method is superior to others.

 4.5.2.2 EPO phase

EPO phase includes energy performance assessment and optimisation. Future 
research should calculate the different energy indicators (for heating, cooling, 
lighting and ventilation) as more as possible, as there is a trade-off between 
different energy indicators. The used assessment boundary should be clearly 
stated, differing between energy demand, final energy, and primary energy. The 
integration of daylighting and natural ventilation with energy simulation is also 
highly recommended for the calculation of energy performance. Regarding the 
zoning method, the individual zoning method should be used in future research for 
higher accuracy and modelling the different properties of different spaces. Different 
properties should be modelled in the assessment model of energy performance 
for different spaces, like set-points for heating, cooling, lighting and ventilation, 
occupancy, and internal loads.

Regarding the optimisation part, future research should develop an effective way 
to reduce computational time, since it is the predominant obstacle to energy 
performance optimisation. We identify 5 methods to reduce the computational 
time. The method of offline simulation needs predefined space layout typologies 
and massive beforehand simulations, and it is not flexible enough to explore layout 
variants, but suitable to the designs for a given building type which has specific 
layout typologies. The method with surrogate models would be an effective way to 
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save computational time for space layouts. It is recommended to test the feasibility 
of surrogate models for the assessment of energy performance of space layouts. 
However, as discussed before, space layouts cannot be easily represented in 
parametric variations, so the choice of design parameters (inputs) and the creation 
of samples are crucial. The hierarchical methods of design variables, optimisation 
objectives, and simulation methods do not need predefined layouts. They are more 
practical and suitable for small-scale design projects.

 4.5.3 Recommendations

We formulate some recommendations regarding the whole process of G-EPO, 
which would help future research. Generally, there is a trade-off between G-O and 
EPO. The automatic generation of space layouts is developed from the perspective 
of designers and its outcomes need high variance and diversity, which requires a 
fast feedback from EPO. In contrast, in order to have a high accuracy of energy 
performance, EPO needs detailed models, which is time consuming. Regarding the 
integration of G-O and EPO, the computational time is the main concern, as well as 
the compatibility of the used tools with both G-O and EPO. As for the future research, 
two main methodologies of G-EPO are proposed as follows:

 – the current method as shown in Figure 4.3 and 4.4 with a fast decision process, 
either with a simplified method (or surrogate model) for energy performance 
assessment or using a powerful machine to run the process.

 – an alternative method (Figure 4.14): first, building the parametric optimisation model 
for energy performance and running optimisation; then, learning the relationship 
between design variables of space layouts and energy performance manually or with 
a machine learning method; finally, integrating the learnt relationship with one of the 
GSL methods, and the generated layouts are expected to be energy-efficient.
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Build the model to assess energy 
performance of space layouts

Run optimisation

Optimisation results

or

Generate space layouts

Energy efficient space layouts

Relationship between space 
layouts and energy performance

Learn manually Machine learning

FIG. 4.14 Proposed alternative methodology for G-EPO

The G-EPO aims to develop the available methodology or tool that can be used by 
architects and engineers, and release them from the redundant and repeatable work 
with the computational method. For now, this research area lacks the inputs of the 
requirements from the possible users, like architects and engineers. It would be 
helpful to conduct a survey to the possible users for their expectations of G-EPO, for 
instance, as for architects, the inputs that they prefer to use and the workflow that 
they would like to follow for space layout design, as for engineers, the outcomes that 
they expect to obtain from the energy performance optimisation of space layouts.
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5 Relationship 
analysis and design 
 optimisation of 
space layouts to 
improve the energy 
performance of 
office buildings
This chapter is adapted from a journal paper which is under review, titled as 'Relationship analysis and design 
optimisation of space layouts to improve the energy performance of office buildings'.

ABSTRACT Features of buildings that impact the energy performance have been broadly studied 
due to the urgency in reducing buildings’ energy consumption. Space layouts were 
also proven to have an impact on the building energy performance. However, the 
relationship between different space layouts and their consequent energy demands 
has not been systematically studied so far. This study thoroughly investigates such 
relationship. To do so, a computational method is developed both to analyse such 
relationship and to design space layout with optimised energy performance. The 
computational method includes the following parts: a method to generate space 
layout; the assessment method integrating daylighting simulation and energy 
simulation in Amsterdam, a temperate climate; the automation method to integrate 
the former two parts. For the relationship analysis, four types of design indicators 
of space layout are proposed, both for the overall layout and for each function. 
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A Design of Experiments (DOE) is performed with 500 evaluations, and its results are 
used to analyse the relationship. The relationship analysis shows that regarding the 
effect on energy demands, corners are more influential than the other locations, and 
offices are more influential than the other functions, and façade area to floor area 
ratio is more influential than the other types of design indicator. Additionally, the 
optimisation for minimising heating, cooling and lighting demands is performed. The 
resulting improvement from optimisation is up to 54% for lighting demand, 51% for 
heating demand and 38% for cooling demand. The optimisation results also validate 
the relationship identified based on DOE results.

ABBREVIATIONS PCA: performative computational architecture; GH: Grasshopper; mF: 
modeFRONTIER; DOE: Design of Experiments; ULH: Uniform Latin Hypercube; SOM: 
Self-Organising Maps; ff-ratio: façade area to floor area ratio; floor-orientation: 
floor area ratio per orientation e.g. floor-S; façade-orientation: façade area ratio 
per orientation, e.g. façade-S; ff-orientation: façade area to floor area ratio per 
orientation, e.g. ff-S; hd-orientation: height to depth ratio per orientation, e.g. hd-S; 
floor-function-orientation: floor area ratio per function per orientation, e.g. floor-
office-S; façade-function-orientation: façade area ratio per function per orientation, 
e.g. façade-office-S; ff-function-orientation: façade area to floor area ratio per 
function per orientation, e.g. ff-office-S; hd-function-orientation: height to depth 
ratio per function per orientation, e.g. hd-office-S.

 5.1 Introduction

With the recent advances in computational fields, the performative computational 
architecture (PCA) has become more and more popular for architectural 
design and shown high potential in improving building performance [1]. 
PCA supports architectural design by allowing designers to explore different 
design alternatives by gaining awareness of their performances. With PCA, the 
building’s geometry and material properties are parametrised, and designers 
vary the design parameters to satisfy the design objectives relevant to certain 
building performance. It aims to find the proper building form that satisfies the 
defined objectives. PCA includes three phases: form generation, performance 
evaluation, and optimisation [1]. Different design parameters of buildings 
have been explored for PCA, including geometry, façade, materials, shading, 
orientation, window to wall ratio (WWR), etc. Different objectives have been 
studied, like energy, daylight, thermal comfort, life cycle cost, logistics, etc. 
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Current studies have proven that using PCA to optimise building energy performance 
helps to reduce energy demands highly, as shown in [2].

Space layout design is one of the most important tasks in architectural design, 
taking place around ‘scheme design’ and ‘design development’ in the early design 
phase [3,4]. The architectural space layout refers to the allocation of different 
functions, and it is decided based on the placement of interior partitions as well 
as exterior walls. Some studies have shown that space layouts impact building 
energy performance highly. Five space layouts for an office building in the UK 
were compared in [5], and resulted in the biggest difference of 57% in the heating 
demand for peak winter and 67% in the lighting demand for peak summer. Various 
layouts for a library building with the same geometry were simulated and compared 
in Turkey in [6], and resulted in the biggest difference of 19% in the heating 
demand for one day, 20% in the cooling demand for one day, and 10% for the 
lighting demand for one day. 11 layouts with different function allocations for an 
office building were compared in three climates in [7], and resulted in the biggest 
difference of 12% in annual heating demand, 10% in annual cooling demand, 
and 65% in annual lighting demand.

Designing space layout with PCA would help to improve the energy performance of 
building. Some studies have proven this potential. The study of [6] optimised space 
layouts with the objectives to improve energy and daylighting performance, as well 
as the functionality of layout. The study of [8] developed a method to automatically 
generate space layout and assess the thermal performance of the generated layout. 
However, among the studies relevant to space layout design, only a few focused 
on energy performance, as shown in the review study of [9]. Similarly, among the 
studies for building energy performance optimisation, only a few focused on space 
layout design, as shown in the review study of [1]. Additionally, among the several 
studies [5,6,8,10–12], which considered both space layout design and energy 
performance, no studies evaluated the relationships between space layouts and 
energy demands.

Thus, space layouts proved to have an impact on the building energy performance. 
However, the relationship between different space layout and the consequent 
energy demands has not been systematically studied so far. This paper aims to 
draw the generic knowledge about the relationship between space layout and 
energy performance.

According to our previous review papers [9,13], the performance of space layout 
can be categorised into functionality and energy performance. The functional 
performance includes indicators relevant to safety, logistics, adjacency, connection, 
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view, and acoustic, etc. The energy performance includes the indicators relevant 
to energy. In order to draw the generic knowledge about the relationship between 
space layout and energy performance, the functional performance is not considered 
in the methodology. Thus, instead of using a layout for a specific building for which 
the functional requirements need to be satisfied, a layout with much less constraints 
than a specific layout is used for test.

A Design of Experiments (DOE) is a set of techniques used to efficiently guide a 
choice of experiments, and an experiment refers to a series of tests in which the 
input variable values are changed according to a certain rule to identify the reasons 
for the changes in outputs [14]. DOE helps to perform a smart exploration of the 
design space and obtain good statistical understanding of the problem by identifying 
the sources of variation. So, DOE is used to draw the relationship between space 
layout and energy performance in this study. This paper develops a computational 
method for DOE and optimisation of space layout design in Section 5.2. The design 
indicators of space layouts are proposed to represent the characteristics of space 
layout in Section 5.3. With the developed computational method, a DOE is run, and 
its results are used to analyse the relationship between space layout and energy 
demands in Section 5.4. Finally, the optimisation for minimising heating, cooling and 
lighting demands is run in Section 5.5.

Chapter 4 developed a comprehensive methodology regarding how to address the 
requirements of space layout, in terms of both functional and energy requirements. 
This is key for applications in practice. Differently, this chapter presents a method 
which contributes to the theoretical understanding of the relationship between 
space layout and energy performance. Thus, the space variants in this chapter 
are generated by changing geometric variables which are relevant to energy 
performance; while functional requirements (such as space connection, adjacency, 
etc.)  are not taken into account.

Additionally, although both energy indicators (like energy demands) and comfort 
indicators (like PMV and indicators relevant to daylighting comfort) are mentioned 
as the objectives of the optimisation for energy performance in Section 4.2.4, 
only energy demands for lighting, cooling and heating are used as objectives for 
optimisation in this chapter. The energy demands for heating and cooling are based 
on set-point temperatures for heating and cooling, which in turn are related to 
the thermal comfort given the different functions of the layout. The temperature 
set-points are deliberately differentiated between functions, since otherwise less 
changes in energy demand can be expected from different layouts. 
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 5.2 Method for DOE and optimisation

The computational method for DOE and optimisation includes three parts: the 
generation of space layout, the energy and daylighting performance assessment, 
and the automation of generation and assessment. The workflow and three parts 
are explained in the following sub-sections. Once the overall method is set, it allows 
the authors to run DOE and analyse the relationship between space layout and 
energy demands based on DOE results, as well as the optimisation for minimising 
energy demands.

 5.2.1 Workflow of the method

The method is operated with the integration of Grasshopper (GH) [15] and 
modeFRONTIER (mF) [16]. The simulation is operated in GH with the use of 
Ladybug Tools and specifically Honeybee [17,18], which use Radiance (5.2.1) 
[19] and Daysim [20] for daylighting simulation and EnergyPlus (9.0.0) [21] for 
energy simulation. EnergyPlus has been proven to have low accuracy in daylighting 
simulation [22], so its integration with Radiance and Daysim is necessary. A detailed 
simulation is shown in Section 5.4. The mF [16] is used to process the automation, 
optimisation, and data post-process and analysis. It provides a platform to enable 
the automation of space layout generation and performance assessment, a suite of 
DOE, optimisation algorithms, and tools for data analysis. 

Procedure of optimisation

Create space layouts
(Rhino, Grasshopper)

Energy simulation
(Radiance, 

EnergyPlus)

Process automation
(modeFRONTIER)

Energy demand
Output data

Database
(modeFRONTIER)

Input data

Store 

Store 

modeFRONTIER

12

3 4

56

Rhino, Grasshopper

Design parameters

FIG. 5.1 Integration procedure of the method for DOE and optimisation
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FIG. 5.2 Workflow of the method for DOE and optimisation
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FIG. 5.2 Workflow of the method for DOE and optimisation
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As shown in Figure 5.1, the integration procedure of the method is as follows:

1 the design parameters, which are used to control the form of space layout, are input 
to GH;

2 the space layout is created based on the inputs;

3 the created space layout is simulated for heating, cooling and lighting demands in 
Radiance/ Daysim and EnergyPlus, with the climate data of Amsterdam;

4 the calculated energy demands are output to mF to be defined as design objectives; 
in mF, the design objectives are manually chosen to be ‘min’ in the interface, i.e. 
minimising energy demands;

5 the automation process continues in mF based on optimisation algorithm or 
designed set of evaluations for DOE, and new design parameters are sent back to GH 
and the loop continues;

6 with the iteration of the integration process, the input data and output data are 
saved in the database, which is used for further relationship analysis.

The detailed workflow is shown in Figure 5.2, which will be explained in the following 
sub-sections.

 5.2.2 Generation of space layout

In order to investigate what specifically impacts the energy performance, space 
layouts are generated with the goal of testing a large set of variations featuring 
geometric properties that may impact the energy performance. They are generated 
to make rather extreme variations; they are not generated with a focus on 
functionality and direct applicability in practice.

The first step of the method focuses on the identification of parametric design 
variables for space layout, to be used later in the parametric generation of different 
alternatives of space layout. As shown in [13], the design variables of space layout 
can be classified into the ones with a fixed boundary and the ones with a non-fixed 
boundary. In order to include and test design variables as many as possible, the 
design variables with a non-fixed boundary are used. Therefore, the layout boundary, 
interior partition, and function allocation are changed. As explained in Introduction, 
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the design variables regarding functionality like adjacency and connection are not 
tested, in order to focus on design variables directly related with energy demands 
and thus better understand their relationships. Both internal layout and boundary 
layout are varied for the generation of layout, which aim to change the design 
indicators relevant to energy for each room and the layout. Changing the layout 
boundary results in the change of orientations of the layout (façade orientation on 
each floorplan side) and each room (façade orientation of each room), as well as the 
depth of the layout in different orientations and the depth of each room. In order 
to better compare the results between different rooms in terms of design indicators 
and energy demands, it is necessary to keep the room area the same. Thus, the 
layout is split into 10 rooms with the same room area, which results in the change of 
internal layouts.
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FIG. 5.3 Procedure to create layouts

The second step of the method shown in Section 5.2.1 focuses on the parametric 
generation of the different alternatives of space layout. The method to generate 
layout is implemented based on a reference layout, which was previously published 
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by the authors [7]. The layout includes 12 rooms, i.e. 6 offices, 2 meeting 
rooms, 1 canteen, 1 break room, 1 core and 1 staircase. Each room is 9 meters 
wide and 9 meters deep. Core and staircase are located in the middle on purpose, 
and corridor is not considered in this layout, in which most rooms can be connected 
with core and staircase. The detailed steps to generate space layout are shown in 
Figure 5.3 and explained as follows.

The layouts generated with the method can be highly irregular, like Room 2 in 
Figure 5.3-d, which is inapplicable directly for practical use. However, we do not 
limit the shape of the generated layout to be regular for the purpose of application 
in practice. Because in order to analyse the relationship between space layout and 
energy demands, the free change in the layout and room shape is necessary in order 
to obtain a wide variance in each design indicator.

The starting layout boundary is shown in Figure 5.3-a, with the layout area 
of 972 m2, which is kept fixed during the following steps. The procedure to change 
layouts is shown as follows.

 5.2.2.1 Changing layout boundary

In order to include the variance in floor area and façade area in different 
orientations, 8 points are used to control the layout boundary, as shown in 
Figure 5.3-a and 5.3-b. Each point can move along the x axis for maximum 8.5 m left 
and 8.5 m right, and along the y axis for maximum 6.5 m up and 6.5 m down, with 
the step of 1.0 m. They control the variation of the layout boundary in 8 orientations, 
i.e. S, SE, E, NE, N, NW, W, and SW.

 5.2.2.2 Locating core and staircase

After the layout boundary is changed, the layout is ready to be split into rooms. As 
shown in Figure 5.3-c, two square rooms located in the middle of the layout are used 
as core and staircase, with the original point as the middle point for their adjacent 
boundary. The room area of core and staircase keeps to be 1/12 of the total 
layout area.
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 5.2.2.3 Splitting the left-over layout

As shown in Figure 5.3-d, the left-over layout is split as follows: Line-0, the 
horizontal line starting from the vertex of staircase, is used as the starting line, and 
the splitting line moves in the counter clockwise direction, until the area covered by 
Line-0, splitting line and layout boundary is larger than 1/12 of the layout area, and 
the splitting line is Line-1 and the split room is Room-0; the splitting line continues 
moving until the area covered by Line-1, splitting line and layout boundary is larger 
than 1/12 of the layout area, and the splitting line is Line-2 and the split room is 
Room-1; the splitting line continues moving until all 10 rooms are created. When 
the splitting line arrives around one corner of the layout, if the covered area is not 
big enough for one room with the splitting line moving, the splitting line changes 
the splitting direction and turned 90° in counter clockwise direction to continue 
splitting until the split room area is big enough. In order to make sure the algorithm 
works well, a test is added: if the room area difference between two rooms is bigger 
than 10%, the generated layout is reported as an error, and the following steps are 
skipped to save computational time.

Although the algorithm considers different scenarios regarding the different layout 
shapes, one scenario is not considered as shown in Figure 5.4: when using line 5 to 
split the SW corner, a concave shape appears and each room, i.e. S0 (20 m2) and 
S1 (49 m2), is not big enough for a single room (58 m2), while the sum of the two 
rooms (69 m2) is bigger than a room; this situation is ignored in this study.

S1

Line 5

S0

58

58 58 58
20

46

55

70

N49 60

60

56

FIG. 5.4 Ignored scenario for splitting the layout. 
Note: The numbers (m2) in the layout are the corresponding room areas
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 5.2.2.4 Allocating functions

After the left-over layout is split into 10 rooms, the left-over 4 functions, i.e. office, 
meeting room, canteen, break room, need to be allocated to the 10 rooms, as shown 
in Figure 5.3-e. This step is accomplished with a calculator in mF, as shown in 
Figure 5.2. The allocating procedure is as follows: first, one room among 10 rooms is 
selected as canteen; then another room among the left-over 9 rooms is selected as 
break room; after this, another 2 rooms among the left-over 8 rooms are selected as 
meeting rooms; finally, the left-over 6 rooms are used as offices. After this step, the 
layout is generated and is input to Radiance/Daysim and EnergyPlus for daylighting 
and energy simulation.

 5.2.3 Energy and daylighting performance assessment

The third step of the method regards the performance assessment based on 
simulation. In this study, the annual heating, cooling and lighting demands for the 
whole layout are used to assess energy performance. The information about energy 
and daylight performance simulation are shown in our previous study [23], and the 
workflow is shown in Figure 5.2. The climate data of Amsterdam in the Netherlands 
as a temperate climate is used.

Daylighting simulation and energy simulation is integrated in this study. The 
electric lighting schedule is calculated based on the difference between the target 
illuminance and the received daylighting illuminance, and the calculated lighting 
schedule is used for energy simulation for each room. The screen installed outside 
the windows is used for shading on all facades, and external vertical illuminance is 
used to determine the state of shading system.

As for ventilation, the outdoor air flow rate is 0.37 dm3/s·m2 (per floor area) 
plus 8.89 dm3/s·person, as recommended in [24]. A heat exchanger is used 
with a heat recovery efficiency of 0.7. The humidity threshold is 25%-60% as 
recommended in [25]. The infiltration rate is 0.2 air changes per hour and middle 
rooms have no infiltration. The applied maximum occupancy and equipment load 
density for each function are shown in Table 5.1. The used maximum equipment 
load densities are the values defined in Honeybee for office buildings, which 
were assigned based on the data collected by the U.S. Department of Energy for 
Commercial Reference Buildings [26].
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TabLe 5.1 Maximum internal gains of different functions

Spaces Max. occupancy (persons/room) Max. equipment load density (W/m2)

Office 6 6.9

Meeting room 12 4

Canteen 9 48

Break room 9 0.8

Staircase 3 0

Core 3 3

TabLe 5.2 Detailed information for simulation

Construction of wall and floor

Name Layers (from inside to outside) U value (W/m2·K)

Interior wall 19mm Gypsum board + air space resistance+19mm 
Gypsum board;

2.56

Interior floor Acoustic tile + ceiling air space resistance + 100mm 
lightweight concrete;

1.45

Exterior wall 100mm brick + 25mm air cavity + 140mm insulation 
+ 150mm concrete;

0.22

Glazing properties

Location U value (W/m2K) Visible transmittance g value

Amsterdam 1.65 0.76 0.7

Reflectance of interior surfaces

Floor Ceiling Wall

0.1 0.8 0.5

Set points

Function Set point for Heating (°C) Set point for Cooling (°C) Target illuminance (lux)

Office 22 24 500

Meeting 22 24 300

Canteen 20 26 200

Break 20 26 200

Core 18 28 150

Staircase 18 28 150

Occupancy schedule fraction

Hour 1-8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18-24

Office 0 0.7 0.8 1 1 0 1 1 0.8 0.8 0

Meeting 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0

Canteen 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Break 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Core 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0

Staircase 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0
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The detailed information about the simulation is shown in Table 5.2, regarding 
constructions, glazing properties, reflectance of interior surfaces. The constructions 
are assigned according to the references of [24,27–29], the local building design 
standards in the Netherlands. Additionally, different functions’ set-points for 
heating, cooling, and lighting, and occupancy schedule fraction are also presented 
in Table 5.2. The heat flow between different floors is not considered, so floors and 
ceilings are adiabatic. The WWR of the simulation model is kept to be 40%.

Differently from our previous work [23] which took into account a fixed geometric 
layout, for the present study the daylighting simulation model selects dynamically 
three lighting zones based on yearly daylighting illuminance for each room which 
varies between layouts. Similarly, an algorithm is developed to select dynamically the 
windows of the same room with different façade orientations in order to assign them 
to two different shading groups, the maximum number allowed by Ladybug Tools. In 
the case of rooms with more than two façade orientations, like some corner rooms, 
the algorithm groups the windows of the facades with the smallest angle difference 
between their façade normal.

Differently from the previous study [23], in order to save computational time for 
the huge amount of simulation used in DOE and optimisation, in this study less 
accurate daylighting simulation parameters are used. The test points are located 
with a distance of 1.5 m. Radiance parameters are presented in Table 5.3 [30]. 
As full interior solar distribution cannot be handled correctly for concave shape 
in EnergyPlus, the ‘full exterior with reflections’ is used for solar distribution, as 
explained in [19].

TabLe 5.3 Radiance parameters used for daylighting simulation

-ab -ad -as -ar -aa

2 512 128 16 0.25

Note: -ab: ambient bounces; -ad: ambient divisions; -as: ambient super-samples; -ar: ambient resolution; 
-aa: ambient accuracy.

 5.2.4 Automation of generation and assessment

The final step of the method regards the automation of the iterative loop of space 
layout generation and energy performance assessment. In order to realise the 
automation, mF is integrated with GH with a node which was customised for the 
integration by ESTECO, as shown in Figure 5.2. The automation process continues 
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the loop of generation and assessment, based on optimisation algorithm or designed 
set of evaluations for DOE. The elements needed for automation, in terms of 
design variables, objective functions, constraints are shown as follows. Concurrent 
evaluations are used to speed up the process.

 5.2.4.1 Design variables

As shown in Table 5.4, the design variables include two categories, i.e. the ones for 
changing layout boundary as explained in Section 5.2.2.1, and the ones for changing 
function allocation as explained in Section 5.2.2.4. The design variables for layout 
boundary are the values that the 8 control points change along x and y axis with 
the interval of 1 m. Regarding the ones for function allocation, 2 design variables 
(c and r) represent the locations of canteen and break room respectively, and one 
vector input variable (mr) includes two design variables (mr[0] and mr[1]), and they 
represent the locations of two meeting rooms respectively.

TabLe 5.4 Design variables and their domains

Category Design variables Data type Upper 
bound

Lower 
bound

Intervals Symbol

Layout boundary Value of 8 control points 
changed in X axis

float 8.5m -8.5m 1m xN, xNW, xNE, xS, 
xSW, xSN, xW, xE

Value of 8 control points 
changed in Y axis

float 6.5m -6.5m 1m yN, yNW, yNE, yS, 
ySW, ySN, yW, yE

Function 
allocation

Location of canteen Integer 0 9 1 c

Location of break room Integer 0 8 1 r

Location of meeting room 1 Integer 0 7 1 mr[0]

Location of meeting room 2 Integer 0 7 1 mr[1]

 5.2.4.2 Outputs and constraints

The outputs include annual heating demand, cooling demand and lighting demand 
for the whole layout per layout area. The constraints include the one for layout 
area, i.e. changing the layout variant within a 5% difference of the layout area of 
the reference layout (923 m2 to 1021 m2), and the one to avoid two meeting rooms 
locating in the same room. The detailed description of outputs and constraints are 
shown in Table 5.5.
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TabLe 5.5 Outputs and constraints

Disciplines Performance criteria Constraints Symbol

Architecture Locations of two meeting rooms are different mr[0]-mr[1]>0 Const_mr

Layout area (m2) is larger than 923 m2 >923 Larger_923

Layout area (m2) is smaller than 1021 m2 <1021 Smaller_1021

Energy 
performance

Heating demand (kWh/m2) - Min_heat

Cooling demand (kWh/m2) - Min_cool

Lighting demand (kWh/m2) - Min_light

 5.2.4.3 Concurrent evaluations

As shown in the study [13], the computational time is a big issue for the energy 
performance optimisation. The computational time for each evaluation in this 
study is quite high, with the integration of daylighting simulation and energy 
simulation. The computational time of each evaluation varies from 1 h to 2 h 
depending on the used computer property. In order to speed up simulation and 
reduce the whole computational time, four computers are used simultaneously, 
i.e. four concurrent evaluations are run at the same time. The details of the four 
computers are as follows: one computer uses the processor of 2x Intel(R) Xeon(R) 
CPU E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80GHz, 20 cores, and 40 logical processors; two computers 
use the processor of 2x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v3 @ 2.50GHz, 24 cores, 
and 48 logical processors; one computer uses the processor of 2x Intel(R) 
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40GHz, 28 cores and 56 logical processors. Thus, 
the whole computational time is highly reduced, being around ¼ of the original 
computation time.

 5.3 Proposed design indicators

Design indicators are needed to quantify the architectural properties of space 
layout into numerically measurable features. The properties of space layout include 
dimensions of layout, interior partition, and locations of different functions [13]. The 
commonly used design indicators relevant to building energy efficiency include the 
proportion of a building’s length to width [31], the ratio of external wall area to floor 
area [32], and the proportion of a building’s envelope area to its volume [33].
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Normal of internal walls of Canteen

Normal of internal walls of Office-2

Normal of internal walls of Office-6

Normal of internal walls of Meeting-1

a. Example layout and the orienta�on of each 
room shown with black arrows

b. Example layout and the orienta�on of each façade 
shown with black arrows

c. Normal of internal walls to illustrate the orienta�on of each room

FIG. 5.5 An example layout illustrating the calculation of design indicators 
Note: O1: office-1, O2: office-2, O3: office-3, O4: office-4, O5: office-5, O6: office-6, M1: meeting-1, M2: 
meeting-2, Ca: canteen, B: break room, C: core, S: staircase

In this study, the design indicators of façade area ratio, floor area ratio, façade area 
to floor area ratio (ff-ratio), and height to depth ratio are considered for different 
orientations. Additionally, design indicators are used for two categories: the first 
category is for the whole layout, and the other is for each function. For each 
indicator, 8 orientations are considered, i.e. S, SE, E, NE, N, NW, W, and SW, as shown 
in Figure 5.5. There are two methods to separate orientations, as black arrows show 
in Figure 5.5: one is based on the normal of interior walls of each room (Figure 5.5-
a), and the other one is based on the facade orientation of each room (Figure 5.5-b). 
As for the first method, the following procedure is used to define the orientation 
of each room based on its interior walls as shown in Figure 5.5-c, in which the 
arrows show the normal of internal walls of each room: the arrows of internal walls 
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of Office-6 orient N, W and E, without S, so Office-6 is defined as orientated S; the 
arrows of internal walls of Meeting-1 orient N, S and E, without W, so Meeting-1 is 
defined as orientated W; the arrows of internal walls of Office-2 orient only W and S, 
so Office-2 is defined as orientated NE; the arrows of internal walls of Canteen orient 
only E and S, so Canteen is defined as orientated NW.

TabLe 5.6 Nomenclature

Description Description

F0-F9 Façade area of each room, and 
room number varies from 0 to 9

ff7
ff-ratio of office-5

F0-0, F0-1 Area of each façade segment of 
Room 0

ff8
ff-ratio of office-6

F1-0 Area of the façade segment of 
Room 1

ff - office - S Façade area to floor area ratio of 
South for offices

F2-0, F2-1 Area of each façade segment of 
Room 2

height Room height of the tested model, 
i.e. 3 meters

F3-0, F3-1 Area of each façade segment of 
Room 3

hd6-2
Height to depth ratio of one façade 
of Meeting-2

F4-0 Area of the façade segment of 
Room 4

hd7
Height to depth ratio of the façade 
of Office-5

F5-0 Area of the façade segment of 
Room 5

hd8-0 ,  hd8-1
Height to depth ratio of each 
façade of Office-6

F6-0, F6-1, F6-2 Area of each façade segment of 
Room 6

hd9-0
Height to depth ratio of one façade 
of Break room

F7-0 Area of each façade segment of 
Room 7

hd - S Height to depth ratio of South for 
the whole layout

F8-0, F8-1 Area of each façade segment of 
Room 8

hd - office - S Height to depth ratio of South for 
offices

F9-0, F9-1, F9-2 Area of each façade segment of 
Room 9

Normal ff -S
Normalisation of calculated ff-
ratios over all rooms in South

facade - S Façade area ratio of South for the 
whole layout

Normalhd-S
Normalisation of calculated height 
to depth ratios over all rooms in 
South

facade - office - S Façade area ratio of South for 
offices

Normalhd-office-S
Normalisation of calculated height 
to depth ratios over all offices in 
South

floor - S Floor area ratio of South for the 
whole layout

Normal ff -office-S
Normalisation of calculated ff-
ratios over all offices in South

floor - office - S Floor area ratio of South for offices S0-S9 Room area of different rooms, and 
room number varies from 0 to 9

ff - S Façade area to floor area ratio of 
South for the whole layout
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In this study, the design indicators which are more relevant to façades, i.e. façade 
area ratio and height to depth ratio in this case, are calculated based on the façade 
orientation. The other indicators which are also relevant to floors, i.e. floor area 
ratio and ff-ratio, are calculated based on the normal of internal walls. Each design 
indicator is explained in details in the following sub-sections. The nomenclature used 
in these indicators is listed in Table 5.6.

 5.3.1 Design indicators for the whole layout

The design indicators shown in this section are calculated for the whole layout 
without considering the difference between functions. Taking the layout in 
Figure 5.5 as an example, the detailed calculation of these design indicators is shown 
as follows.

 5.3.1.1 Floor area ratio per orientation

As the floor area ratio per orientation (floor-orientation) is calculated based on room 
area, the orientation of each room is determined based on the orientation of internal 
walls as shown in Figure 5.5-a. Taking floor - S as an example, Office-5 and 
Office-6 face South in this layout as shown in Figure 5.5-a. The floor - S  is 
calculated as follows:

floor - S =
S7 + S8

S0 + S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 + S5 + S6 + S7 + S8 + S9
 (1)

 5.3.1.2 Façade area ratio per orientation

The façade area ratio per orientation (façade-orientation) is calculated based on 
each façade segment, and the orientation of each segment is determined individually 
as shown in Figure 5.5-b. Taking the calculation of facade - S  as an example, 
Office-5, Office-6, Break room, and one facade of Meeting-2 face South. The 
facade - S  is calculated as follows:

facade - S =
F6-2 + F7-0 + F8-0 + F8-1 + F9-0

F0 + F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6 + F7 + F8 + F9
 (2)
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 5.3.1.3 Façade area to floor area ratio per orientation

The façade area to floor area ratio per orientation (ff-orientation) is calculated 
based on the ratio of each room, and its orientation is determined based on the 
orientation of each room as shown in Figure 5.5-a. The calculation procedure of this 
indicator is as follows: firstly, the ff-ratio is calculated for each room; then, the value 
of each room is normalised over all rooms in the same orientation by multiplying its 
floor area ratio, and the normalised values in the same orientation are summed up; 
finally, the value of each orientation is normalised over all orientations by multiplying 
the ratio of the floor area ratio of the orientation over all orientations, in order to 
be compared with other orientations. Taking ff - S  as an example, Office-5 and 
Office-6 face South in this layout, so ff - S  is calculated as follows.

 – Step 1: Calculating ff-ratio for each room in South. In this case, office-5 and 
office-6 face South.

For office-5:

ff7 =
F7
S7

 (3)

For office-6:

ff8 =
F8
S8

 (4)

 – Step 2: Normalising the ratios over all rooms in South by multiplying the floor 
area ratio:

Normal ff -S = ff7 *
S7

S7 + S8
+ ff8 *

S8
S7 + S8

 (5)

 – Step 3: Normalising the value for South over all orientations by multiplying the floor 
area ratio:

ff - S = Normal ff -S *
S7 + S8

S0 + S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 + S5 + S6 + S7 + S8 + S9
 (6)

The function is simplified as follows:

ff - S =
F7 + F8

S0 + S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 + S5 + S6 + S7 + S8 + S9
 (7)
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 5.3.1.4 Height to depth ratio per orientation

The height to depth ratio per orientation (hd-orientation) is calculated based on the 
façade orientation as shown in Figure 5.5-b. Similar to ff-orientation, this indicator 
is also normalised, with façade area ratio as weight factor. Taking hd - S  as an 
example, one facade of Meeting-2, Office-5, Office-6, and one façade of Break room 
face South in this layout, so hd - S  is calculated as follows.

 – Step 1: Calculating the height to depth ratio for each façade facing South:

Meeting-2 has one facade facing South:

hd6-2 = height
D6-2

 (8)

Office-5 has one facade facing South:

hd7-0 = height
D7-0

 (9)

Office-6 has two façades facing South, and each facade is calculated as follows:

hd8-0 = height
D8-0

 (10)

hd8-1 = height
D8-1

 (11)

Break room has one facade facing South:

hd9-0 = height
D9-0

 (12)

 – Step 2: Normalising each ratio over all rooms in South by multiplying façade 
area ratio:

Normalhd-S = hd6-2 *
F6-2

F6-2 + F7-0 + F8-0 + F8-1 + F9-0

+ hd7-0 *
F7-0

F6-2 + F7-0 + F8-0 + F8-1 + F9-0

+hd8-0 *
F8-0

F6-2 + F7-0 + F8-0 + F8-1 + F9-0

+ hd8-1 *
F8-1

F6-2 + F7-0 + F8-0 + F8-1 + F9-0

+hd9-0 *
F9-0

F6-2 + F7-0 + F8-0 + F8-1 + F9-0

 (13)
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 – Step 3: Normalising the value for South over all orientations by multiplying the 
façade area ratio:

hd - S = Normalhd-S *
F6-2 + F7-0 + F8-0 + F8-1 + F9-0

F0 + F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6 + F7 + F8 + F9
 (14)

The function is simplified as follows:

hd - S = height *
F6-2

D6-2

+
F7-0

D7-0

+
F8-0

D8-0

+
F8-1

D8-1

+
F9-0

D9-0

�

�

�

�
/ F0 + F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6 + F7 + F8 + F9( )  (15)

 5.3.2 Design indicators for each function

The same types of indicators for the whole layout are calculated for each function 
in this section, and their calculation methods are similar to the ones for the layout. 
Thus, the calculation of the indicators per function is shown only with an example 
as follows.

 5.3.2.1 Floor area ratio per function per orientation

Regarding the calculation of floor area ratio per function per orientation (floor-
function-orientation), the floor - office - S  is used as an example, following the 
orientation definition shown in Figure 5.5-a:

floor - office - S =
S7 + S8

S0 + S1 + S3 + S4 + S7 + S8
 (16)

 5.3.2.2 Façade area ratio per function per orientation

Regarding the calculation of façade area ratio per function per orientation (facade-
function-orientation), the calculation of facade - office - S  is used as an example, 
with the orientation shown in Figure 5.5-b:
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facade - office - S =
F7-0 + F8-0 + F8-1

F0 + F1 + F3 + F4 + F7 + F8
 (17)

 5.3.2.3 Façade area to floor area ratio per function per orientation

Regarding the calculation of façade area to floor area ratio per function per 
orientation (ff-function-orientation), the weight factor used for normalisation is 
calculated based on the area of rooms with the same function. The calculation of 
ff - office - S  is used as an example following the orientation definition shown in 

Figure 5.5-a and it is calculated as follows:

 – Step 1: Calculating ff-ratio for each office in South. In this case, Office-5 and 
Office-6 face South.

For Office-5:

ff7 =
F7
S7

 (18)

For Office-6:

ff8 =
F8
S8

 (19)

 – Step 2: Normalising the ratios over all offices in South by multiplying floor area ratio:

Normal ff -office-S = ff7 *
S7

S7 + S8
+ ff8 *

S8
S7 + S8

 (20)

 – Step 3: Normalising the value for South over all offices by multiplying floor 
area ratio:

ff - office - S = Normal ff -office-S *
S7 + S8

S0 + S1 + S3 + S4 + S7 + S8
 (21)

The function is simplified as follows:

ff - office - S =
F7 + F8

S0 + S1 + S3 + S4 + S7 + S8
 (22)
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 5.3.2.4 Height to depth ratio per function per orientation

Regarding the calculation of height to depth ratio per function per orientation (hd-
function-orientation), the weight factor used for normalisation is calculated based on 
the facade area of rooms with the same function. The hd - office - S  is used as an 
example with the orientation shown in Figure 5-b and it is calculated as follows:

 – Step 1: Calculating the height to depth ratio for each facade of offices facing South.

Office 5 has one facade facing South:

hd7-0 = height
D7-0

 (23)

Office 6 has two façades facing South, and each one is calculated as follows:

hd8-0 = height
D8-0

 (24)

hd8-1 = height
D8-1

 (25)

 – Step 2: Normalising these ratios over all offices facing South by multiplying with 
façade area ratio:

Normalhd-office-S = hd7-0 *
F7-0

F7 + F8
+ hd8-0 *

F8-0

F7 + F8
+ hd8-1 *

F8-1

F7 + F8
 (26)

 – Step 3: Normalising the value for South over all offices by multiplying the façade 
area ratio:

hd - office - S = Normalhd-office-S *
F7 + F8

F0 + F1 + F3 + F4 + F7 + F8
 (27)

The function is simplified as follows:

hd - office - S = height *
F7
D7

+
F8
D8

�

�

�

�
/ F0 + F1 + F3 + F4 + F7 + F8( )  (28)
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 5.4 DOE and relationship analysis

A DOE is run in this section with the method shown in Section 5.2, and based on the 
DOE results, we analyse the relationship between space layout and energy demands.

 5.4.1 DOE algorithm and results

The method shown in Section 5.2 is used for DOE: the design variables are inputs; 
the energy demands and the design indicators shown in Section 5.3 are outputs. In 
addition to the energy demand of the layout shown in Table 5.5, the energy demand 
of each function, i.e. function-energy, which is calculated as the energy demand of 
all rooms with the same function per room area (kWh/m2), is also used as outputs 
for DOE.

 5.4.1.1 Algorithm for DOE sampling

In order to get the maximum information using the minimum number of samples, 
DOE sampling is necessary to guide the choice of samples. Uniform Latin Hypercube 
(ULH) [34] is a stochastic DOE algorithm and the designs created by ULH are 
relatively uniformly distributed over the variable range by minimising correlations 
between input variables and maximising the distance between the generated designs. 
So, ULH is used for DOE sampling with 500 evaluations in this study.

 5.4.1.2 Results of DOE

Although 500 evaluations were planned for DOE, some errors happened. These 
errors were caused by the ignored scenario for splitting layouts as shown in 
Section 5.2.2.3. Totally 448 evaluations were completed, among which 90 designs 
are feasible, i.e. satisfying the layout area constraint. The total computational time 
is 210h 18m, around 8.8 days.
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 5.4.2 Method for relationship analysis

The relationship analysis is conducted between design indicators and their 
corresponding energy demands. This study aims to extract the relationships between 
design indicators and energy demands, and also compare their relationships 
to identify which design indicator is the most influential for the corresponding 
energy demand.

Some scatter plots between design indicators and energy demands show clear 
linearity, and linear correlations are expected. Thus, the following two methods are 
used for relationship analysis: Pearson correlation [35] and regression analysis [36]. 
Pearson correlation is used to identify the linear relationship between two variables, 
like between ff-ratio and heating demand. Multi-variate linear regression analysis is 
used to identify the relationship between several predicators (like heating demand 
of offices, heating demand of meeting rooms, heating demand of canteen) and one 
response (like the heating demand of the layout). By comparing the regression 
coefficients of different predicators, we can identify which predicator is more 
influential on the response than the others.

The Pearson correlation is a measure of linear association between two variables, 
with a value between -1 and 1 [37]. The value of correlation coefficient 
represents the strength of correlation of the tested two variables. If the absolute 
value is within 0.1 to 0.3, they have a low correlation; if the absolute value 
is within 0.3 to 0.5, they have a medium correlation; if the absolute value is 
within 0.6 to 1.0, they have a high correlation. In this study, we only focus the 
medium and high correlation, i.e. the coefficient is higher than 0.30. Multi-variate 
linear regression analysis requires that the predicators cannot have perfect 
collinearity. So, it is only used in Section 5.4.3.2 for the relationship between the 
energy demand of the layout and energy demand of each function, as it is the only 
case among all cases tested in this paper that has no collinearity.

 5.4.3 Analysis of the relationship between energy demands

To obtain a better understanding of the DOE results, the relationship between 
different energy demands of the layout (simulated for Amsterdam climate) 
and different functions are analysed with the method of Pearson correlation in 
this section.
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 5.4.3.1 Relationship between different energy demands of the layout

The correlation coefficients between energy demands and ff-ratio for the layout, 
resulting from Pearson correlation analysis, are shown in Figure 5.6-a. To better 
illustrate their relationship, the scatter plots are shown in Figure 5.6-b to 5.6-g. 

a. Matrix of correlation coefficients 
  heating  cooling  lighting  
cooling 0.48 / / 
lighting -0.65 -0.12 / 
ff-ratio 0.79 0.41 -0.46 

 a   Matrix of correlation coefficients between energy demands and ff-ratio for the layout
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FIG. 5.6 Matrix of correlation coefficients and scatter plots, for energy demands and ff-ratio for the layout
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As shown in Figure 5.6, the energy demands and ff-ratio for the layout are analysed 
for their correlations, and the following correlations are found:

 – Ff-ratio for the layout has a positive correlation with heating demand, as well as 
with cooling demand, as shown in Figure 5.6-b and 5.6-c: A compact building, i.e. 
with a low ff-ratio, helps to save heating and cooling demands.

 – Ff-ratio for the layout has a negative correlation with lighting demand, as 
shown in Figure 5.6-d: More façade area, i.e. with a high ff-ratio, helps to receive 
more daylight.

 – The correlation between heating demand and cooling demand is positive, as 
shown in Figure 5.6-f: A building with a low heating demand is highly possible to be 
compact, and it results in a low cooling demand.

 – The correlation between thermal demands and lighting demand is negative, as 
shown in Figure 5.6-e and 5.6-g: A building with a low thermal (heating and cooling) 
demand is highly possible to be compact, and this results in a high lighting demand.

 5.4.3.2 Relationship between energy demand of the layout and energy 
demand of each function

Multi-variate linear regression analysis is conducted regarding the relationship 
between energy demand of the layout and energy demand per function. The energy 
demands for each function (like heating demand of offices, heating demand of 
meeting rooms, heating demand of canteen, heating demand of break room, heating 
demand of core, and heating demand of staircase) are used as predicators, and 
the energy demand of the layout (like heating demand of the layout) is used as 
response. The regression analysis is run three rounds for heating demand, cooling 
demand and lighting demand respectively. The method of enter is used for each 
regression analysis.

The resulting regression coefficients and R-square values for each round of analysis 
are shown in Table 5.7. The regression coefficient indicates the influence of each 
predicator on the response, i.e. the energy demand per function on the variance of 
the energy demand for the layout. By comparing the coefficients, we can identify 
which function is the most influential on the variance of the energy demand for the 
layout. It is clear that compared to other functions, offices have the highest influence 
on the energy demands of the layout, followed by meeting rooms. The reason for 
offices’ high influence on the energy demands of the layout is that the function has 
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the highest requirements for lighting, heating and cooling and it also has the most 
rooms compared to other functions, followed by meeting rooms.

TabLe 5.7 The regression coefficients of three rounds of regression analysis for heating, cooling, and lighting 
demand respectively, between energy demand of the layout and energy demands of different functions

Regression Coefficients

Heating Cooling Lighting

(Constant) 0.000 0.000 0.121

Office 0.500 0.500 0.500

Meeting 0.167 0.167 0.167

Canteen 0.083 0.083 0.083

Break 0.083 0.083 0.083

Core 0.083 0.083 /

Staircase 0.083 0.083 /

R-square 1 1 1

Note: Core and Staircase have the same lighting demands among different layouts, so their lighting 
demands are not used for the regression analysis.

 5.4.4 Analysis of the relationship between energy demands and 
design indicators for the layout

The four types of design indicators for the whole layout, as explained in 
Section 5.3.1, are analysed for their correlations with the energy demands for the 
layout (simulated for Amsterdam). Comparing the four types of design indicators, the 
energy demands of the layout have no clear correlation with floor-orientation, as well 
as with façade-orientation and hd-orientation. Clear correlations are shown between 
energy demands and ff-orientation as shown in Figure 5.7-a, and their correlations 
are analysed as follows.

 – Ff-orientations have positive correlations with thermal demands: A smaller 
ff-orientation means compact rooms, and it results in low heating and 
cooling demands.

 – Ff-orientations have negative correlations with lighting demand: If the ff-
orientation is smaller, the façade area of the relevant room is smaller and it results in 
less daylighting. So more electric lighting is needed as a consequence.
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 – Heating demand is more sensitive to ff-orientations than cooling and lighting 
demands: The coefficients between heating demand and ff-orientations are higher 
than cooling and lighting demands. For instance, the coefficient is 0.68 between 
ff-SE and heating demand. while it is 0.35 for cooling demand and -0.33 for 
lighting demand.

 – Corners are more influential on energy demands compared to the other locations: 
Ff-corners have higher coefficients than other locations. For instance, ff-SE shows 
clearer linearity with heating demand compared to ff-S, as shown in Figure 5.7-b 
and 5.7-c. This is because corner rooms have higher façade area than the other 
rooms, resulting higher influence on energy demands.

a. Matrix of correlation coefficients 

 heating cooling lighting ff-S ff-SE ff-E ff-NE ff-N ff-NW ff-W 
cooling 0.48 / / / / / / / / / 
lighting -0.65 -0.11 / / / / / / / / 
ff-S 0.28 0.18 -0.17 / / / / / / / 
ff-SE 0.68 0.35 -0.33 -0.06 / / / / / / 
ff-E 0.36 0.12 -0.19 -0.06 0.19 / / / / / 
ff-NE 0.69 0.39 -0.36 0.20 0.41 0.19 / / / / 
ff-N 0.28 0.07 -0.36 -0.28 0.24 -0.14 0.16 / / / 
ff-NW 0.63 0.45 -0.30 0.26 0.25 0.27 0.43 -0.17 / / 
ff-W 0.19 -0.01 -0.11 -0.16 0.14 -0.09 0.07 -0.04 0.08 / 
ff-SW 0.55 0.42 -0.35 0.22 0.32 0.13 0.28 0.16 0.30 -0.38 

 
a   Matrix of correlation coefficients between energy demands and ff-orientation for the layout
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FIG. 5.7 Matrix of correlation coefficients and scatter plots, for energy demands and ff-orientations for the layout
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 5.4.5 Analysis of the relationship between energy demands and 
design indicators for each function

The four types of design indicators for each function, as explained in Section 5.3.2, 
are analysed for their correlations with the energy demands of the corresponding 
function (simulated for Amsterdam climate), as shown in Figure 5.8. Comparing 
the four types of design indicators, the energy demands for each function have no 
clear correlation with facade-function-orientation, as well as with floor-function-
orientation and hd-function-orientation. Similarly to the correlations for the layout 
in Section 5.4.4, clear correlations are shown between energy demands for each 
function and ff-function-orientation as shown in Figure 5.8, and the following 
correlations are found:

 – Corners are more influential on the energy demands for each function compared 
to the other locations: Corner rooms have higher coefficients than the other rooms. 
The reason is the same as the correlation between ff-orientations and energy 
demands as explained in Section 5.4.4.

 – Ff-function-corners have negative correlations with lighting demand per function 
and positive correlations with heating and cooling demands: It has the similar 
reasons to ff-corners as shown in Section 5.4.4.

a. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of offices and ff-office-orientations (ff-O-
orientations) 

 O-heat O-cool O-light ff-O-S ff-O-SE ff-O-E ff-O-NE ff-O-N ff-O-NW ff-O-W 
O-cool 0.355 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
O-light -0.818 -0.222 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-S -0.06 -0.01 0.058 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-SE 0.308 0.316 -0.401 -0.182 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-E 0.08 0.101 0.034 -0.148 0 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-NE 0.378 -0.015 -0.318 -0.035 -0.131 -0.158 \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-N 0.045 -0.159 -0.038 -0.265 -0.083 -0.113 -0.03 \ \ \ 
ff-O-NW 0.43 0.088 -0.286 -0.079 -0.089 0.002 -0.1 -0.174 \ \ 
ff-O-W 0.027 -0.036 0.078 -0.11 -0.069 -0.068 -0.047 -0.09 -0.106 \ 
ff-O-SW 0.362 0.385 -0.436 -0.073 0.058 -0.106 -0.031 -0.073 -0.055 -0.194 

b. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of meeting rooms and ff-meeting-orientations (ff-
M-orientations) 

 M-heat M-cool M-light ff-M-S ff-M-SE ff-M-E ff-M-NE ff-M-N ff-M-NW ff-M-W 
M-cool 0.424 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
M-light -0.797 -0.538 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-S -0.28 0.053 0.093 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-SE 0.19 0.558 -0.384 -0.156 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-E -0.101 -0.136 0.208 -0.211 -0.147 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-NE 0.404 0.121 -0.3 -0.09 -0.086 -0.182 \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-N -0.024 -0.358 0.061 -0.149 -0.114 -0.193 -0.185 \ \ \ 
ff-M-NW 0.577 0.143 -0.406 -0.09 -0.07 -0.128 -0.107 -0.077 \ \ 
ff-M-W -0.058 -0.01 0.137 -0.141 -0.062 -0.108 -0.067 -0.147 -0.121 \ 
ff-M-SW 0.233 0.243 -0.321 -0.141 -0.118 -0.117 -0.069 -0.106 -0.048 -0.066 

c. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of canteen and ff-canteen-orientations (ff-C-
orientations) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light ff-C-S ff-C-SE ff-C-E ff-C-NE ff-C-N ff-C-NW ff-C-W 
C-cool 0.708 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.721 -0.587 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-S -0.382 -0.126 0.181 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-SE 0.224 0.533 -0.372 -0.15 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-E -0.145 -0.152 0.215 -0.173 -0.112 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-NE 0.388 0.174 -0.289 -0.147 -0.096 -0.111 \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-N -0.054 -0.269 0.054 -0.193 -0.125 -0.145 -0.124 \ \ \ 
ff-C-NW 0.563 0.201 -0.351 -0.15 -0.097 -0.112 -0.096 -0.125 \ \ 
ff-C-W -0.098 -0.151 0.263 -0.164 -0.106 -0.123 -0.105 -0.138 -0.107 \ 
ff-C-SW 0.309 0.458 -0.311 -0.138 0.09 -0.104 -0.088 -0.116 -0.09 -0.098 

 

d. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of break room and ff-break-orientations (ff-B-
orientations) 

a  Matrix of correlation coefficients between energy demands of offices and ff-office-orientations  
(ff-O-orientations 
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a. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of offices and ff-office-orientations (ff-O-
orientations) 

 O-heat O-cool O-light ff-O-S ff-O-SE ff-O-E ff-O-NE ff-O-N ff-O-NW ff-O-W 
O-cool 0.355 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
O-light -0.818 -0.222 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-S -0.06 -0.01 0.058 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-SE 0.308 0.316 -0.401 -0.182 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-E 0.08 0.101 0.034 -0.148 0 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-NE 0.378 -0.015 -0.318 -0.035 -0.131 -0.158 \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-N 0.045 -0.159 -0.038 -0.265 -0.083 -0.113 -0.03 \ \ \ 
ff-O-NW 0.43 0.088 -0.286 -0.079 -0.089 0.002 -0.1 -0.174 \ \ 
ff-O-W 0.027 -0.036 0.078 -0.11 -0.069 -0.068 -0.047 -0.09 -0.106 \ 
ff-O-SW 0.362 0.385 -0.436 -0.073 0.058 -0.106 -0.031 -0.073 -0.055 -0.194 

b. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of meeting rooms and ff-meeting-orientations (ff-
M-orientations) 

 M-heat M-cool M-light ff-M-S ff-M-SE ff-M-E ff-M-NE ff-M-N ff-M-NW ff-M-W 
M-cool 0.424 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
M-light -0.797 -0.538 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-S -0.28 0.053 0.093 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-SE 0.19 0.558 -0.384 -0.156 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-E -0.101 -0.136 0.208 -0.211 -0.147 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-NE 0.404 0.121 -0.3 -0.09 -0.086 -0.182 \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-N -0.024 -0.358 0.061 -0.149 -0.114 -0.193 -0.185 \ \ \ 
ff-M-NW 0.577 0.143 -0.406 -0.09 -0.07 -0.128 -0.107 -0.077 \ \ 
ff-M-W -0.058 -0.01 0.137 -0.141 -0.062 -0.108 -0.067 -0.147 -0.121 \ 
ff-M-SW 0.233 0.243 -0.321 -0.141 -0.118 -0.117 -0.069 -0.106 -0.048 -0.066 

c. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of canteen and ff-canteen-orientations (ff-C-
orientations) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light ff-C-S ff-C-SE ff-C-E ff-C-NE ff-C-N ff-C-NW ff-C-W 
C-cool 0.708 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.721 -0.587 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-S -0.382 -0.126 0.181 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-SE 0.224 0.533 -0.372 -0.15 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-E -0.145 -0.152 0.215 -0.173 -0.112 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-NE 0.388 0.174 -0.289 -0.147 -0.096 -0.111 \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-N -0.054 -0.269 0.054 -0.193 -0.125 -0.145 -0.124 \ \ \ 
ff-C-NW 0.563 0.201 -0.351 -0.15 -0.097 -0.112 -0.096 -0.125 \ \ 
ff-C-W -0.098 -0.151 0.263 -0.164 -0.106 -0.123 -0.105 -0.138 -0.107 \ 
ff-C-SW 0.309 0.458 -0.311 -0.138 0.09 -0.104 -0.088 -0.116 -0.09 -0.098 

 

d. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of break room and ff-break-orientations (ff-B-
orientations) 

b  Matrix of correlation coefficients between energy demands of meeting rooms and ff-meeting-orientations 
(ff-M-orientations) 

a. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of offices and ff-office-orientations (ff-O-
orientations) 

 O-heat O-cool O-light ff-O-S ff-O-SE ff-O-E ff-O-NE ff-O-N ff-O-NW ff-O-W 
O-cool 0.355 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
O-light -0.818 -0.222 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-S -0.06 -0.01 0.058 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-SE 0.308 0.316 -0.401 -0.182 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-E 0.08 0.101 0.034 -0.148 0 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-NE 0.378 -0.015 -0.318 -0.035 -0.131 -0.158 \ \ \ \ 
ff-O-N 0.045 -0.159 -0.038 -0.265 -0.083 -0.113 -0.03 \ \ \ 
ff-O-NW 0.43 0.088 -0.286 -0.079 -0.089 0.002 -0.1 -0.174 \ \ 
ff-O-W 0.027 -0.036 0.078 -0.11 -0.069 -0.068 -0.047 -0.09 -0.106 \ 
ff-O-SW 0.362 0.385 -0.436 -0.073 0.058 -0.106 -0.031 -0.073 -0.055 -0.194 

b. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of meeting rooms and ff-meeting-orientations (ff-
M-orientations) 

 M-heat M-cool M-light ff-M-S ff-M-SE ff-M-E ff-M-NE ff-M-N ff-M-NW ff-M-W 
M-cool 0.424 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
M-light -0.797 -0.538 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-S -0.28 0.053 0.093 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-SE 0.19 0.558 -0.384 -0.156 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-E -0.101 -0.136 0.208 -0.211 -0.147 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-NE 0.404 0.121 -0.3 -0.09 -0.086 -0.182 \ \ \ \ 
ff-M-N -0.024 -0.358 0.061 -0.149 -0.114 -0.193 -0.185 \ \ \ 
ff-M-NW 0.577 0.143 -0.406 -0.09 -0.07 -0.128 -0.107 -0.077 \ \ 
ff-M-W -0.058 -0.01 0.137 -0.141 -0.062 -0.108 -0.067 -0.147 -0.121 \ 
ff-M-SW 0.233 0.243 -0.321 -0.141 -0.118 -0.117 -0.069 -0.106 -0.048 -0.066 

c. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of canteen and ff-canteen-orientations (ff-C-
orientations) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light ff-C-S ff-C-SE ff-C-E ff-C-NE ff-C-N ff-C-NW ff-C-W 
C-cool 0.708 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.721 -0.587 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-S -0.382 -0.126 0.181 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-SE 0.224 0.533 -0.372 -0.15 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-E -0.145 -0.152 0.215 -0.173 -0.112 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-NE 0.388 0.174 -0.289 -0.147 -0.096 -0.111 \ \ \ \ 
ff-C-N -0.054 -0.269 0.054 -0.193 -0.125 -0.145 -0.124 \ \ \ 
ff-C-NW 0.563 0.201 -0.351 -0.15 -0.097 -0.112 -0.096 -0.125 \ \ 
ff-C-W -0.098 -0.151 0.263 -0.164 -0.106 -0.123 -0.105 -0.138 -0.107 \ 
ff-C-SW 0.309 0.458 -0.311 -0.138 0.09 -0.104 -0.088 -0.116 -0.09 -0.098 

 

d. Matrix of correlation coefficients for energy demands of break room and ff-break-orientations (ff-B-
orientations) 

c  Matrix of correlation coefficients between energy demands of canteen and ff-canteen-orientations  
(ff-C-orientations)

 B-heat B-cool B-light ff-B-S ff-B-SE ff-B-E ff-B-NE ff-B-N ff-B-NW ff-B-W 
B-cool 0.847 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
B-light -0.76 -0.776 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-B-S -0.385 -0.25 0.112 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-B-SE 0.118 0.435 -0.348 -0.141 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-B-E -0.103 -0.148 0.148 -0.185 -0.119 \ \ \ \ \ 
ff-B-NE 0.488 0.348 -0.342 -0.154 -0.099 -0.13 \ \ \ \ 
ff-B-N -0.022 -0.174 0.089 -0.186 -0.119 -0.157 -0.131 \ \ \ 
ff-B-NW 0.512 0.324 -0.345 -0.14 -0.09 -0.118 -0.098 -0.119 \ \ 
ff-B-W 0.091 0.025 0.119 -0.124 -0.079 -0.104 -0.087 -0.105 -0.079 \ 
ff-B-SW 0.241 0.383 -0.296 -0.133 -0.085 -0.112 -0.094 -0.113 -0.085 -0.075 

Figure 8. Matrix of correlation coefficients, for energy demands of each function and ff-function-
orientations 

 

d  Matrix of correlation coefficients between energy demands of break room and ff-break-orientations  
(ff-B-orientations) 

FIG. 5.8 Matrix of correlation coefficients, between energy demands of each function and ff-function-orientations

Comparing the coefficients of different functions in Figure 5.8 a-d, it is strange that 
the coefficients of offices and meeting rooms are lower than the values of canteen 
and break room. The correlations between ff-ratio in NW and heating demand 
are used as an example to figure out the reason, as shown in Figure 5.9. Much 
clearer linearity is shown for canteen (Figure 5.9-c) and break room (Figure 5.9-d), 
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compared to offices (Figure 5.9-a) and meeting rooms (Figure 5.9-b). In comparison, 
clear linearity is shown for a single office (Figure 5.9-e) and meeting room 
(Figure 5.9-f). Therefore, the reason for the lower coefficient for offices and meeting 
rooms is that office has 6 rooms and meeting has 2 rooms, while canteen and break 
room only have one room. The influence of ff-ratio of offices and meeting rooms are 
undermined by the room numbers.
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e Scatter chart of ff-office4-NW and heating demand of 
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f Scatter chart of ff-meet1-NW and heating demand of 
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FIG. 5.9 Matrix of correlation coefficients, between energy demands of canteen and all design indicators for canteen
Note: The zero ff-ratio in these figures means that in the layout, no room is located facing that specific orientation. For instance, 
if ff-office-NW is zero, it means that in the layout no office is oriented NW, and the orientation of the room is defined by the 
normal of internal walls as Figure 5.5-a shows.
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 5.4.6 Comparison between four types of design indicators

Based on the former analysis in Section 5.4.3-5.4.5, the ff-ratio shows higher 
influence on energy demands, compared to the other three types of design 
indicators. To better compare the four types of design indicators, the correlations 
between each design indicator for one single room and the corresponding energy 
demand (simulated for Amsterdam climate) are analysed. 

a. Matrix for façade area ratio per orientation of canteen (facade-C-orientation) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light 
facade-
C-S 

facade-
C-SE 

facade-
C-E 

facade-
C-NE 

facade-
C-N 

facade-C-
NW 

facade-
C-W 

C-cool 0.689 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.73 -0.605 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-S -0.263 0.136 -0.022 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-SE -0.073 0.046 0.042 -0.153 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-E -0.063 -0.004 0.119 -0.196 -0.077 \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-NE 0.06 -0.058 -0.011 -0.155 -0.072 -0.052 \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-N 0.28 -0.108 -0.162 -0.337 -0.121 -0.168 -0.157 \ \ \ 
facade-C-NW 0.137 -0.064 -0.064 -0.184 -0.114 -0.118 -0.104 -0.123 \ \ 
facade-C-W 0.045 0.038 0.065 -0.181 -0.12 -0.156 -0.143 -0.138 -0.097 \ 
facade-C-SW -0.095 -0.014 0.094 -0.167 -0.099 -0.137 -0.126 -0.179 -0.078 -0.093 

b. Matrix for height to depth ratio per orientation of canteen (hd-C-orientation) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light hd-C-S hd-C-SE hd-C-E hd-C-NE hd-C-N hd-C-NW hd-C-W 
C-cool 0.708 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.721 -0.587 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-S 0.026 0.356 -0.153 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-SE -0.007 0.103 0.019 -0.126 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-E 0.015 0.05 0.02 -0.152 -0.042 \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-NE 0.044 0 -0.056 -0.027 -0.016 -0.019 \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-N 0.296 0.2 -0.092 0.17 -0.026 -0.033 -0.004 \ \ \ 
hd-C-NW 0.028 -0.015 -0.046 -0.03 -0.016 -0.021 -0.003 -0.005 \ \ 
hd-C-W 0.145 0.205 -0.024 -0.13 -0.038 -0.116 -0.018 -0.028 -0.007 \ 
hd-C-SW -0.053 -0.017 0.11 -0.123 -0.074 -0.098 -0.017 -0.027 -0.018 -0.036 

c. Matrix for floor area ratio per orientation of canteen (floor-C-orientation) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light 
floor-C-
S 

floor-C-
SE 

floor-C-
E 

floor-C-
NE 

floor-C-
N 

floor-C-
NW 

floor-C-
W 

C-cool 0.704 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.728 -0.6 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-S -0.442 -0.172 0.271 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-SE 0.141 0.467 -0.368 -0.168 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-E -0.211 -0.192 0.315 -0.204 -0.132 \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-NE 0.379 0.143 -0.313 -0.168 -0.108 -0.132 \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-N -0.109 -0.299 0.143 -0.21 -0.135 -0.165 -0.135 \ \ \ 
floor-C-NW 0.468 0.112 -0.362 -0.17 -0.109 -0.133 -0.109 -0.137 \ \ 
floor-C-W -0.178 -0.222 0.385 -0.194 -0.125 -0.153 -0.125 -0.157 -0.127 \ 
floor-C-SW 0.193 0.354 -0.305 -0.159 -0.102 -0.125 -0.102 -0.128 -0.104 -0.119 

 

a Matrix of correlation coefficients for façade area ratio per orientation of canteen (facade-C-orientation) 

a. Matrix for façade area ratio per orientation of canteen (facade-C-orientation) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light 
facade-
C-S 

facade-
C-SE 

facade-
C-E 

facade-
C-NE 

facade-
C-N 

facade-C-
NW 

facade-
C-W 

C-cool 0.689 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.73 -0.605 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-S -0.263 0.136 -0.022 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-SE -0.073 0.046 0.042 -0.153 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-E -0.063 -0.004 0.119 -0.196 -0.077 \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-NE 0.06 -0.058 -0.011 -0.155 -0.072 -0.052 \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-N 0.28 -0.108 -0.162 -0.337 -0.121 -0.168 -0.157 \ \ \ 
facade-C-NW 0.137 -0.064 -0.064 -0.184 -0.114 -0.118 -0.104 -0.123 \ \ 
facade-C-W 0.045 0.038 0.065 -0.181 -0.12 -0.156 -0.143 -0.138 -0.097 \ 
facade-C-SW -0.095 -0.014 0.094 -0.167 -0.099 -0.137 -0.126 -0.179 -0.078 -0.093 

b. Matrix for height to depth ratio per orientation of canteen (hd-C-orientation) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light hd-C-S hd-C-SE hd-C-E hd-C-NE hd-C-N hd-C-NW hd-C-W 
C-cool 0.708 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.721 -0.587 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-S 0.026 0.356 -0.153 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-SE -0.007 0.103 0.019 -0.126 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-E 0.015 0.05 0.02 -0.152 -0.042 \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-NE 0.044 0 -0.056 -0.027 -0.016 -0.019 \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-N 0.296 0.2 -0.092 0.17 -0.026 -0.033 -0.004 \ \ \ 
hd-C-NW 0.028 -0.015 -0.046 -0.03 -0.016 -0.021 -0.003 -0.005 \ \ 
hd-C-W 0.145 0.205 -0.024 -0.13 -0.038 -0.116 -0.018 -0.028 -0.007 \ 
hd-C-SW -0.053 -0.017 0.11 -0.123 -0.074 -0.098 -0.017 -0.027 -0.018 -0.036 

c. Matrix for floor area ratio per orientation of canteen (floor-C-orientation) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light 
floor-C-
S 

floor-C-
SE 

floor-C-
E 

floor-C-
NE 

floor-C-
N 

floor-C-
NW 

floor-C-
W 

C-cool 0.704 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.728 -0.6 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-S -0.442 -0.172 0.271 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-SE 0.141 0.467 -0.368 -0.168 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-E -0.211 -0.192 0.315 -0.204 -0.132 \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-NE 0.379 0.143 -0.313 -0.168 -0.108 -0.132 \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-N -0.109 -0.299 0.143 -0.21 -0.135 -0.165 -0.135 \ \ \ 
floor-C-NW 0.468 0.112 -0.362 -0.17 -0.109 -0.133 -0.109 -0.137 \ \ 
floor-C-W -0.178 -0.222 0.385 -0.194 -0.125 -0.153 -0.125 -0.157 -0.127 \ 
floor-C-SW 0.193 0.354 -0.305 -0.159 -0.102 -0.125 -0.102 -0.128 -0.104 -0.119 

 

b Matrix of correlation coefficients for height to depth ratio per orientation of canteen (hd-C-orientation) 

a. Matrix for façade area ratio per orientation of canteen (facade-C-orientation) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light 
facade-
C-S 

facade-
C-SE 

facade-
C-E 

facade-
C-NE 

facade-
C-N 

facade-C-
NW 

facade-
C-W 

C-cool 0.689 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.73 -0.605 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-S -0.263 0.136 -0.022 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-SE -0.073 0.046 0.042 -0.153 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-E -0.063 -0.004 0.119 -0.196 -0.077 \ \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-NE 0.06 -0.058 -0.011 -0.155 -0.072 -0.052 \ \ \ \ 
facade-C-N 0.28 -0.108 -0.162 -0.337 -0.121 -0.168 -0.157 \ \ \ 
facade-C-NW 0.137 -0.064 -0.064 -0.184 -0.114 -0.118 -0.104 -0.123 \ \ 
facade-C-W 0.045 0.038 0.065 -0.181 -0.12 -0.156 -0.143 -0.138 -0.097 \ 
facade-C-SW -0.095 -0.014 0.094 -0.167 -0.099 -0.137 -0.126 -0.179 -0.078 -0.093 

b. Matrix for height to depth ratio per orientation of canteen (hd-C-orientation) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light hd-C-S hd-C-SE hd-C-E hd-C-NE hd-C-N hd-C-NW hd-C-W 
C-cool 0.708 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.721 -0.587 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-S 0.026 0.356 -0.153 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-SE -0.007 0.103 0.019 -0.126 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-E 0.015 0.05 0.02 -0.152 -0.042 \ \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-NE 0.044 0 -0.056 -0.027 -0.016 -0.019 \ \ \ \ 
hd-C-N 0.296 0.2 -0.092 0.17 -0.026 -0.033 -0.004 \ \ \ 
hd-C-NW 0.028 -0.015 -0.046 -0.03 -0.016 -0.021 -0.003 -0.005 \ \ 
hd-C-W 0.145 0.205 -0.024 -0.13 -0.038 -0.116 -0.018 -0.028 -0.007 \ 
hd-C-SW -0.053 -0.017 0.11 -0.123 -0.074 -0.098 -0.017 -0.027 -0.018 -0.036 

c. Matrix for floor area ratio per orientation of canteen (floor-C-orientation) 

 C-heat C-cool C-light 
floor-C-
S 

floor-C-
SE 

floor-C-
E 

floor-C-
NE 

floor-C-
N 

floor-C-
NW 

floor-C-
W 

C-cool 0.704 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
C-light -0.728 -0.6 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-S -0.442 -0.172 0.271 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-SE 0.141 0.467 -0.368 -0.168 \ \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-E -0.211 -0.192 0.315 -0.204 -0.132 \ \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-NE 0.379 0.143 -0.313 -0.168 -0.108 -0.132 \ \ \ \ 
floor-C-N -0.109 -0.299 0.143 -0.21 -0.135 -0.165 -0.135 \ \ \ 
floor-C-NW 0.468 0.112 -0.362 -0.17 -0.109 -0.133 -0.109 -0.137 \ \ 
floor-C-W -0.178 -0.222 0.385 -0.194 -0.125 -0.153 -0.125 -0.157 -0.127 \ 
floor-C-SW 0.193 0.354 -0.305 -0.159 -0.102 -0.125 -0.102 -0.128 -0.104 -0.119 

 c Matrix of correlation coefficients for floor area ratio per orientation of canteen (floor-C-orientation)

FIG. 5.10 Matrix of correlation coefficients, between energy demands of canteen and all design indicators for canteen
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Taking canteen as an example, which has one room in the layout, the matrixes of 
correlation coefficients between all design indicators of canteen and its energy 
demands are shown in Figure 5.10, in addition to the façade area to floor area ratio 
which is already shown in Figure 5.8-c.

Compared to the other three types of design indicators (Figure 5.10), ff-canteen-
orientation (Figure 5.8-c) have much higher coefficients with energy demands of 
canteen. Although clear linearity is shown, some coefficients of ff-canteen-orientation 
are lower than 0.30. The low coefficients are because that in one layout canteen has 
one specific orientation, and the value of ff-ratio in the other orientations are zero, so 
this undermines the values of the coefficients. In conclusion, compared to the other 
three types of design indicators, ff-ratio has a higher influence on energy demands for 
each single room, as well as for the whole layout and for each function.

 5.5 Optimisation for minimising energy 
demands

The computational method shown in Section 5.2 is used for the optimisation to 
minimise energy demands in this section. The outputs of heating, cooling and lighting 
demands for the layout are used for minimisation as the objectives for optimisation. 
The algorithm used for this optimisation is pilOPT [38], which is a multi-strategy 
proprietary algorithm and developed by ESTECO. This algorithm performs both global 
exploration and local refinement, depending on its artificial intelligence decisions 
based on the observed performance. Furthermore, it exploits the time availability 
during the design evaluation to train meta models that are used internally to define the 
strategy. PilOPT works well with moderate-to-heavy simulations due to its underlying 
artificial intelligence processes. With autonomous mode, it automatically defines 
the number of designs to be evaluated based on the information gathered during 
optimisation and stops once the Pareto frontier cannot be improved any further.

Two rounds of optimisation are run in total. In Section 5.5.1, the first round includes 
three single-objective optimisations for minimising heating, cooling and lighting 
demand respectively. In Section 5.5.2, the second round has one optimisation 
with the multiple objectives to minimise heating, cooling and lighting demands 
together. The 500 evaluations run for DOE are used to train meta models for 
each optimisation.
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 5.5.1 Single-objective optimisation for minimising each 
energy demand

Three optimisations are run with the following objectives respectively: minimising 
heating demand, minimising cooling demand, and minimising heating demand. 
The single-objective optimisation aims to investigate how much energy demands 
can be saved by changing space layout, and to find the layouts with the minimum 
energy demand in order to validate the conclusions on the relationships identified 
in Section 5.4. In addition to the optimisation results, the layouts with the minimum 
value of each energy demand are presented and discussed.

 5.5.1.1 Results of the optimisations

The computational time for each optimisation and the resulting improvement in 
energy performance are shown in this section. The computational time of each 
optimisation is as follows:

 – Regarding the optimisation for minimising heating demand, 297 evaluations 
(261 completed, 36 failed) are run and take 106 h 56 m, around 4.4 days.

 – Regarding the optimisation for minimising cooling demand, 302 evaluations 
(280 completed, 22 failed) are run, and take 125 h 59 m, around 5.3 days.

 – Regarding the optimisation for minimising lighting demand, 438 evaluations 
(371 completed, 67 failed) are run, and take 192 h 24 m, around 8 days.

The resulting improvement in each energy demand from the optimisations is shown 
in Table 5.8. The improvement (%) is calculated as dividing the difference between 
maximum demand and minimum demand by the maximum demand. It is found that 
changing function allocation, layout boundary and interior partition results in the 
improvement of 54% in lighting demand, 51% in heating demand, and 38% in 
cooling demand.
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TabLe 5.8 The resulting improvement in each energy demand from single-objective optimisations

Max demand (kWh/m2) Min demand (kWh/m2) Improvement (%)

Lighting demand 4.1 1.9 54%

Heating demand 28.1 13.8 51%

Cooling demand 5.5 3.4 38%

Note: These results are based on the energy demands of the layouts within the layouts satisfying the layout 
area constraint.

With the same simulation condition as shown in Section 5.2.3, our previous paper 
[39] compared the energy performance between 11 layouts, in which only function 
allocation was changed with a fixed layout boundary and interior partition. It was 
found that by only changing function allocation, the resulting improvement is 27% 
in lighting demand, 18% in heating demand and 11% in cooling demand [39]. 
Comparing the two cases, i.e. the one in which only function allocation is changed 
and the one in which layout boundary and interior partition are also changed, the 
later one results in higher improvement in energy demands.

 5.5.1.2 Resulting layouts from the optimisation for minimising lighting 
demand

Among all layouts generated from the optimisation for minimising lighting demand 
which also satisfy the layout area constraint, the layout with the minimum lighting 
demand (1.9 kWh/m2), the layout with the maximum lighting demand (4.1 kWh/
m2), and the layout with the moderate lighting demand (3.0 kWh/m2) are shown in 
Figure 5.11. By comparing the layout with the minimum demand with the other two 
layouts, the following conclusions are found:

 – The ff-ratio is relatively high in the layout with minimum lighting demand: The 
ff-ratio of the layout with the minimum lighting demand is 0.71, while the ff-ratios of 
the other two layouts are 0.55 and 0.51 respectively. The layout with the minimum 
lighting demand has the highest facade area compared to other two layouts, in 
order to receive more daylight, and it results in a high ff-ratio. This is similar to the 
conclusions in Section 5.4.3.1.

 – Corner rooms have higher façade area than the other rooms in the layout with the 
minimum lighting demand: In the layout with the minimum lighting demand, corner 
rooms have much higher façade areas than the other rooms, i.e. corner rooms have 
high ff-ratios. This is similar to the conclusions on the ff-orientation and energy 
demands in Section 5.4.4.
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 – Offices are located in corner rooms in the layout with the minimum lighting 
demand: In the layout with the minimum lighting demand, all corner rooms are used 
as offices, which have the highest lighting requirement than the other functions. 
Locating more important functions in corner rooms helps to save lighting demand, 
and this is similarly to the conclusions in Section 5.4.3.2.

 – Rooms in the North are more compact than the other orientations in the layout 
with the minimum lighting demand: This is different from what Section 5.4.4 shows, 
i.e. negative correlation between ff-N and lighting demand. This is because that in 
order to reach a high ff-ratio for the layout and also keep the same layout area, the 
less important orientation (N) is compromised to reach better performance in the 
other more important orientations. 

ID 833, Min lighting
Lighting= 1.9 kWh/m2
Layout area=967 m2
ff-ratio=0.71

ID 193, Max lighting
Lighting= 4.1 kWh/m2
Layout area= 942 m2
ff-ratio=0.51

ID 174, Avg lighting
Lighting= 3.0 kWh/m2
Layout area= 1013 m2
ff-ratio=0.55

Office 

Meeting 

Canteen  

Break room  

Core and staircaseN

Fig. 12. Layouts for minimizing lighting demandFIG. 5.11 The layout with the minimum lighting demand, the layout with the moderate lighting demand, and the layout with the 
maximum lighting demand, resulting from the optimisation for minimising lighting demand
Note: ID is the number of designs in the optimisation.
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 5.5.1.3 Resulting layouts from the optimisation for minimising heating 
demand

Among all layouts generated from the optimisation for minimising heating demand 
which also satisfy the layout area constraint, the layout with the minimum heating 
demand (13.8 kWh/m2), the layout with the maximum heating demand (28.1 kWh/
m2), and the layout with the moderate heating demand (21 kWh/m2) are shown in 
Figure 5.12. By comparing the layout with the minimum heating demand with the 
other two layouts, it is found that the ff-ratio of the layout is relatively low. The 
ff-ratio of the layout with the minimum heating demand is 0.4, while the ff-ratios 
of the other two layouts are 0.5 and 0.7 respectively. A smaller ff-ratio results in a 
smaller façade area, which causes less heat loss through façade. This is similar to 
the conclusions in Section 5.4.3.1.

ID 766, Min heating
Heating= 13.8 kWh/m2
Layout area=1010 m2
ff-ratio=0.42
ff-W=0.04

ID 519, Max heating
Heating= 28.1kWh/m2
Layout area= 981 m2
ff-ratio= 0.71
ff-W= 0.06

ID 228, Avg heating
Heating= 21 kWh/m2
Layout area= 944 m2
ff-ratio= 0.54
ff-W= 0.08

Office 

Meeting 

Canteen  

Break room  

Core and staircaseN

Layouts for minimizing heating demandFIG. 5.12 The layout with the minimum heating demand, the layout with the moderate heating demand, and the layout with the 
maximum heating demand, resulting from the optimisation for minimising heating demand

There is a clear characteristic in the layout with the minimum heating demand: there 
is no room orienting East, for which the room orientations follow the orientation 
definition based on the normal of internal walls as Figure 5.5-a shows. In order to 
figure out the reason for this characteristic, the layouts which have no room orients 
West, satisfy the layout area constraint, and have a low ff-ratio (lower than 0.46 for a 
low heating demand), are selected for comparison with the layout with the minimum 
heating demand, in Figure 5.13.
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ID 504
Heating= 15.4 kWh/m2
Layout area= 945 m2
ff-ratio= 0.44
ff-E= 0.06

ID 523
Heating= 16.2 kWh/m2
Layout area= 1000 m2
ff-ratio= 0.45
ff-E= 0.06

ID 526
Heating= 16.1 kWh/m2
Layout area= 1017 m2
ff-ratio= 0.44
ff-E= 0.06

Office 

Meeting 

Canteen  

Break room  

Core and staircaseN

Layouts for analyzing min heating-figure 14FIG. 5.13 Layouts in which no room orients the West and satisfy layout area constraint, resulting from the optimisation for 
minimising heating demand
Note: The room orientations follow the orientation definition based on the normal of internal walls as Figure 5.5-a shows

Regarding the influence on heating performance, the sequence of locations without 
corners from good to bad is: S > E/W> N. The three layouts in Figure 5.13 are used 
to be compared with the layout with the minimum heating demand (ID 766) shown 
in Figure 5.12. The east rooms in Figure 5.13 with ff-E of 0.06 are wider than the 
west rooms in ID 766 with ff-W of 0.04. The wider room results in a higher heating 
demand for layouts in Figure 5.13 than ID 766.

The reason for the wider room in Figure 5.13 is the way how layouts are generated 
as shown in Figure 5.3-d. The starting line to split the layout (Line-0) has a fixed 
location for every layout, and the first splitting line (Line-1) always orients North. 
Therefore, the NE corner room is always attached to Staircase. It results in less 
freedom for the locations of east rooms compared to west rooms. So, the layout 
with no room orienting East helps to reach the minimum heating demand in this 
case. It implies that the constraint on the location of internal walls results in the 
specific preference of room locations when optimising the layouts for minimising 
heating demand.
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 5.5.1.4 Resulting Layouts from the optimisation for minimising 
cooling demand

Among all layouts generated from the optimisation for minimising cooling demand 
which also satisfy the layout area constraint, the layout with the minimum cooling 
demand (3.4 kWh/m2), the layout with the maximum cooling demand (6.7 kWh/
m2), and the layout with the moderate cooling demand (5.0 kWh/m2) are shown in 
Figure 5.14. By comparing the layout with the minimum cooling demand with the 
other two layouts, the following conclusions are found:

 – The ff-ratio of the layout with the minimum cooling demand is relatively low: A 
low ff-ratio helps to reduce façade area and heat losses through façade as well. The 
situation is similar to the layout with the minimum heating demand.

 – More rooms orients N, E and W than S in the layout with the minimum cooling 
demand: In this layout, only one room orients South, and it is used as break 
room, the function with the lowest requirement for cooling. Although a low ff-ratio 
in all orientations helps to reduce cooling demand, a compromise is needed to 
accommodate all rooms within a limited layout area. Locating less rooms in South 
helps to reduce the cooling demand of the whole layout.

ID 551, Min cooling
Cooling= 3.4 kWh/m2
Layout area= 964 m2
ff-ratio= 0.46

ID 191, Max cooling
Cooling= 6.7 kWh/m2
Layout area= 934 m2
ff-ratio= 0.51

ID 379, Avg cooling
Cooling= 5.0 kWh/m2
Layout area= 975 m2
ff-ratio= 0.48

Office 

Meeting 

Canteen  

Break room  

Core and staircaseN

Figure15- Layouts for minimizing cooling demandFIG. 5.14 The layout with the minimum cooling demand, the layout with the moderate cooling demand, and the layout with the 
maximum cooling demand, resulting from the optimisation for minimising cooling demand
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 5.5.2 Multi-objective optimisation for minimising all 
energy demands

The optimisation with the multiple objectives for minimising heating, cooling 
and lighting demands for the layout is run in this section. This optimisation aims 
to show how to apply the computational method developed in this study with 
multiple objectives and analyse the possible problems. In total, 1447 evaluations 
(1393 completed, 54 failed), among which 925 designs are feasible, i.e. the layouts 
satisfy the layout area constraint and their simulations were run successfully. 
The total computational time for the optimisation is 598 hours and 46 minutes, 
around 25 days. Based on the optimisation results, all feasible designs are shown 
in a 3D chart with the heating demand (kWh/m2) as X axis, cooling demand (kWh/
m2) as Y axis, and lighting demand (kWh/m2) as Z axis in Figure 5.15-a. The 
history charts for minimising lighting, heating and cooling demands are shown in 
Figure 5.15-b to 5.15-d respectively.

As shown in Figure 5.15, the resulting minimum lighting, heating and cooling 
demands from the multi-objective optimisation are 2.4 kWh/m2, 13.4 kWh/m2, 
and 3.4 kWh/m2 respectively. In contrast, the resulting minimum demands from the 
single-objective optimisations as shown in Section 5.5.1 are 1.9 kWh/m2, 13.8 kWh/
m2, and 3.4 kWh/m2 respectively. The minimum lighting demand resulted from the 
multi-objective optimisation is much higher than the minimum lighting demand 
resulted from the single-objective optimisation. This means that the multi-objective 
optimisation needs a much longer time in order to find the minimum lighting demand 
similar to the single-objective optimisation. However, as shown in Figure 5.15-c 
and 5.15-d, the multi-optimisation takes a much shorter time to find the minimum 
heating and cooling demands which are similar to the result of single–objective 
optimisations. This is because the correlation between heating demand and 
cooling demand is positive, while the correlation between lighting demand and the 
thermal demands is negative. For instance, a compact layout, with a low ff-ratio, 
results in low heating and cooling demands, while a high lighting demand. It is the 
contradictory relationship between lighting demand and the thermal demands that 
makes the optimisation needs a much longer time to find the minimum lighting 
demand than heating and cooling demands.
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FIG. 5.15 3D chart and history charts for the three objectives of the multi-objective optimisation, with only 
feasible layouts (i.e. satisfying the layout area constraint)
Note: In order to better illustrate the optimisation process, only the minimal value of each 10 evaluations is 
shown in the history charts, i.e. Figure 5.15-b to 5.15-d

As for the resulting layouts from this optimisation, the best solution for minimising 
all energy demands cannot be directly extracted, as the three energy demands 
are conflicting as explained in Section 5.4.3.1, i.e. lighting demand has a negative 
relationship with thermal demands. However, designers can decide the best solution 
based on their own preference and also the specific requirements of the project, 
by defining their own criteria for choosing between different energy demands, like 
defining different weight factors for different energy demands. For instance, if the 
thermal demand of the project is dominant, designers can give higher weight factors 
to thermal demands and a lower weight factor to lighting demand. In this way, the 
best solution can be identified.
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 5.6 Conclusions and recommendations

This study develops a computational method to generate space layout and evaluate 
the energy performance of the generate layout for Amsterdam climate. Regarding 
space layout design, four types of design indicators are proposed for the whole 
layout as well as for each function. With the developed method, a DOE is run 
for 500 evaluations with energy demands and design indicators as outputs. Based on 
the results of DOE, the relationships between design indicators and energy demands 
are identified and analysed. With the same method, two rounds of optimisation 
for minimising heating, cooling and lighting demands are run. The first round 
includes three single-objective optimisations to minimise the three energy demands 
respectively. The second round includes one multi-objective optimisation to minimise 
all energy demands. Based on the results of each single-objective optimisation, the 
layouts with the minimum, maximum and moderate energy demand are found and 
the conclusions on relationship analysis are validated by comparing the layout with 
the minimum energy demand with the other layouts. The multi-objective optimisation 
shows how the developed method is applied for multiple objective problems.

 5.6.1 Conclusions

The following conclusions regarding the relationships between design indicators and 
energy demands, which are simulated for a temperate climate, are found:

a Comparing the four types of design indicators, ff-ratio shows stronger correlations 
with energy demands than façade area ratio, floor area ratio and height to depth 
ratio. For example, medium and high clear correlations are found between energy 
demands for the layout with ff-ratios in different orientations. However, no clear 
correlation is found with floor area ratio, façade area to floor area ratio, and height to 
depth ratio, as explained in Section 5.4.4.

b Comparing different locations within the layout, corner rooms show stronger 
correlations with energy demands than the other locations. For example, comparing 
the ff-ratios in different orientations, the ff-ratios in corners show higher correlation 
coefficients with energy demands of the layout than the other rooms, as explained in 
Section 5.4.4.
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C Comparing different functions defined in this study, offices show strong correlations 
with the energy demands for the layout compared to the other functions, followed by 
meeting rooms, as explained in Section 5.4.3.2.

D Comparing the design indicator of one function with multiple rooms and the 
indicator of the function per room, the correlation coefficient of the function with 
multiple rooms is compromised by the room number regarding its influence on the 
corresponding energy demand. For example, clear correlations are found between 
the ff-ratios for one office and the energy demand for this office, while no clear 
correlation is found between the ff-ratios for all offices (including 6 rooms) and the 
energy demands for all offices, as shown in Section 5.4.5.

The following conclusions regarding the optimisation results are found:

a Designing space layouts with changed layout boundaries, function allocations 
and internal partitions saves more energy demands than only changing function 
allocations. This is found by comparing the resulting improvement of each single 
optimisation in this study with the results shown in our previous study of [23], in 
which only function allocation was tested for its effect on energy demands and much 
lower improvements were reached compared to this study.

b The resulting layouts with the minimum energy demands from optimisation have 
proven the results and conclusions on the relationship analysis based on DOE.

C There is a clear characteristic shown among the layouts with the minimum heating 
demand, while it cannot be found from the relationship analysis based on DOE 
results. Because the characteristic is caused by the method in which how space 
layouts are generated. It implies that a space layout design with constraints, like a 
fixed internal wall in the layout, would result in a specific prototype of layouts while 
chasing lower energy demands.

D The optimisation for minimising lighting demand takes a much longer time 
than for minimising thermal demands, for both single-objective and multi-
objective optimisation.
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 5.6.2 Recommendations

Based on the results and conclusions drawn in this study, the following 
recommendations are made for both designing energy-efficient space layout and 
future academic research regarding how to design space layout for minimising 
energy demands.

 5.6.2.1 How to design energy-efficient space layout?

In order to help designers to design energy-efficient space layout, the conclusions 
are interpreted to the following recommendations:

 – Designers can design a space layout by changing the ff-ratio in a temperate climate, 
which helps to find a layout with low energy demands quickly.

 – Designers should pay attention to internal partitions for reducing energy demands in 
building design. Generally, the internal partition is considered at a quite late design 
phase. However, the internal partition determines the ff-ratio for each room, and the 
ratio is proven by this study to be highly influential on energy demands of buildings.

 – Locating important functions in corner rooms helps to find the layout with minimal 
lighting demand in a temperate climate.

 – The computational method is necessary to design space layout for minimising energy 
demands, since the design variables of space layout cannot be easily changed 
manually to satisfy the requirements (like room area) and the energy performance 
cannot be predicted directly.

 5.6.2.2 Recommendations for future research

For future research the following recommendations are given regarding the 
generation of space layout, assessment of energy performance and optimisation of 
space layout design for minimising energy demands.

Different methods of generating space layout result in different characteristics 
of layouts with minimum energy demands. The following recommendations are 
made regarding the method of space layout generation developed in this study for 
future improvement:
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 – Changing the location of the starting line to split the layout: The location of the 
starting line results in a clear characteristic among the layouts with the minimum 
heating demand, i.e. no room locates in East. Thus, in the early design phase, no or 
less limitation of the starting line can result in more flexible variance in layout.

 – Separating the locations of core and staircase: Core and staircase are adjacent to each 
other in this study, while they can be located in the opposite orientations in a layout.

 – Adding more control points for changing layout boundary: Eight control points 
are used in this study, while more control points result in more freedom in layout 
boundary. However, more control points mean more design variables, which need 
more computational time.

 – The method developed in this paper aims to identify the relationship between space 
layout and energy demands, so the layout is varied in order to obtain different values 
of design indicators which are considered to be influential on energy. However, the 
resulting layouts can be impractical as functional requirements are not considered. 
In order to apply the developed method in practice, the method shown in this 
paper should be further developed in order to obtain more regular floorplan layout 
and include other functional requirements, like adding linking spaces, adjacency, 
connections, and the maximum distance from fire exit.

Regarding the assessment of energy performance, the following recommendations 
for future research are made:

 – Testing more climates, like cold and tropical climates: This study tests temperate 
climate. Different climates have the different dominant energy demand, like heating 
demand for cold climate and cooling demand for tropical climate. It is expected 
that the same function in different climates has different preference for location, 
orientation, and ff-ratio.

 – Testing the other design parameters for their influence on the effect of space layout 
on energy demands, like WWR, thermal mass, facade properties (thermal properties 
of facade and optical property of glazing and shading device), shading control type, 
set-points for heating, cooling and lighting.

 – Testing more functions with bigger difference in their comfort requirements: It is the 
difference in the thermal and visual comfort requirements between functions that 
makes changing function allocations in reducing energy demands meaningful. The 
bigger difference in comfort requirements between functions, the higher that space 
layout (e.g. function allocation) influences energy demands.
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Regarding the optimisation of space layout design for minimising energy demands, 
the following recommendations are made:

 – Reducing computational time for optimisation: With four computers run in parallel for 
computation in this study, the multi-objective optimisation still takes around 25 days 
in this study. The long computational time is the main obstacle for applying the 
optimisation method of space layout design for minimising energy demands 
to practice.

 – Comparing different methods for optimisation regarding different design tasks: 
Concerning the design variables for the optimisation of space layout design, two 
types of methods can be used. One is optimising the layout boundary firstly and then 
optimising the other design variables; the other method is what this study does, i.e. 
optimising all design variables together. It is difficult to tell which one is better. The 
comparison between the two methods is necessary, in terms of the computational 
time and the resulting improvement in energy performance.
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6 Design 
 Recommendations 
for Energy-Efficient 
Space Layout

 6.1 Introduction

Based on the research presented in the previous chapters, this chapter aims to 
translate the conclusions of the former chapters into recommendations for designers 
regarding energy-efficient space layout. In this thesis, space layout is defined as the 
allocation of different functions within a building, which includes interior layouts and 
placement of interior walls. It is also affected by the boundaries, shape or geometry 
of the building.

TabLe 6.1 Classification of building design parameters affecting BEP, regarding their relationships with space layouts

Design variables of space layout
(with a non-fixed boundary)

Space properties Envelope design

Space layout design
(within a 
fixed boundary)

Functional 
requirements

Use of spaces

–   Space location
–   Space dimension
–   Space form
–   Interior partitions
–   Space orientation

–   Boundary dimension
–   Boundary form
–   Orientation

–   Heating set-point
–   Cooling set-point
–   Required lighting 

level
–   Required ventilation

–   Occupancy density 
and schedules

–   Equipment gains 
and schedules

–   Control strategies

–   Insulation
–   Window area
–   Window location
–   Glazing type
–   Shading type
–   Air tightness
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As shown in Chapter 2, various design parameters related to space layout design 
influence the building energy performance (BEP). These parameters are listed 
in Table 6.1 and classified according to their relationship with space layout. The 
classification is made into four categories:

 – The design variables directly related to the space layout design, given a non-
fixed boundary;

 – A sub-category of the first category is the design variables related to the space 
layout design within a fixed boundary;

 – The space properties related to the functional requirements and use of spaces. These 
properties are very import for the energy performance, but these are actually not 
design variables, as they are requirements of the conditions related to the function of 
the space. Therefore they are shown in grey in Table 6.1;

 – The properties of the building envelope.

This chapter aims to give recommendations for designers. As the space properties 
are considered fixed for each case, which cannot be changed by designers, 
the recommendations are given regarding the other three categories of design 
parameters. The recommendations are presented in the following structure:

 – Section 6.2 gives general recommendations.

 – Section 6.3 is on the function allocation, i.e. space location, which also determines 
the space orientation;

 – Section 6.4 is on the partition between rooms, i.e. interior partition, which also 
influences the space form and dimensions;

 – Section 6.5 is on the optimisation of space layouts together with building geometry, 
which includes boundary dimension, boundary form, and orientation;

 – Section 6.6 is on the optimisation of space layouts together with the 
building envelope;

 – In addition, Section 6.7 and 6.8 discuss the influence of different climates and HVAC 
efficiency on the effect of space layouts on overall energy performance.

These design recommendations are not only suitable for office buildings. As long as 
a building has multiple functions with different requirements for lighting, heating and 
cooling, the recommendations discussed in the following sections are applicable.
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 6.2 General recommendations

This research presented in this dissertation has shown that the optimising space 
layout for energy performance is very complex. Very few straightforward or general 
guidelines or design principles can be given, as the optimal space layout depends 
on many parameters, which means that the optimal space layout is too complex to 
predict. As shown in the conclusion of Chapter 3 and also explained in Chapter 3, it 
is not easy to predict which layout – given a number of manually designed variants - 
has the best energy performance. Furthermore, the results of this study are relevant 
to the specific cases shown in this study. If the space properties of the cases studied 
change, the optimal layout will be different. Hence, as the main recommendation, 
it can be stated that for optimising the layout of a specific case, an optimisation 
method similar to the one applied in Chapter 5 is recommended.

FIG. 6.1 11 layouts tested in Chapter 3
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For the optimisation design, the number of design variables chosen from the list 
shown in Figure 6.1 depends on the level of design freedom. For instance, an existing 
building has fixed boundaries and possibly fixed internal partitions too, while a new 
building has many variable parameters. For a design with more freedom, including 
geometry and envelope design, a design for optimal energy performance is even 
more complicated. Therefore, an optimisation method that can deal with this 
complexity is essential if space layout design includes a high level of freedom.

As shown in Chapter 5, the computational optimisation method helps to find the 
optimal solution, by varying different design variables and calculating the energy 
performance of numerous possible solutions, which is too time-consuming to be 
done manually. The variables that can be changed and the function properties 
required for the simulation are shown in the introduction of this chapter.
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 6.3 Function allocation

 6.3.1 Potential effect

Chapter 3 investigated the influence of space layout on three energy demands: 
heating, cooling and lighting. As the conclusions of Chapter 3 show, the function 
allocation affects all these energy demands, especially lighting demand.

The study was done for 11 layouts, as shown in Figure 6.1, with the same layout 
boundaries and a constant window-to-wall ratio (WWR) of 40%, only changing 
the function allocation. It shows that the maximum difference between highest and 
lowest demand2 between these 11 layouts varies for the different energy demand 
types. The maximum difference in lighting demand is the highest, as high as 46% for 
layouts without shading and 35% for layouts with shading in Harbin. The maximum 
difference in heating demand is lower, i.e. 11% for layouts without shading and 18% 
for layouts with shading in Amsterdam. The maximum difference in cooling demand 
is the lowest, and the highest value is 8% for layouts without shading and 11% for 
layouts with shading in Amsterdam.

 6.3.2 Theoretical explanation of the effect

Within one layout, some locations receive more daylight and solar gains than others, 
which results in a lower lighting and heating demand and potentially a higher cooling 
demand. Also with poor insulation the façade area influences the thermal demand. 
Different functions have different needs for heating, cooling and lighting because 
of the different set-points, as well as the different schedules of internal gains and 
ventilation. In some cases, specific functions can benefit from a certain orientation. 
For example, rooms that are used only in the morning may benefit from a location 
with an East orientation. Placing each function in the best location, where it can 
benefit the most, will help to reduce energy demand. However, this research shows 
that the best locations are often the best for all, or at least for many functions. 

2 The maximum difference (%) is calculated by dividing the difference between the highest and lowest 
resulting energy demand by the highest demand.
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Corners, for instance, are best for all functions in terms of reducing lighting 
demand. In that case, the space layout with the highest energy performance is the 
layout where the functions that benefit most from the best locations are placed at 
these best locations. This can be seen as the ‘battle for the best location.’ which is 
explained in Chapter 3.

 6.3.3 Recommendations

The right function allocation helps to improve building energy performance. However, 
it is not easy to give general recommendations as the ‘battle for the best location’ 
depends on many parameters, including space properties. Hence, the best space 
layout is very difficult to predict – or even impossible without energy simulations – 
and in addition, with different conditions or space properties, the conclusions are 
different. However, some general recommendations regarding function allocation can 
be given as follows:

 – For minimising lighting demand, placing the function with highest lighting 
requirements (highest value and most often used) in a location with the largest 
façade area, which receives the most daylight, such as corner rooms in this research.

 – It is difficult to give recommendations for thermal demand. The thermal demand 
depends on the difference between the available solar gains and the energy 
transmission through façades which differs between climates. As shown in Chapter 3, 
there is no big difference in cooling demand between the 11 layouts in Singapore. 
So, this is not discussed. However, in Amsterdam and Harbin (temperate and cold 
climate), the middle and South-oriented spaces are always the best locations for 
heating; the middle and North-oriented spaces are always the best location for 
cooling. So, in the temperate and cold climates, locating the function with high 
heating requirements, such as meeting rooms and offices, in the middle or South 
side of the building helps to reduce the heating demand; locating the function 
with high cooling requirements in the middle or North side helps to reduce the 
cooling demand.
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 6.4 Internal partitions between rooms

 6.4.1 Potential effect

Chapter 5 discussed a design optimisation for space layout, in which the layout 
boundaries, internal partitions, and function allocation were changed. In order to 
analyse the relationship between space layout and energy performance, four types 
of design indicators of space layouts were proposed: the floor area ratio, façade area 
ratio, façade area to floor area ratio (ff-ratio), and height to depth ratio. These were 
investigated both at the total layout level and at function level. 

The results of Chapter 5 show clear correlations between the ff-ratio and all energy 
demands, for the layout and for each function, especially in corners. For instance, the 
Pearson correlation between ff-SE3 and the heating demand of the layout is 0.7. This 
means that in a temperate climate, the layout with a high ff-ratio has a lower lighting 
demand, and a layout with a low ff-ratio has a lower heating and cooling demand, as 
shown in Figure 6.2. The ff-ratio of each room is determined by the internal partition. 
So, it is indicated that the internal partition between rooms influences energy 
performance highly.

Layout with min. lighting demand
ff-ratio=0.71

Layout with min. heating demand
ff-ratio=0.42
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FIG. 6.2 The layouts with the minimum cooling, heating and lighting demand, resulting from the single-
objective optimisations in Chapter 5

3 Ff-SE: façade area to floor area ratio in Southeast for the layout.
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 6.4.2 Theoretical explanation of the effect

The reasons for the influence of internal partitions on energy performance are 
as follows. On the one hand, this is because the internal partition determines the 
shape of rooms and how much rooms are facing a certain orientation: if one layout 
is partitioned and has more rooms facing South in Amsterdam, the layout will need 
less electric lighting; if one layout is partitioned with more rooms facing North, 
the layout will need more electric lighting. On the other hand, this is because the 
internal partition determines the shape of each room, which influences the amount of 
available energy in one room, as well as the distribution of the available energy. For 
instance, a deep room has a relatively small window, so it has a smaller quantity of 
solar gains and less heat transmission through the façade, and the deep part of the 
room receives much less daylighting and needs more electric lighting.

 6.4.3 Recommendations

Considering the internal partition as one important design factor and including it 
in the early design phase helps to reduce the energy demand. However, in practice, 
designers or building owners generally leave the internal partitions to a late design 
phase, which gives less freedom for the change of internal partition. Therefore, in 
order to design a high energy performance building, it is important to draw the 
attention of designers and owners to the internal partitions between rooms. The 
energy performance of the whole building will benefit more if the internal partition 
is included as a design variable in the early design phase. In addition, for minimal 
heating and cooling demands, the layout should have a lower ff-ratio; for minimising 
lighting demand, the layout should have a higher ff-ratio.
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 6.5 On optimisation of space layouts 
together with building geometry

In precedents (see literature review) on optimisation design for the improvement 
of the building energy performance, the building geometry and layout boundary 
are mostly determined first, followed by the internal partitions, function allocation 
and room forms, i.e. the design variables of space layout within fixed boundaries. 
However, in this way, the optimisation of the geometry is done using one function’s 
energy requirements or the average requirements over different functions. So, 
the difference in energy requirements between different functions is ignored in 
this phase, and the ability of space layout to save energy consumption is reduced. 
Integrating space layout optimisation design with geometry design (i.e. varying the 
design variables of space layouts with non-fixed boundaries) can allow identifying 
design solutions that save more energy compared to the optimisation design for 
only space layout or only geometry. So, if possible, combine geometry design with 
space layout design to pursue higher energy saving.

 6.6 On optimisation of space layout together 
with the building envelope

The influence of the WWR and U value on the effect of space layout on energy 
performance was investigated in Chapter 3. The sensitivity analysis indicates that 
design variables of envelopes, such as the WWR, influence the effect of space 
layouts on energy performance. For instance, the maximum difference in lighting 
demand between the 11 layouts with shading in Harbin is 25% for the WWR of 20% 
and is 55% for the WWR of 60%. Regarding the relationship with envelope design, 
this research indicates two methods of optimisation of space layouts. One is that 
if the envelope properties are fixed, the design variables of space layout are varied 
without changing the envelope properties, as in the work presented in Chapter 5. 
The other method is combining space layout design with envelope design, i.e. 
varying the design variables of space layout and the ones of envelopes together for 
one optimisation. In this way, the difference between different locations in available 
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energy, such as daylight and solar gains, is enlarged. It is expected that the energy 
performance of the whole building would be improved more, compared to the 
optimisation of space layout without changing envelope properties. So, if possible, 
design space layout together with varied design variables of envelopes.

 6.7 On optimisation of space layouts when 
including functional requirements

The computational method developed in Chapter 5 mainly addresses the 
optimisation for energy – on a theoretical understanding. However, as for the 
practical application of the optimisation results for designers, the functional 
requirements need to be added to this method, either in the computational workflow 
prior to optimisation or the designers would use the energy optimisation outcomes 
as concept sketch to compare. 

As for how to implement the optimisation method for energy (in Chapter 5) with 
functional requirements, designers can follow the two methodologies shown in 
Section 4.2.1. The difference between the two methodologies is as follows: in the first 
method, functionality is optimised first and then energy performance is optimised; in 
the second method, functionality and energy performance are optimised as the same 
time. 

TabLe 6.2 Requirement for layout functionality

Topological requirement Geometric requirement

Space connection Width, length and height of space

Space adjacency Width, length and height of boundary

Space separation Space area

Orientation preference Layout area

Space compactness

Boundary compactness

Non-overlap

Non-overflow
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With emphasis on the time required for energy simulations, the following 
recommendation is given regarding which one of the two methodologies shown in 
Section 4.2.1 should be used. If the energy simulations allow a fast assessment 
(e.g. via simplified calculations, surrogate models, or other methods to reduce 
computational burden), then the second methodology shown in Section 4.2.1 is 
recommended, i.e. the functional requirements can be implemented together with 
energy optimisation, as objectives or (parametric) rules and constraints. Otherwise, 
the first methodology shown in Section 4.2.1 is recommended, i.e. functional 
requirements are optimised first and then energy performance is optimised 
consequently.

 6.8 Designing for different climates

 6.8.1 Potential effect

In Chapter 3, the effect of space layout on the energy performance was investigated 
in three climates, i.e. temperate, cold and tropical. According to the results in 
Chapter 3, the effect of space layout on different energy demands differs between 
the three climates. In Chapter 3, only function allocation was varied, while keeping all 
other design variables of space layouts constant. As shown in Chapter 3, comparing 
the three energy demands, the lighting demand is influenced most by function 
allocation in all three climates. The maximum difference in lighting demand is as high 
as 46% for layouts without shading and 35% for layouts with shading.

Regarding the thermal demand, the influence of function allocation differs between 
climates. Figure 6.3 shows the biggest maximum differences in heating and cooling 
demands caused by function allocation for the three climates, resulting from 
Chapter 3. Based on the figure, the following effects on the thermal demands in the 
three climates can be found.

 – In Amsterdam, the maximum difference in the thermal demand is greater than 9% 
for layouts both with and without shading. So, the influence of function allocation 
on thermal demands in the temperate climate should be considered for layouts both 
with and without shading.
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 – In Harbin, the maximum differences in the thermal demand for layouts with shading 
are greater than 9%. However, the maximum difference for layouts without shading 
is smaller than 4%. So, the influence of function allocation on the thermal demand in 
the cold climate should be considered for layouts with shading.

 – In Singapore, the maximum difference in the thermal demands is smaller than 4% 
for layouts both with and without shading. So, the influence of function allocation 
on thermal demands in the tropical climate can be ignored for layouts both with and 
without shading.
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FIG. 6.3 The biggest maximum differences in heating and cooling demands caused by function allocation for 
the three climates shown in Chapter 3

 6.8.2 Theoretical explanation of the effect

The relative difference in thermal demand is influenced less by function allocation 
in the cold and tropical climates than in the temperate climate. This is caused by 
the fact that the absolute thermal demand in cold and tropical climates is much 
higher than in the temperate climate, and it makes the difference caused by function 
allocation less important. For example, the absolute maximum difference (kWh/m2) 
between the 11 layouts is 3.1 kWh/m2 for Amsterdam and 3.5 kWh/m2 for Harbin, 
while the maximum heating demand among the 11 layouts is 17.6 kWh/m2 for 
Amsterdam and 41.4 kWh/m2 for Harbin. So the relative maximum difference (%) 
is 18% for Amsterdam and only 9% for Harbin. This implies that the influence of 
design variables of space layouts can be different in different climates, and that it is 
important to also look at the absolute values.
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 6.8.3 Recommendations

In conclusion, the impact of space layout on different energy demands in one climate 
needs to be identified before applying it to improve the energy performance. Since 
this research only tested the influence of function allocation in different climates, 
only the following recommendations for function allocation can be drawn:

 – In all three climates, the influence of function allocation can be considered for 
improving the lighting performance of layouts both with and without shading.

 – In a temperate climate, the function allocation also impacts the thermal performance 
for layouts both with and without shading.

 – In a cold climate, the function allocation can be considered for improving the thermal 
performance of layouts with shading.

 – In a tropical climate, the influence of function allocation on thermal performance 
is negligible.
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 6.9 Optimisation when taking into account 
energy system efficiency

 6.9.1 Potential effect

As explained in Section 6.3 and 6.4, the energy demand for heating, cooling and 
lighting is influenced by space layout design. The final energy consumption of the 
building is also determined by the energy system supplying these demands, i.e. the 
HVAC for heating and cooling, and the system for lighting.

If the final energy consumption is considered for the optimal layout, the energy 
efficiency of the technical systems supplying different energy demands (heating, 
cooling and lighting) plays a role. The final energy consumption is depending on the 
absolute value of each demand and on the efficiency of the systems supplying each 
demand. This means that the optimisation result varies for different energy systems.

In Chapter 3, the effect of space layout on the sum of final energy for heating, 
cooling and lighting was also analysed. An air-source heat pump was assumed to 
be used for heating and cooling. The resulting maximum difference in final energy 
differs from the maximum difference in energy demands. For instance, although 
the maximum difference is as high as 27% in lighting demand and 18% in heating 
demand and 11% in cooling demand between the 11 layouts with shading in 
Amsterdam, the maximum difference in the final energy is only 8%.

 6.9.2 Theoretical explanation of the effect

The reason why the maximum difference in final energy is different and more likely 
smaller than within the separate demands, is twofold: firstly, the best layout for 
one demand is not the same for all demands, because some locations within one 
layout are better for heating or cooling while others for lighting. Especially heating 
and cooling often have the opposite ‘best’ locations. For instance, the South side is 
better for heating while the North side is better for cooling. Secondly, one certain 
energy demand might be dominant over the other energy demands, such as the 
heating demand in the cold climate and cooling demand in the tropical climate. So, 
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in this research, although the maximum difference in lighting demand is as high 
as 27%, the maximum difference in final energy is only 8%. This is because lighting 
constitutes a much smaller proportion of the final energy compared to the thermal 
demand. If the energy efficiency for supplying the dominant energy demand is very 
high, the influence of this demand on minimising the final energy consumption 
becomes smaller; however, if the energy efficiency of the dominant energy demand is 
very low, the relative influence becomes even bigger. Therefore, the energy efficiency 
of the heating, cooling and lighting system also plays a role in finding the optimal 
layout for minimising final energy. This can be considered when optimising the 
total layout.

 6.9.3 Recommendation

If the aim of the optimisation design of space layout is to minimise the final energy 
consumption, defining different energy efficiencies for different energy demands 
is needed. Additionally, although lighting constitutes a much smaller proportion of 
the whole final energy in this research, the lighting demand is highly relevant to and 
determined based on the daylighting performance. The daylighting performance is 
influential on the visual comfort of occupants, in terms of daylight availability and 
glare possibility. In practice, the visual comfort should also be considered in addition 
to minimising the final energy. If the visual comfort and final energy is considered in 
finding the optimal layout, the lighting performance is more influential than what is 
shown in this research.
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7 Conclusions

 7.1 Introduction

The research presented in this dissertation aimed to investigate how space layout 
affects energy performance, and to develop a computational method for the 
optimisation of space layout to improve the building energy performance (BEP) of 
office buildings. 

Literature review

Assessing and comparing energy demands

Developing computational method and 
performing Design of Experiments

How does space layout design affect building energy performance?

Isolated effect of SL

Relationship between SL and BEP
Optimisation design of SL

Design variables

Literature review

Functional requirements for SL generation

Design recommendationsConclusion translation

Ch. 2

Ch. 3

Ch. 4

Ch. 5

Ch. 6

Mechanism for how SL affect BEP

How can space layout design be optimised to improve the energy performance of office buildings?

Updated on 21st Jun, 2021

Requirements for BEP considering SL generation
Methods for SL generation

FIG. 7.1 Main studies of the research
Note: SL: space layout, BEP: building energy performance.

As shown in Figure 7.1, five studies were conducted: (1) literature review on how 
space layout affects the BEP and design variables of space layout; (2) assessing 
and comparing energy demands to identify the isolated effect of space layout; (3) 
literature review on the requirements for the automatic generation of space layout 
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and energy performance optimisation; (4) developing a computational method to 
optimise space layout and perform Design of Experiments, leading to the analysis of 
and insight into the relationship between space layout and BEP; (5) translating the 
conclusions into design recommendations.

This chapter presents the general conclusions drawn from this PhD research. First, 
in Section 7.2, the answers to the research sub-questions are given, which lead to 
a comprehensive answer to the main research question of the research. Then, in 
Section 7.3, general conclusions are drawn, including the main important findings 
and contributions. Next, in Section 7.4, the limitations and recommendations 
for future development are discussed. Lastly, in Section 7.5, a brief outlook 
is formulated.

 7.2 Answers to the research questions

 7.2.1 Sub-questions

 7.2.1.1 How does space layout affect building energy performance and 
what are the relevant parameters, based on current research? 
(Ch. 2)

Regarding this research question, a literature review was conducted in Chapter 2. 
The studies relevant to space layout and energy performance were collected. It 
was found that many studies on each topic can be found, but only a few studies 
combined both.

Based on the review of the references collected, three topics were studied and 
conclusions were drawn: (1) the mechanism was identified how space layout affects 
the BEP; (2) the design variables that affect BEP were identified and classified; (3) 
based on the relatively small number of papers that combined energy performance 
and space layout, a first investigation of the effect on space layout was concluded. 
The conclusions on these three topics are briefly summarised below.
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As the first step to explore how space layout affects energy performance, it is 
found that the following factors play a role. Different functions have different 
characteristics, including different occupancy (i.e. internal heat gains) and 
comfort requirements (temperature and lighting set-points, as well as ventilation 
requirements), while at the same time different locations in a space layout have 
different availability of daylight and natural ventilation. The combination of function 
properties and location determines the energy required for heating, cooling, lighting 
and ventilation in one location; the different function properties thus lead to the 
possibility to optimise the location of each function to improve the BEP. In addition, 
different space layouts are suitable for different types of control of space heating, 
space cooling, ventilation and lighting systems.

The design variables affecting the BEP were also identified, and they were classified 
according to their relationships with space layout. The design variables were 
classified into the following categories: (1) design variables of space layout with 
non-fixed boundaries; (2) as a sub-category of the first category, design variables of 
space layout within fixed boundaries; (3) space properties related to the functional 
requirements and use of spaces; (4) properties of the building envelope.

In addition, the effect of space layout on the BEP was also explored informed by the 
review. The review shows that space layout is influential on both energy use and 
occupant comfort. The energy use includes the ones for heating, cooling, lighting 
and ventilation. Occupancy comfort includes thermal and visual comfort. For 
instance, the reductions in heating and cooling demands on peak days caused by 
space layout were up to 57% and 11% respectively, for an office building in the UK. 
The resulting approximate reduction in predicted mean vote (PMV) was around 13% 
for an office building in South Korea.

Lastly, this review showed the following research gaps. Most of the reviewed studies 
mixed space layout with other design parameters, such as window-to-wall ratio 
(WWR), which makes it very difficult to identify the isolated effect of space layout. 
Different studies used different energy indicators, in terms of energy end-use, 
assessment period, and system boundaries, which makes it difficult to compare 
results between different studies. These reviewed studies not always consider the 
influence of daylighting on the assessment of energy demands, i.e. integrating the 
assessment of daylight performance with energy performance. Therefore, the effect 
of space layout on energy demand was not fully analysed.
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 7.2.1.2 What is the isolated effect of space layout on building energy 
performance? (Ch. 3)

In order to identify the isolated effect of space layout, in Chapter 3, 11 layouts with 
different function allocations were proposed, keeping the same layout boundaries 
and internal partitions. An assessment method was developed integrating daylight 
simulation with energy simulation for heating and cooling, and the performance 
indicators were determined. Both annual energy demands (heating, cooling and 
lighting) and final energy performance of the different layouts were simulated and 
compared for three climates, i.e. temperate, cold and tropical climate. Furthermore, 
the situations with and without a shading system were simulated for each layout.

The properties of external walls, windows and floor in terms of U values and glazing 
properties were based on different local regulations or common use of the three 
typical cities for the three climates. The variables depending on the function of 
rooms, like ventilation rate, set-points for heating, cooling and lighting, internal 
gains for people and equipment, and occupancy schedule, were based on the 
functional requirements and used per function. These were kept the same for the 
three climates.

The main finding is that space layout design – even within fixed boundaries, i.e. 
changing function allocation, can reduce energy demands significantly, especially 
lighting demand. Additionally, the effect of function allocation on the energy 
performance differs between climates. The effect is the highest in a temperate 
climate and the lowest in a tropical climate. The effect was measured as a relative 
difference, i.e. maximum difference, calculated by dividing the difference between the 
highest and lowest resulting energy demands by the value of highest demand. It was 
found that the maximum difference in lighting demand is the highest, of which the 
highest value was related to the simulations for Harbin, i.e. 46% for layouts without 
shading and 35% for layouts with shading. The maximum difference in heating 
demand is smaller, and the highest value occurred in Amsterdam, being 11% for 
layouts without shading and 18% for layouts with shading. The maximum difference 
in cooling demand was the smallest, and the highest value occurred in Amsterdam, 
i.e. 8% for layouts without shading and 11% for layouts with shading.

The effect of space layout on the sum of the final energy for heating, cooling and 
lighting was also studied. For the calculation of final energy use, an air-source 
heat pump was assumed. The highest maximum difference in the final energy 
use occurred in Amsterdam, i.e. 8% for layouts with shading and 8% for layouts 
without shading.
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The study has shown that finding the optimal space layout is not straightforward. 
As explained in the mechanism how space layout affects the BEP, different locations 
within a layout have different availability of solar radiation and daylight illuminance, 
while different functions have different needs in terms of set-points of illuminance, 
heating and cooling. These needs vary with the occupancy schedule. A good match 
between available energy and needs results in a lower energy demand. So, placing 
the right function in the right location helps to save the energy demand in total. 
However, the same location can be the best or worst location for all functions; for 
instance, rooms in the middle are best for the heating and cooling demand, and 
corners for lighting demand. There is no space layout where each function is on the 
location that suits this function best; the best space layout is the result of locating 
the function that benefits the most from a good location. Therefore, designing a 
space layout for minimising the energy demand is a ‘battle’ for the best location 
between functions that can benefit the most.

In this study, only the isolated effect of function allocation was identified. However, 
the methodology shown in Chapter 3 provides a basis for future research on the 
effect of the other design variables of space layouts on the BEP.

 7.2.1.3 What are the current gaps and requirements for the automatic 
generation of space layout with energy performance 
optimisation? (Ch. 4 & Ch. 5)

In Chapter 4, studies relevant to the automatic generation of space layout with 
energy performance optimisation were collected, i.e. the references relevant to 
space layout, energy, and automation. Regarding the method used for the automatic 
generation of space layout with energy performance optimisation, most studies 
clearly separated the method into two phases: the automatic generation of space 
layout combined with optimisation (G-O), and the energy performance optimisation 
(EPO). Based on this, the analysis for the requirements were separated into two 
research domains, i.e. G-O and EPO, in terms of their respective requirements 
considering their integration.

The G-O phase aims to satisfy the design requirements for layout functionality. 
The design requirements for layout functionality were separated into topological 
requirements and geometric requirements. Based on 66 studies, seven methods 
for the automatic generation of space layout were categorised. The seven methods 
are: physically based method, mathematical programming method, graph-theory 
aided method, cell assignment method, space splitting method, occupant-trace 
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based generation method, and machine learning method. Additionally, criteria 
were proposed for the evaluation of the generation method, taking into account 
the requirements for functionality, automation performance, and the combination 
with optimisation. These criteria are generation speed, feasibility, variance, 
user-friendliness, capability of multi-floor, capability of irregularity, necessity of 
predefined boundary.

The EPO phase included energy performance assessment and optimisation. 
Regarding the energy performance assessment of space layouts, the requirements 
were identified in terms of energy indicators and zoning method. As for the energy 
indicators, future research should calculate the different energy indicators (for 
heating, cooling, lighting and ventilation) as much as possible, since there is a 
trade-off between different energy indicators. The assessment boundaries used 
should be clearly stated, differing between energy demand, final energy use, and 
primary energy use. The integration of daylight and natural ventilation into the 
energy simulation is also highly recommended for the calculation of the energy 
performance. As for the zoning method, the individual zoning method should be used 
in future research for greater accuracy and for modelling the different properties of 
different functions.

Regarding the requirements for energy performance optimisation, it is necessary 
to follow the classification of the design variables of space layouts as shown 
in Chapter 2. Furthermore, future research should develop an effective way to 
reduce computation time, since it is the dominant obstacle to energy performance 
optimisation. Five methods were identified to reduce the computation time, i.e. offline 
simulation, replacing simulation models with surrogate models, sequentially using 
different assessment methods, hierarchical structuring of design variables, and 
hierarchical structuring of optimisation objectives.

Chapter 4 proposed a comprehensive methodology regarding how to address the 
requirements of space layout, in terms of both functional and energy requirements. In 
Chapter 5, a method which only contributes to theoretical understanding of the effect 
of space layout on energy performance was developed. An optimisation design of space 
layout for the improvement of the energy performance was performed in Chapter 5. 
Based on the optimisation case, some reflections can be made on the requirements for 
the automatic generation of space layout with energy performance optimisation:

 – Computation time is a big obstacle for the application of space layout generation 
with energy performance optimisation. Almost 25 days were needed for the multi-
objective optimisation shown in Chapter 5, although four computers were used 
simultaneously for computation.
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 – Concerning the current technology, compromising the details of simulation is 
necessary to save computation time, although the accurate and detailed simulation 
is essential for this research. However, in practice, designers need to balance the 
computation time with simulation accuracy.

 – Formulating the design variables for the generation of space layout considering the 
influence on the BEP. The relationship analysis in Chapter 5 shows that the design 
indicator of façade area to floor ratio (ff-ratio) is influential on the energy demand, 
while the design variables used to change layout variants were not directly relevant 
to the ff-ratio. Hence, in the phase of space layout generation, changing the values of 
design indicators, as the ff-ratio, would directly help to find the layout with optimal 
energy performance faster.

 – Integrating functional requirements with the computational method developed in 
Chapter 5 if designers want to apply the method in practice. The computational 
method did not consider the functional requirements and generated layout variations 
featuring geometric properties that may only impact energy performance. In order 
to be applied in practice, the computational method needs to be modified, and 
designers can follow the design recommendations regarding how to integrate the 
method with functional requirements in Section 6.7. 

 7.2.1.4 How to computationally optimise space layout to improve the 
building energy performance? (Ch.5)

In Chapter 5, a computational method was developed to optimise space layout to 
improve the BEP for an office in Amsterdam. This method includes the following 
parts: a method to generate parametric space layout alternatives according to the 
relevant design variables, the assessment method integrating daylighting simulation 
and energy simulation for the relevant performance indicators, and automated 
by using an optimisation platform. The novelty of this method regards how the 
computational process is tuned to capture design variables and performance 
indicators relevant to understand the impact of space layout on energy performance.

As for the assessment of energy demands, daylight simulation was integrated into 
the energy simulation. The design variables included layout boundaries, interior 
partitions, and function allocation. Energy indicators included annual heating, 
cooling and lighting demands per layout area.
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In order to test the design variables, the following generation procedure of space 
layout was developed: the layout boundary was changed by 8 control points; then 
the layout was split into 12 rooms with the same room area, and core and staircase 
locating in the middle of the layout; finally, other functions, i.e. office, meeting, 
canteen, and break room, were assigned to the 10 left-over rooms. In order to 
save computation time, four computers were used simultaneously to concurrently 
evaluate the energy demands of layout variations.

With the computational method developed, two rounds of optimisation were run in 
total. The first round included three single-objective optimisations for minimising 
heating, cooling and lighting demands separately. The second round had one 
optimisation with the multiple objectives to minimise heating, cooling and lighting 
demands together.

For the three single-objective optimisations for minimising heating, cooling and 
lighting demands, 297, 302, and 438 evaluations were run respectively. The 
results show that the three optimisations resulted in an improvement4 of 54% 
in lighting demand, 51% in heating demand, and 38% in cooling demand 
respectively. The longest computation time among the three optimisations was 
around 8 days. For the multi-objective optimisation for minimising the energy 
demands together, 1447 evaluations were run and took around 25 days. The 
resulting maximum differences in this study were much higher than the ones found 
in Chapter 2. This is because there were more design variables than the study of 
Chapter 2, in which only function allocation was changed.

 7.2.1.5 What is the relationship between space layout and energy 
performance? (Ch. 5)

In Chapter 5, the computational method developed as descripted in the answer 
to research question 4 was also used to run a Design of Experiments (DOE). In 
total, 500 evaluations were run for the DOE, and its results were used to analyse 
the relationship between space layout and energy performance. For the relationship 
analysis, four types of design indicators of space layout were proposed, both for the 
overall layout and each function. The four types of design indicators include façade 
area ratio, floor area ratio, façade area to floor area ratio (ff-ratio), and height-to-

4 The improvement (%) is calculated as dividing the difference between maximum demand and minimum 
demand by the maximum demand
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depth ratio, as explained in Section 5.3. These design indicators were calculated 
separately for different orientations. Both for the layout and per function, the annual 
heating, cooling and lighting demands were used to assess the BEP.

Correlation analysis was used to evaluate the relationships between design 
indicators of space layout and energy demands, and the following conclusions 
were drawn:

 – Comparing the four types of design indicators, the ff-ratio showed stronger 
correlations with the energy demand than the façade area ratio, floor area ratio and 
height-to-depth ratio. For example, a clear correlation was found between the energy 
demand for the layout with ff-ratios in different orientations. However, no clear 
correlation was found with the floor area ratio, façade area to floor area ratio, and 
height-to-depth ratio, as shown in Section 5.4.4.

 – Comparing different locations within the layout, corner rooms showed a stronger 
correlation with the energy demand than the other locations. For example, the ff-
ratios in corners showed a greater correlation coefficient with the energy demand for 
the layout than other rooms, as shown in Section 5.4.4.

 – Comparing the design indicator of one function with multiple rooms and the design 
indicator of the function per room, regarding its influence on the corresponding 
energy demand, the correlation coefficient of the function with multiple rooms is 
compromised by the room number. For example, a clear correlation was found 
between the ff-ratios for one office and the energy demand for this office, while no 
clear correlation was found between the ff-ratios for all offices (including 6 rooms) 
and the energy demand for all offices, as shown in Section 5.4.5.

 7.2.1.6 How to apply the results of this research to practice? (Ch. 6)

The results and conclusions of this thesis were translated into design 
recommendations for energy-efficient space layout in Chapter 6. Following the 
classification of design variables of space layout as introduced in Chapter 2 and 
used throughout this thesis, design recommendations were given for function 
allocation, internal partitions between rooms, optimisation of space layout together 
with building geometry, and optimisation of space layout together with the 
building envelope.
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In general, it can be concluded that very few straightforward design 
recommendations can be given. This is because the optimal space layout depends 
on many parameters, which means that the optimal space layout is too complex 
to predict. This is explained in detail in Chapter 6. Hence, for optimising the 
layout of a specific case, an optimisation method similar to the one applied in 
Chapter 5 is recommended. However, the method developed in Chapter 5 mainly 
addresses the optimisation for energy, on a theoretical understanding. Thus, as for 
the practical application of the optimisation results for designers, the functional 
requirements need to be added to this method, as shown in Section 6.7.

 7.2.2 Main research question

How does space layout design affect the building energy performance and how 
can space layout design be optimised to improve the energy performance of 
office buildings?

 – Regarding the first part of the research question, answers are given in terms of the 
following aspects: the mechanism of how space layout affects the BEP, the design 
variables of space layout, the isolated effect of function allocation, and design 
indicators of space layouts that are highly relevant to energy demands.

In terms of the mechanism, the factors that cause space layout to be influential on 
the BEP were identified, including different occupancy and comfort requirements, 
different availability of daylight and natural ventilation, different types of control for 
space heating, space cooling, ventilation and lighting systems. The details about the 
mechanism are shown in the answer to sub-question 1.

By changing design variables relevant to space layout, the factors that affect the 
BEP as descripted in the mechanism are changed, resulting in a different BEP as 
a consequence. A clear classification of building design variables based on their 
relationships with space layout design helps designers to influence and understand 
a change of the BEP. Details of the mechanism and the classification of design 
variables were shown in the answer to sub-question 1.

Secondly, the effect of function allocation, one of the design variables of space 
layouts, was tested. The heating, cooling and lighting demands were simulated 
for 11 layouts and compared for an office building in three climates. It was found 
that changing the function allocation can reduce the energy demand significantly, 
especially the demand for lighting. Details of the effect of function allocation can be 
found in the answer to sub-question 2.
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In order to understand the relationship between space layout and the BEP, various 
design indicators of space layout were proposed and compared for their correlation 
with building energy demands. It was found that the façade area to floor area ratio is 
highly relevant to heating, cooling and lighting demands. Details of the relationship 
can be found in the answer to sub-question 5.

 – Regarding the second part of the research question, the answers are given in terms 
of the requirements for the generation of optimised space layout, the requirements 
for energy performance optimisation, as well as an optimisation method 
for demonstration.

Regarding the generation of optimised space layout, firstly the thesis reviewed 
relevant references and identified seven methods for the automatic generation of 
space layout. Secondly, the criteria for the evaluation of the generation methods 
were proposed regarding the automation performance. Details of the methods for 
automatic generation and evaluation criteria can be found in the answer to sub-
question 3.

Regarding energy performance optimisation, the requirements for energy 
performance assessment were given, as well as five methods to reduce computation 
time. These details can be found in the answer to sub-question 3.

Additionally, in order to demonstrate how to optimise space layout to improve the 
BEP, a computational method was developed for an office building in Amsterdam. A 
layout with 12 rooms was used, and design variables included layout boundaries, 
interior partitions, and function allocation. Energy indicators included the annual 
heating, cooling and lighting demands per layout area. Details of the computational 
method can be found in the answer to sub-question 4.
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 7.3 General conclusion

 7.3.1 Most important findings

The most important finding is that the thesis proves that space layout can 
significantly affect the building energy performance (BEP), and can thus be used 
to improve it. Especially, the lighting demand is highly affected by the space layout 
chosen. This outcome was supported by two studies: (1) a study investigating the 
isolated effect of function allocation (i.e. the effect of different space layouts in which 
functions were allocated in different locations) on building energy demands (heating, 
cooling and lighting) in three climates, i.e. a temperate, cold and tropical climate; (2) 
a study optimising space layout design for the reduction of building energy demands 
(heating, cooling and lighting) in a temperate climate, in which design variables 
included layout boundaries, interior partitions and function allocation.

Based on this thesis, it can also be concluded that it is difficult to predict the best 
space layout in terms of energy performance, and very few concrete guidelines 
can be given. Therefore, manually designing the space layout for optimal 
energy performance is not feasible; in order to optimise space layout for energy 
performance, a computational approach is needed.

However, some general relationships were found between design variables related 
to space layout and energy performance. Façade area to floor area ratio was proven 
to be significantly influential on building heating, cooling and lighting demands, in 
terms of the entire layout and also for each function. Furthermore, corner rooms 
showed a stronger correlation with the energy demand than other locations within 
a layout.

Lastly, this thesis has provided the requirements for the automatic generation 
of space layout with energy performance optimisation, as well as a method for 
computational optimisation.
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 7.3.2 Scientific contribution

This thesis expands the understanding of how space layout affects energy 
performance. It systematically analysed space layout from the perspective of energy, 
in terms of its design variables, its relationship with and effects on building energy 
demands. It provided a novel classification of the building design variables regarding 
their relationship with space layout design. It also analysed the relationship between 
space layout and energy demands.

Existing literature on the combination of space layout and energy performance was 
very limited, and no clear studies were found on the isolated effect of space layout. 
This thesis provides a structured analysis to identify the isolated effect of space 
layout on the BEP. It helps to draw the attention of both designers and researchers 
on the influence of space layout on the BEP.

The requirements identified for the automatic generation of space layout and energy 
performance optimisation help to guide future research to explore more methods. 
The computational method developed for the automatic generation of space layout 
with energy performance optimisation provides designers with a method to improve 
the building energy performance by space layout design.

The proven effects of space layout on the BEP and the computational method 
developed for the automatic generation of space layout with energy performance 
optimisation would encourage the research of performant computational 
architecture to be more applied to space layout design. The classification of design 
variables, the integrated method for energy assessment, and the computational 
method provides a foundation for future research regarding space layout and 
energy performance.

 7.3.3 Societal contribution

This research has proven that space layout design significantly affects the BEP, 
especially the demand for lighting. So, this will strengthen the role of architects as 
energy designers in the building design process, and may thus provoke new building 
typologies and design concepts for energy-efficient buildings.

Space layout design is one of the most important tasks of architectural design. So, 
building design following design recommendations of this research can benefit the 
target of zero-energy building.
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The computational method developed for the automatic generation of space layout 
with energy performance optimisation provides designers and researchers with a 
demonstration of how to generate space layout to optimise the BEP.

 7.4 Discussion

 7.4.1 Limitations and challenges

Several studies were conducted in this PhD research, and the results could answer 
the research questions and meet the aims of the research to a substantial extent. 
Nevertheless, there are still some limitations of this research, as addressed below.

The models used in this research, both for testing the effect of space layout on the 
BEP and for the computational method, did not consider the surroundings of the 
building. In an urban context, the surrounding buildings highly influence the amount 
of solar radiation, daylight illuminance, and natural ventilation received by different 
rooms within a layout. The best and worst locations for each energy demand could 
differ from the ones that were found in this research.

The study for investigating the effect of space layout on the BEP and the study for 
the computational method were conducted for a planar layout. However, a vertical 
change in space layout according to different vertical conditions, resulting both from 
internal partitions and from the influence of surrounding buildings, would cause a big 
difference in energy demands between layouts.

In the study investigating the effect of space layout on the BEP, only the effect on 
heating, cooling and lighting demand was considered. In the study, the influence 
of daylight performance on the thermal demand of the building was considered. 
However, natural ventilation can also influence thermal performance considerably. 
Moreover, different building shapes and different orientations of a layout can affect 
the amount of natural ventilation, resulting from air pressure differences, air velocity 
and direction. If natural ventilation is included, the difference in thermal demands 
between layouts is expected to be higher than what was shown in this research.
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As for the method used to identify the isolated effect of space layout on the BEP, 
simulation was used to determine the energy demand of each space layout. However, 
the simulated energy demand was not validated by measured data of the energy 
demand of a real building. For a complete validation, it would be recommended to 
compare the measured energy demands of different space layouts in a real building 
with the simulated values, in order to identify the isolated effect of space layout. 
However, within the timeframe of this research it was impossible to find a building 
with different layouts, which have different function allocations, while having the 
same other design parameters,, i.e. functions, occupancy schedules, envelops, and 
internal partitions, etc. 

Chapter 5 aims to identify the relationship between space layout and energy 
performance and gain theoretic understanding about it. So, the computational 
method developed in Chapter 5 generated schematic space layouts with the goal of 
testing large set of variations featuring geometric properties that may impact the 
energy performance. As a result, the layouts were generated to make rather extreme 
variations; they were not generated with the focus on functionality and direct 
applicability in practice. Thus, as shown in Chapter 5 the generated layouts include 
also configurations that can be quite impractical. In order to apply the generated 
schematic layouts in practice, designers would need to select the generated layouts 
based on functionality (and other) criteria, and elaborate them from schematic 
configurations to proper architectural layouts. Alternatively, in order to apply the 
computational method in practice, designers need to modify this computational 
method and integrate it with the functional requirements of space layout as shown in 
Section 4.3.1.

The resulting differences in energy demands between layouts shown in Chapter 3 
and 5, and the identified relationship between space layout and energy demands in 
Chapter 5, were based on the values the variables relevant to energy performance, 
and the values assigned to these variables were mainly based on local regulations. 
The variables relevant to energy performance can be categorised into two types of 
variables. The first type is the ones which are dependent on space layout design, like 
occupancy, schedule, control of lighting and shading system, and internal loads of 
equipment. For instance, the occupancy is changed as a consequence of the change 
of space layout, and the occupancy differs if an office is changed from a cellular 
office to an open office. The other type of the variables is independent variables, 
like U values, WWR, infiltration, set-points, and glazing properties. They can be 
changed independently, not as a consequence of the change in space layout design. 
However, all these variables relevant to energy performance can influence the 
resulting energy demand of a given space layout and thereby the difference in energy 
demands between layouts shown in Chapter 3 and 5. Related to the characteristics 
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of the functions, a higher difference in these variables between functions results in 
a higher difference in energy demands between functions and between layouts. And 
vice versa. For example, if people keep the lighting turned on in all rooms, there will 
be no difference in lighting demand between different rooms and the location of the 
room will not influence this demand. Therefore, for future application of the results 
shown in this thesis, the influence of these variables should be taken into account.

 7.4.2 Recommendations for future development

In Chapter 6, recommendations are provided for designers who want to optimise 
space layout to improve the energy performance. The following recommendations 
are formulated specially for future research.

Regarding the assessment of building energy demands, integration of daylight and 
natural ventilation was recommended into thermal energy simulation. However, 
in this thesis, only daylight simulation was integrated into the energy simulation 
of heating and cooling. So, for future research, integrating natural ventilation 
with energy simulation is recommended, to better understand how space layout 
affects natural ventilation within the building and building energy demands as a 
consequence. In addition, in an urban context, surrounding buildings should be 
considered for their influence on the building performance.

Regarding the design variables of space layout as shown in Table 7.1, function 
allocation was tested for its isolated effect on building energy demands. 
Furthermore, the combined effect of function allocation, layout boundary, and 
interior partition on building energy demands were also tested.

TabLe 7.1 Classification of building design parameters affecting BEP, regarding their relationships with space layouts

Design variables of space layout
(with a non-fixed boundary)

Space properties Envelope design

Space layout design
(within a 
fixed boundary)

Functional 
requirements

Use of spaces

–   Space location
–   Space dimension
–   Space form
–   Interior partitions
–   Space orientation

–   Boundary dimension
–   Boundary form
–   Orientation

–   Heating set-point
–   Cooling set-point
–   Required lighting 

level
–   Required ventilation

–   Occupancy density 
and schedules

–   Equipment gains 
and schedules

–   Control strategies

–   Insulation
–   Window area
–   Window location
–   Glazing type
–   Shading type
–   Air tightness
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In addition to the design variables directly associated with space layout (i.e. two 
columns on the left of Table 7.1), there are also other variables that affect BEP. The 
other design variables (such as the WWR) can impact the effect of space layout 
on the energy performance. For example, for a building with larger windows, the 
effect of space layout on the BEP may be more significant than the effect of the 
same layout for a building with much smaller windows. In addition, when allowing to 
optimise space layout design in combination with the WWR, this may lead to an even 
greater effect on the BEP. Hence, when having many levels of freedom of the design 
variables shown in Table 7.1, many more optimisation studies can be performed.

In this study, however, only the influence of of the WWR and U value were tested 
on the effect of space layout on the BEP. It is recommended to test more design 
variables in combination with space layout design, such as thermal mass, set-points, 
schedules, lighting efficiency and control types, shading control types, and facade 
properties (thermal and optical property of glazing and shading devices).

Regarding the automatic generation of space layout with energy performance 
optimisation, only a floor plan of one single floor was investigated in this research. 
It is recommended to have more flexibility for the layout variants. Furthermore, a 
more generic generation method would expand its applicability for both research 
and practice.

The long computation time is a big obstacle of the computational method for space 
layout, for both research and its application to practice. So, future research should 
formulate a more practical method to reduce computation time, based on the 
recommendations listed in Section 4.4.2.2, or try to improve the developed method 
used to reduce computational time as shown in Chapter 5.
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 7.5 Outlook

This research showed the great effect of space layout on the BEP, and also developed 
a computational method for the automatic generation of space layout with energy 
performance optimisation. The outlook is given regarding the applicability of the 
research results and also the vision for the future development.

The effect of space layout on the BEP found in this study is not only applicable to 
office buildings. As long as the functions in a building have different properties and 
requirements, such as the temperature set-point and occupancy schedules, space 
layout design plays an important role in saving energy demands of the whole building. 
It is therefore applicable to buildings with multiple functions, such as residences, 
offices, restaurants, or hospitals. So, when designing these types of building, 
designers could consider space layout design as a method to improve the BEP.

Integrating the automatic generation of space layout with energy performance 
optimisation requires integration of disciplines and also different software 
programmes. The relevant disciplines include daylight and energy simulations, 
optimisation theory, and computational design. The absence of any of these 
disciplines would result in the failure of the research. The software programmes 
used in this research include EnergyPlus and Radiance via Ladybug and 
Honeybee, Grasshopper, Python, and modeFRONTIER. This implies high 
requirements for researchers and designers, regarding research, practice and also 
architectural education.

Nowadays, ever more tools have been developed for the automatic generation of 
floor plans, which help architects to leverage their designs in the early design phases 
of a project, such as Finch [1] and ArchiGAN [2]. These tools provide easily operable 
interfaces and attract the interest of both designers and researchers in space layout 
design. Nevertheless, they can replace some parts of work for architects. This raises 
requirements for architects.
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Space layout and energy  performance
Parametric optimisation of space layout for the energy performance 
of office buildings

Tiantian Du

Studies have shown that space layout design can impact the building energy performance (BEP). 
However, its isolated effect on the BEP has not been identified yet. Performative computational 
architecture has proven to be effective to improve the BEP. However, only a few studies have tried 
to apply the performative computational architecture to space layout design. This research aims 
to investigate how space layout affects BEP, and to develop a computational optimisation method 
for space layout to improve the BEP of office buildings. 

Firstly, the mechanism on how space layout affects the BEP and how much energy is affected by 
space layout were identified through literature review and simulation. 11 layouts with different 
function allocations were simulated and compared. The outcome showed that layout variance 
affected lighting the most, and the maximum difference happened in Harbin, being 46% without 
shading and 35% with shading.

As a follow-up, another literature review was conducted, which identified the functional 
requirements of space layout design, methods for automatic generation of space layout, and 
requirements for energy performance optimisation. In addition, a computational method was 
developed to optimise space layout design for energy performance improvement, regardless of 
functional requirements. As a result, the relationship between space layout and energy demands 
were recognised. 

In conclusion, space layout has proven to be a significant influence on the BEP, and conscientious 
design can improve it. For optimal energy performance, manual design of space layout is not 
feasible; in order to do that, a computational approach is needed.
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